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Abstract 

The complex nature of the human gastro-intestinal system, by the presence of digestive 

enzymes, harsh changes in pH, presence of thick mucus layers, etc., often accounts for low 

bioavailability of orally ingested drugs. In contrast to alternative routes of drug 

administration, the oral route is preferred, due to a combination of simplicity, safety and 

patient compliance. Hence, many strategies for increasing bioavailability of orally 

administered drugs have been developed within the pharmaceutical and related research 

areas. Among those is the application of drug transporting and protecting delivery platforms, 

which include engineered microdevices featuring a reservoir and consequent unidirectional 

drug release. These devices have been a subject of intensive research since almost two decades 

and have been shown potent as universal carrier platforms with promising oral drug delivery 

performance. While the fabrication of microdevices could be demonstrated by means of 

various fabrication protocols with different materials, it remained largely associated with 

elaborated and costly microfabrication techniques with limited capacity for geometrical 

complexity. 

In this Ph.D. thesis, the implementation of additive manufacturing (3D printing) as an 

alternative fabrication method with increased simplicity, cost-efficiency and geometrical 

design freedom is demonstrated and evaluated.  

Within the frame of a feasibility study, the process of using state-of-the-art micro 

stereolithography additive manufacturing was thoroughly characterized and associated 

limitations and opportunities were unveiled. A laser spot size of 30 µm, limiting the 

fabrication of microdevices to millimeter scale, and the lack of the possibility to fabricate 

individual releasable devices, were found to be the main challenges. 

The implementation of pre-fabricated sacrificial release substrates in photopolymerization-

based digital light processing additive manufacturing has been realized and it enabled the 

fabrication of patterns of delicate microstructures and their subsequent release. 

Using those sacrificial release substrates for the fabrication of microdevices for oral drug 

delivery allows additive manufacturing to be fully integrated into potential workflows of 

microdevice fabrication in which various processing steps, such as drug loading and coating, 

are connected. Microdevices were fabricated on sacrificial release substrates and were 

successfully released. The rapid prototyping potential of additive manufacturing was 

employed to fabricate devices with alternative geometries with the aim of improving oral 

drug delivery performance. Characterization of different designs with use of a retention 

model showed that distinct surface structures led to an enhancement of mucoadhesion, while 

favorizing the reservoir-containing side to the intestinal wall, thus indicating a potential for 

their self-orientation. 

Finally, the used retention model has been improved for increased physiological relevance 

and experimental reproducibility. A fully integrated instrumentation based on open labware 

and a detailed corresponding documentation for simple replication using rapid prototyping 

techniques such as additive manufacturing and CO2 laser cutting have been developed.  
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Dansk Resumé 

Kompleksiteten af det humane gastrointestinale system, fordøjelsesenzymer, et tykt mucus-

lag og drastiske ændringer i pH, er ofte årsag til lav biotilgængelighed af oralt administrerede 

lægemidler. En oral administrationsvej er at foretrække på grund af simpelhed, sikkerhed og 

patient compliance og derfor er der, inden for de farmaceutiske og beslægtede 

forskningsområder, udviklet mange strategier for at øge biotilgængeligheden af oralt 

administrerede lægemidler. Blandt disse er anvendelsen af leveringsplatforme, som både 

beskytter lægemidlet og facilitere transporten gennem det gastrointestinale system. Dette 

omfatter blandt andet mikrostrukturer med reservoirs, som sikrer en retningsbestemt 

frigivelse af lægemidlet. Disse strukturer har dannet baggrund for intens forskning gennem 

de seneste to årtier, og de har vist sig at være velegnede som universelle leveringsplatforme 

med en lovende frigivelse mekanisme. På trods af at disse mikrostrukturer kan fremstilles ved 

hjælp af flere fabrikationsprotokoller og af forskellige materialer, er fabrikationen stadig 

forbundet med komplicerede og omkostningsfulde teknikker, med begrænset kapacitet for 

geometrisk kompleksitet. 

Med denne PhD afhandling demonstreres og evalueres implementeringen af 

additivfremstilling (3D-printning) som en alternativ fremstillingsmetode, med øget 

simplicitet, omkostningseffektivitet og geometrisk designfrihed. 

Ved en forundersøgelse er processen for anvendelsen af state-of-the-art mikro-stereolitografi 

additiv fremstilling blevet grundigt karakteriseret, og tilhørende begrænsninger og 

muligheder er blevet afdækket. En laserpunktstørrelse på 30 μm, som begrænser 

fremstillingen af millimeter-små mikro-strukturer samt den manglende mulighed for at 

fremstille individuelle strukturer, viste sig at være hovedudfordringerne. 

Ved implementering af præfabrikerede opløselige frigivelsessubstrater blev 

’fotopolymeriserings-baseret digital light processing’ additivfremstilling realiseret, hvilket 

muliggør fremstilling af mønstre af fine mikrostrukturer og deres efterfølgende frigivelse. 

Ved anvendelse af disse opløselige frigivelsessubstrater tillader additivfremstilling fuld 

integration af potentielle arbejdsgange i mikrostruktur-fremstilling, hvor forskellige 

behandlingstrin såsom lægemiddelindlæsning og coating, er forbundet. Mikrostrukturer blev 

fremstillet på opløselige frigivelsessubstrater og frigivet succesfuldt. Det hurtige 

prototypefremstillings-potentiale ved additivfremstilling er blevet anvendt til fremstilling af 

strukturer med alternative geometrier, med det formål at forbedre oral administration. 

Karakterisering af forskellige design ved brug af en retentionsmodel viste, at specifikke 

overfladestrukturer førte til en forbedring af mucoadhæsion, og en samtidig tendens til at 

ende med åbningen mod tarmvæggen, hvilket viser potentiale for selvorientering. 

Endelig er den anvendte retentionsmodel blevet forbedret for at øge fysiologisk relevans og 

eksperimentel reproducerbarhed. En fuldt integreret instrumentering baseret på ’open 

labware’ og detaljeret dokumentation, for simpel replikation ved hjælp af hurtige 

prototypeteknikker som additivfremstilling og CO2-laserskæring, er blevet udviklet.  
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1 |  Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

This Ph.D. project was carried out as a part of the Intelligent Drug delivery and sensing Using 

microcontainers and Nanomechanics (IDUN) center of excellence with the goal to investigate 

small microfabricated reservoir devices, termed microcontainers, as a universal platform for 

the oral delivery of drugs.  

Among the different routes of administration for systemic delivery of drugs to the human 

body, the oral route represents the preferred one. Oral administration, most commonly 

referred to as oral drug delivery (ODD), is defined as the procedure when a medication is 

ingested and absorbed within the gastro-intestinal (GI) system. With respect to other 

administration routes, such as parenteral injection, the preference is justified by the ease of 

use and low invasiveness, thus resulting in higher patient compliance and increased safety [1–

3]. Furthermore, ODD can be advantageous, because orally administered sustained-release 

formulations are absorbed more slowly as they are not directly entering the blood stream, 

thus leading to a slower and prolonged effect of the drug [4]. Aside from that, oral drug 

formulations can be used to specifically target diseases of the GI tract, such as inflammatory 

bowel disease [5]. 

Most oral dosage forms are fabricated in a cost-efficient manufacturing process from a dry 

powder of drug and are applied in the shape of tablets after employing a compaction process 

or in the shape of polymeric capsules, which are filled with the powder or pellets [6].  

One major drawback of oral drug formulations in many cases is the low bioavailability when 

compared to parenteral drug administration [1]. Bioavailability is defined as the fraction of 

drug that enters the systemic circulation unchanged and is expressed as the systemic drug 

concentration over time relative to the one reached through intravenous administration, 

which, in turn, is regarded as 100% [7]. Especially biomolecular drugs, such as peptides and 

proteins (e.g. insulin), often have too low bioavailability when administered orally [2]. 

The efficient digestive and barrier functions of the GI tract are vital for life but also cause low 

bioavailability of drugs. The GI tract is one of the interfaces between the body and the 

environment and its functions are to take up water as well as nutrients via ingestion and 

absorption, and to excrete waste products. As a natural protection mechanism against 
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potentially harmful pathogens and substances, such as bacteria, toxins and drugs, most 

contents are chemically and/or enzymatically degraded to their elementary building blocks. 

Moreover, the intestinal mucosa is constructed as an efficient barrier that hinders 

unrecognized intestinal contents (e.g. drugs) from being absorbed.  

Given the complex nature of the GI tract and low bioavailability of drugs, conventional drug 

formulations (e.g. tablets) are not always suitable for oral delivery. In this context, the concept 

of drug carriers was developed. The function of a drug carrier is to physically contain the 

drug, thereby protecting the drug from external influences (acid, enzymes etc.), transporting 

it to the desired target site and promoting absorption [8,9]. So far, many different types of 

drug carriers have been developed, however, they all have advantages and disadvantages with 

regards to their application. 

This work investigates the use of polymeric microcontainers as a carrier platform in ODD. 

Microcontainers are small cylindrical devices that consist of a base-layer and an edge that 

builds up on the side to form a cavity (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the microcontainer design. 

The cavity of microcontainers serves to be filled with drug or a drug/polymer matrix. To 

protect the drug from the harsh gastric environment, a lid may be applied to the opening of 

the cavity. Moreover, to release the drug from the cavity, the applied lid may be composed of 

a pH-sensitive polymer in order to realize a targeted intestinal release. In contrast to other 

carrier platforms, such as particulate systems, the encapsulated drug can only be released 

through the opening of the cavity. Once reaching the target site for delivery, which in ODD 

most commonly is the intestinal mucosa, a unidirectional release of drug from the carrier can 

limit the drug loss to the intestinal lumen. This helps to concentrate the drug at the surface 

of the intestinal mucosa, under the premise that the drug is released in close proximity and in 
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the direction of it (Figure 2) [10–12]. A unidirectional drug release towards the intestinal 

mucosa may be promoted by a surface functionalization of the cavity-side, which can 

facilitate the formation of a chemical bond between functional groups and molecules present 

at the intestinal mucosa [10–16].  

All in all, microcontainers represent a universal drug delivery system, which can be explored 

for the delivery of various drugs. 

 

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of unidirectional drug release from microcontainers (cross-section) 
with pH-sensitive lid and surface functionalization in contrast to omni-directional release from 

particulate systems. Modified from [10].  

1.2 Aim of the Ph.D. Project 

Motivated by the potential impact of unidirectional drug release, the main aim of this work 

was to promote the attachment of microcontainers, specifically with the correct orientation, 

to the intestinal mucosa. Provided that a microcontainer reveals a flat aspect-ratio and is 

loaded with a drug, the likelihood of attaching with either the cavity side or the bottom side 

should be equal as both sides can be seen as two equal faces. To promote adhesion of the 

cavity-side, chemical surface modification has been suggested [13]. Adhesion is defined as a 

process of attachment of a substance to the surface of another substance and might be of either 

chemical or physical nature [17]. As opposed to a chemical approach, the presented project 

aimed at promoting the adhesion of microcontainers with their cavity side by altering their 

shape. The intestinal mucosa is lined with mucus, a gel-like protective layer composed mainly 

of mucin glycoproteins and water [18]. Mucoadhesion is the term for adhesion to the mucosa 

and different theories for the explanation of this phenomenon have been formulated [18]. 

One fundamental constraint in this work was that microcontainers are not self-propelling and 

therefore entirely dependent on passive movement caused by intestinal motility and flow of 
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intestinal contents. Previous studies on the performance of microcontainers as ODD systems 

have shown that non-functionalized microcontainers were engulfed by the intestinal mucus 

layer upon application in in situ intestinal perfusion studies [19]. This suggests that 

microcontainers, despite recurring flow and lacking surface functionalization, will eventually 

come into contact with the intestinal mucosa. 

Consequently, the motivation was to design microcontainers in a way that facilitates strong 

adherence to the intestinal mucosa but at the same time creates a bias that favors only the 

adhesion of the cavity side and thereby the correct orientation as they adhere.  

This work aimed at exploiting phenomena described by the mechanical theory of muco-

adhesion (mechanical-based mucoadhesion), in which adhesion is presumably enhanced by 

an increase in surface area of the microcontainer to mucosa interface, thus increasing the 

viscoelastic dissipation of energy during the breakage of the interface [18]. For this reason, 

microcontainers with surface area-increasing anchor-like structures on the cavity side should 

be designed and fabricated. The anchors were expected to interact with the mucosal surface 

and thereby ensure a localized mucosa-oriented drug release (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3 Schematic illustration of microcontainer featuring edge-anchors for mucosa-oriented drug 

release. 

To allow for maximum geometrical flexibility, additive manufacturing (AM) was chosen as a 

fabrication technology. In summary, the following objectives should be accomplished: 

 Implementation of AM as a method for fabrication of microcontainers 

 Demonstration of the prototyping potential of AM with respect to ODD device 

fabrication by fabricating various shapes and sizes of microcontainers 

 Establishment of a characterization method to determine mechanical-based 

mucoadhesion as well as bias in mucoadhesion 

 Design, fabrication and characterization of microcontainers with edge-anchors for 

increased mucoadhesion and mucosa-directed drug release 
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1.3 Outline of the Ph.D. Thesis 

The following chapters of this thesis will provide the necessary information and will guide 

the reader through the process of the entire project. While most of the chapters represent a 

synopsis of the conducted research, the last chapter contains the article manuscripts as the 

main part of the experimental research. In the following paragraphs, an overview of the 

content of the different chapters is presented. 

1.3.1 Chapter 2 | Introductions to Manuscripts  

The second chapter introduces the different publications attached to the thesis and succinctly 

describes their content as well as the current state of the publishing process. 

1.3.2 Chapter 3 | Theory  

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the theoretical concepts and background knowledge 

underlying this work. Starting with the pharmaceutical and physiological aspects of oral drug 

delivery, the chapter narrows down to the state-of-the-art of microfabricated oral drug 

delivery devices. It also gives an overview of additive manufacturing technology and its 

impact as well as use in drug delivery and open labware. Furthermore, the use of polyvinyl 

alcohol was a key enabling factor in this work. Consequently, a summary of its properties and 

applications is provided. 

1.3.3 Chapter 4 | Fabrication and Characterization Methods 

In this chapter, the development and fabrication processes that were undertaken to receive 

the acquired results are explained. Moreover, the employed experimental methods are 

described. 

1.3.4 Chapter 5 | Conclusions and Outlook 

Here, the conclusions derived from the entire Ph.D. project are stated and an outlook for the 

future impact of this research is provided. 

1.3.5 Chapter 6 | References 

This chapter contains the bibliography with all references used in the previous chapters. 

1.3.6 Chapter 7 | Appendix 

The appendix includes four different manuscripts that form the main part of this thesis. 
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2 |  Introductions to Manuscripts 

2.1 Manuscript I 

This manuscript with the title “Additive Manufacturing of Microreservoir Devices for Oral 

Drug Delivery using an Acculas BA-30 Micro-Stereolithography Instrument: A feasibility 

study” describes the analysis of results obtained during a one-month external research stay at 

Yamagata University in Japan. Here, microcontainers for oral drug delivery are fabricated for 

the first time with various shapes and sizes using a state-of-the-art high-resolution additive 

manufacturing system. The manuscript aims at demonstrating the technical limitations 

associated with this specific fabrication technology and discusses further requirements which 

are needed to implement additive manufacturing as a method to fabricate microcontainers. 

Among those requirements are the preservation of the geometrical pattern of microcontainers 

after removing them from the build surface and the release of individual microcontainers 

upon completion of fabrication. 

The manuscript has been submitted for publication as of 11 February 2019. 

2.2 Manuscript II 

The manuscript termed “Sacrificial Polymer Substrates in Photopolymerization-based Micro 

3D Printing for Fabrication and Release of Complex Micro Components” represents a logic 

continuation of the work presented in the previous manuscript as it addresses specific 

problems that were encountered in the context of that work. Herein, the development and 

characterization process of a specific method for micro-additive manufacturing is described. 

The method makes use of pre-fabricated polyvinyl alcohol substrates as build surfaces in 

photopolymerization-based additive manufacturing. The method thereby allows for the 

preservation of any geometrical pattern as well as a convenient manipulation and mild release 

of additively manufactured micro-structures. Moreover, the method is compatible with 

automation and thus removes one of the main obstacles for industrial scalability of additive 

manufacturing of micro-components. 

The manuscript has been submitted for publication as of 19 February 2019. 
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2.3 Manuscript III 

In the manuscript with the title “3D Printing of Reservoir Devices for Oral Drug Delivery and 

Enhanced Mucoadhesion”, the method presented in Manuscript II is utilized for the 

implementation of additive manufacturing as a method to fabricate microcontainers 

(microreservoirs) for oral drug delivery. Defined arrays of microcontainers are additively 

manufactured on sacrificial poly(vinyl alcohol) substrates, therefore making the fabrication 

procedure compatible with other processing methods (e.g. drug-loading), which are employed 

in the development of microcontainers. Also, the fabrication and characterization of devices 

representing scaled-up versions of microcontainers with alternative geometries and anchor-

like structures are presented. The characterization of mucoadhesion of the devices was carried 

out using the flow retention method [20]. 

The manuscript has been submitted for publication as of 20 February 2019. 

2.4 Manuscript IV 

As mentioned before, results presented for mucoadhesion characterization of devices for oral 

drug delivery in Manuscript III were obtained by use of the flow retention method [20]. To 

use the flow retention method, an experimental setup had to be constructed. In the course of 

designing and constructing such a setup, it became obvious that no common standard did exist 

up to that point. The motivation to develop a very versatile but reproducible setup for this 

experiment brought about Manuscript IV, which bears the title “Fully replicable and 

automated retention measurement setup for characterization of bio-adhesion”. The 

manuscript describes the use of rapid prototyping techniques such as additive manufacturing 

and laser cutting to fully replicate the setup. Contained in the manuscript are full build 

instructions and references to all required components. The setup is also characterized and 

the performance of automated experiments demonstrated. 

The manuscript has been submitted for publication as of 4 February 2019.  
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3 |  Theory 

3.1 Oral Drug Delivery 

3.1.1 Routes of Drug Administration 

Drugs can be administered to the body via different routes to realize therapeutic treatment 

(Figure 4). Drug administration routes can be divided into various categories. One common 

classification separates existing routes into enteral, referring to administration via the GI tract, 

and parenteral routes, which include all other routes of administration [4]. Consequently, the 

enteral route of administration includes the oral sublingual (under the tongue), oral buccal 

(cheeks), oral enteric (stomach or intestine) via ingestion and the rectal route. Further, routes 

of administration can be categorized whether the effect of administered drugs is systemic or 

localized. 

 

Figure 4 Routes of drug administration. Green: non-invasive, orange: non-invasive with reduced 
patient compliance, red: invasive. 

Each route of administration has certain advantages, but also bears certain disadvantages. In 

this regard, invasiveness is a very important separation criterion. Invasive routes of 

administration include intravenous, subcutaneous and intramuscular injections, which 

involve the use of needles [1]. Non-invasive routes on the contrary encompass all enteral 
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routes as well as e.g. nasal, pulmonary, transdermal, topical and vaginal routes of 

administration [2,4]. Drugs can be delivered to the eye, non-invasively and invasively, but 

usually only for ophthalmic treatment as systemic delivery is difficult [21]. The invasiveness 

is a crucial criterion as it directly relates to patient compliance, synonymous with patient 

adherence, which is defined as the patient’s tendency to abide by the recommendations given 

by healthcare professionals [22]. It must be noted though that invasiveness is not the only 

determining factor for patient compliance. In this regard, the rectal as well as vaginal routes 

of drug administration, for example, are also associated with decreased patient compliance 

due to discomfort during application [23]. Therefore, patient compliance and the route of 

administration are factors that highly influence the success of a therapy. 

ODD usually refers to the oral enteric route of administration, in which the drug absorbing 

entity most commonly is the intestine as it constitutes the largest absorptive area of the GI 

tract [24]. In contrast to other routes of administration, ODD has the highest patient 

compliance. This is because it is non-invasive, therefore free of pain, and easy to administer 

without the need for healthcare professionals [1–3]. Other advantages include the possibility 

to achieve slow and sustained drug release, the potential to locally treat diseases of the GI 

tract as well as certain functional advantages, such as drug uptake into portal blood circulation 

in oral insulin delivery and thereby mimicking the physiological secretion pattern of 

endogenously produced insulin [4,5,25].  

On the downside, as mentioned in section 1.1, ODD is often associated with low 

bioavailability of drugs. This is partially caused by environmental factors present before the 

absorption of the drug has taken place and also by environmental factors present after the 

drug has been absorbed. While the first can be summarized as the complex physiology of the 

GI tract, the latter can be attributed to the hepatic first pass metabolism in which drugs can 

be inactivated [26]. Further disadvantages are unpredictable absorption rates that increase the 

difficulty to estimate systemic effects, impermeability of the intestinal epithelial barrier for 

larger and polar molecules, potential irritation of the GI tract and the impossibility to target 

specific organs other than those directly connected to the GI tract [26]. 

To fully understand the challenges associated with ODD, the nature of the GI tract needs to 

be considered.  
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3.1.2 The Physiological Environment of the Gastro-Intestinal Tract 

The natural function of the GI tract is to take up, process and absorb nutrients, electrolytes 

and water. The GI tract resembles a fragmented tubular system leading along the longitudinal 

axis through the body, with the mouth and the anus as openings (Figure 5). Different 

fragments account for specific organs with distinct functions. Whereas the main components 

of the GI tract can be summed up as oral cavity, esophagus, stomach, small intestine and large 

intestine, the GI tract is associated with further entities that assist digestion and absorption, 

which are the salivary glands, liver, gall bladder and pancreas. 

 

Figure 5 The human gastro-intestinal tract. 

Upon ingestion of food, the chewing produces a thick mass of mashed contents, a bolus, that 

is mixed with saliva secreted from the salivary glands. Saliva among other things contains 

digestive enzymes that initiate the chemical breakdown of carbohydrate chains and fats. After 

swallowing, the bolus, assisted by peristaltic contractions, quickly passes through the 

esophagus, which connects the oral cavity and the stomach.  

The stomach accounts for storage, digestive and protective purposes. A combination of 

mechanical and chemical degradation, facilitated through muscular contractions and mixing 

with gastric acid (HCl) and digestive enzymes, transforms the bolus into pre-digested chyme, 

which by the action of the pyloric sphincter is admitted to enter the beginning section of the 
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small intestine in a step-by-step fashion [27]. Through the secretion of gastric acid into the 

lumen of the stomach, pH-values down to 1 can occur [28]. This does not only cause chemical 

degradation of nutritional contents, e.g. by disruption of hydrogen bridges and disulfide bonds 

in proteins but also leads to elimination of potential pathogens, such as bacteria and other 

microorganisms, that were taken up (e.g. along with food) [27]. 

Most of the digestion and absorption takes place in the small intestine as it constitutes the 

largest absorptive area as well as the largest interface between the body and the external 

environment. Although the small intestine does not occupy too much space within the 

abdominal cavity, it has a surface area of 30 m2 [29]. This is possible due to the hierarchical 

architecture of the small intestine (Figure 6). The small intestine, with a length of about 3 m, 

is arranged in the form of folded loops that are held in place by mesenteric tissue [27,30]. The 

surface area of the intestinal wall facing the luminal side of the small intestine, the mucosa, is 

increased through the occurrence of circular folds and small finger-like structures, the villi, 

which in turn are lined with epithelial cells that exhibit microvilli at their apical side [27]. 

 

Figure 6 Hierarchical architecture of the human small intestine. 
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The small intestine consists of three consecutive parts, namely the duodenum, the jejunum 

and the ileum. The duodenum, with a length of about 25 cm, is the shortest fragment of the 

small intestine but is of crucial importance to the digestive process as it connects the small 

intestine to the pancreas as well as the gall bladder via the pancreatic duct and the common 

bile duct, respectively. Sodium bicarbonate is secreted from the pancreas into the duodenum, 

acting as a pH buffer, thus resulting in a neutralization of the chyme’s acidic pH caused by 

mixing with gastric acid [27]. Along with bicarbonate, the pancreas secretes a mixture of 

digestive enzymes into the duodenum, thereby facilitating the continuation of chemical 

breakdown of food contents, such as proteins, carbohydrates and fats. The bile, which is 

secreted from the gall bladder into the duodenum, contains waste products coming from the 

liver that are intended for excretion, but also bile salts that act as detergents, thus stabilizing 

fats in the form of small particles and thereby promoting their enzymatic degradation [27]. 

Since the duodenum is rather short, most of the digestion and absorption takes place in the 

jejunum and ileum.  

The intestinal wall consists of four different layers. The mucosa acts as the interface to the 

luminal content of the intestine and has several hierarchical levels of surface-area-increasing 

structural organization. The submucosa is an innervated connective tissue layer traversed by 

lymph and blood vessels, the muscularis externa consists of layers of circular and longitudinal 

smooth muscles, and the serosa forms the outermost layer of the intestine. As mentioned 

before, the intestinal villi are finger-like evaginations of the mucosa and are separated by 

crypts, which are invaginations. While most of the absorption happens through the villi, the 

crypts facilitate secretion of e.g. sodium chloride solution and renewal of epithelial cells [27]. 

The epithelial cell layer of the mucosa comprises specialized cell types, such as mucus-

secreting Goblet cells or cells with membrane-bound enzymes for digestion and absorption 

[27]. Apart from the mucosal epithelium, the mucosa consists of two more layers, the lamina 

propria and the muscularis mucosae. The lamina propria is a connective tissue containing 

nerve fibers as well as blood and lymph capillaries, which serve to transport absorbed 

nutrients to the larger blood and lymph vessels found in the submucosa. The muscularis 

mucosae is a thin layer of smooth muscles that, by contraction, can actuate the intestinal villi, 

thus bringing the epithelial surface into contact with a higher number of nutrients and 

thereby increasing absorption [27]. 
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The muscle-controlled movement of the intestine is referred to as intestinal motility and 

encompasses further types of movement apart from the actuation of intestinal villi. The 

contraction of circular smooth muscles within the muscularis externa of the intestinal wall 

leads to a reduction of the diameter, whereas the contraction of longitudinal smooth muscles 

shortens the length of the intestine. The controlled combination of these movements can 

result in alternating segmental contractions that facilitate the mixing of luminal contents or 

in sequential segmental contractions, which enable a steady forward movement of the chyme. 

The orchestrated control of intestinal motility and other coordinated digestive processes is 

possible due to the dense enervation of the GI tract, forming the enteric nervous system 

(ENS). Based on reflexes, the ENS acts largely autonomously but is also connected to the 

central nervous system. Further control is achieved by the function of hormones, which are 

secreted by enteroendocrine cells present in different sections of the GI tract [27]. 

Nutrients absorbed in the process of digestion are transported further within the body. While 

fats absorbed by the mucosal epithelium are redirected to the lymphatic capillaries and 

connected lymph vessels, other digestion products, such as amino acids, peptides and 

monosaccharides, are transported into the blood capillaries that lead to the liver via the 

hepatic portal vein [27].  

As the chyme reaches the large intestine, no further digestion, other than the one facilitated 

through the residential microbiota, will take place. In the large intestine most of the 

electrolytes and water are absorbed, resulting in the concentration of non-absorbed contents 

as well as waste products and the formation of feces, which eventually are excreted. 

The fact that the GI tract, especially the small intestine, is the largest interface to the outer 

world and consequentially subjected to many pathogens and harmful substances, elucidates 

the occurrence of a multitude of protection mechanisms. While the protective feature of 

gastric acid has been mentioned already, there are several more mechanisms that need to be 

addressed. Throughout the GI tract, the epithelial surface reveals to be a tight barrier. This is 

due to the existence of so-called tight junctions. The latter refers to intercellular junctions 

between epithelial cells, in which membrane proteins (e.g. claudins and occludins) tightly 

connect the membranes of neighboring cells [31]. Tight junctions can, however, be “leaky”, 

meaning that in specific situations they are caused to open, for example, to let solutes pass 

through the intercellular space [32]. Apart from that, the GI tract is interconnected with the 

largest lymphatic tissue of the body, namely, the gut-associated-lymphoid-tissue (GALT), 
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which comprises immune cells scattered throughout the intestinal mucosa, immune cells 

residing in mesenteric lymph nodes and Peyer’s patches [31]. While epithelial M-cells in the 

Peyer’s patches sample the luminal content for potentially pathogenic antigens, Paneth cells 

mainly found in the crypts secrete anti-microbial defensin peptides [33]. Furthermore, Goblet 

cells present in the intestinal mucosa secrete a substantial amount of mucus that lines the 

surface and thereby protects it from harmful particles and entraps potential pathogens. A 

feedback mechanism induced by cytokine-secretion from immune cells can lead to the 

increased secretion of mucus, which helps to flush pathogens out of the intestine [27]. Finally, 

if pathogens or toxic substances reached the absorptive blood vessels and subsequently the 

liver via the hepatic portal vein, further detoxification processes occur. 

When considering the overall complex conditions in the GI tract, several implications on 

ODD can be determined. As the medication, in form of a capsule, tablet or solution is usually 

swallowed immediately after ingestion and not chewed, thus resulting in a fast passage, the 

effect of the oral cavity and the esophagus can be neglected. The residence of any dosage form 

in the stomach, on the other hand, is usually longer and the harsh environmental conditions 

can have a major impact on the integrity of the drug. Hydrochloric acid present in the 

stomach can lead to chemical degradation, while peptide drugs are especially threatened by 

enzymatic degradation. Furthermore, drugs can become insoluble due to the low pH of the 

stomach and are therefore not absorbable any longer [26]. As the small intestine represents 

the largest absorptive area in the GI tract, it is usually the target of drug absorption in ODD. 

The barrier functions of the intestinal epithelium along with the vast occurrence of immune 

cells and mucus secretion can drastically limit the bioavailability of drugs. Moreover, the 

inter- and intraindividual variabilities in GI tract physiology, e.g. intestinal transit times, can 

lead to significant variations in drug bioavailability [34]. Lastly, after absorption, drugs usually 

enter portal circulation, thus leading to the hepatic first pass effect, in which many drugs are 

efficiently degraded within the liver [26]. The careful consideration of these challenges during 

the design of drug candidates and delivery platforms can result in more successful solutions, 

in which the mentioned implications may even be exploited for specific purposes. In this 

regard, the development of enteric coatings exploited the harsh pH gradient along the GI tract 

to target specific sections of it [34,35]. Transport mechanisms of the intestinal epithelium, 

including modulation of tight junctions, can be targeted and exploited for drug absorption 

and the abundance of lymphatic tissue may be exploited for lymphatic delivery in order to 
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avoid the hepatic first pass effect [32,34,36]. Finally, the thick layer of secreted mucus, which 

aims to shield the mucosa from particles and harmful substances, can be targeted with 

mucoadhesive materials for increased intestinal residence time and consequent increased 

possibility for absorption. The next section will elaborate on this topic. 

3.1.3 Mucus and Mucoadhesion 

As mentioned in the previous section, mucus is secreted from Goblet cells at the mucosal 

surface of the intestine and thereby lubricates as well as protects the epithelium against 

harmful particles and substances. Mucus is a soft and slimy substance composed mainly of 

mucin glycoproteins, lipids, salts and water [18]. The amount of mucus secretion in the human 

GI tract can add up to 10 l daily [37].  Reliable figures on intestinal mucus clearance rates are 

not available, but it can be assumed that mucus clearance is a variable process depending on 

the physiological state (nutrition, stress, disease etc.) of the GI tract. However, mucus 

turnover times have been estimated as 47 up to 270 min for the rat intestine and 10 min for 

the human nasal mucus, which gives the impression that the renewal of mucus layers is 

probably within the frame of minutes up to hours, rather than days [38,39]. The intestinal 

mucus layer consists of two layers, one unstirred layer, which firmly adheres to the epithelial 

cell surface, and one layer that loosely protrudes into the lumen [37,40]. Both layers have 

been reported to vary in thickness in the different intestinal sections and values have been 

determined for the intestine of rats (Figure 7) [40]. Accordingly, the thicknesses of both layers 

are the highest in the colon, followed by the ileum and duodenum and are the thinnest in the 

jejunum. Although a difference in mucus thickness between rat and human mucus can be 

assumed, the thicknesses observed in rats might not be too much different as measurements 

on thickness of the adherent mucus at the site of human antrum mucosa suggest. There, the 

thickness varies between 50 and 450 µm, thus limiting deviations to micrometer scale [41]. 

 

Figure 7 Mucus thicknesses in different sections of the rat intestine [40]. 
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The molecular structure of mucus, which is responsible for its unique properties, is mainly 

based on an interconnected network of mucin fibers. There are two categories of mucins: gel-

forming mucins and membrane-bound mucins [37]. Gel-forming mucins are elongated 

proteins consisting of alternating hydrophilic regions that are heavily glycosylated and folded 

cysteine-rich hydrophobic domains (Figure 8a) [37]. The amino acid cysteine contains a 

residual thiol group and hence is often involved in the formation of intra- and intermolecular 

disulfide bridges. Mucins build multimeric constructs through the formation of disulfide 

bonds between cysteine-rich domains of at least two N-termini as well as two C-termini of 

the proteins, respectively (Figure 8b) [42]. These constructs represent the molecular backbone 

of dense meshes of mucus. Mucins can further bind to one another through low-affinity 

hydrophilic or hydrophobic associations [37]. Membrane-bound mucins form the so-called 

glycocalyx layer which is firmly bound to the epithelial cell surfaces via transmembrane 

anchors (Figure 8c) [37]. The presumed functions of the glycocalyx comprise protection of 

the cell surface and binding of the firmly adherent mucus layer [37].  

 

Figure 8 Molecular structure of mucus. (a) Gel-forming mucin glycoprotein monomer composed of 
peptide backbone with cysteine-rich domains and glycosylated regions. (b) Macromolecular structure 

of mucus based on low-affinity bonds between gel-forming mucins. (c) Membrane-bound mucin 
forming the basis of the epithelium-protecting glycocalyx. (a) and (b) modified from [37] and (c) 

modified from [43]. 
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The nature of the macromolecular structure of mucus leads to several physiologically relevant 

properties. Disulfide bridges provided by cysteines are known to increase the stability of 

proteins and their constructs, which is exemplified by the high cysteine contents of keratins, 

a family of structural proteins that form the elementary building blocks of hair, nail and horn 

structures. When shear stress is induced to mucus, up to a certain threshold, the mucin fibers 

rather bend instead of breaking the intermolecular bond, thus leading to the elasticity of the 

mucus [37]. This phenomenon can, at least in part, be attributed to the occurrence of disulfide 

bridges within the intermolecular bonds [44]. However, an increase of shear stress over the 

threshold will cause the breaking of the bonds and consequently result in viscous behavior 

[37]. These circumstances render mucus a shear-thinning gel with viscoelastic properties, 

which consequently make mucus a good lubricant. The viscosity of mucus is negatively 

correlated with shear rate and can reach values as low as that of water under physiological 

stress conditions [37]. Albeit, mucus yields the ability to re-anneal as the mucin fibers can re-

establish disulfide and low-affinity bonds after shear stress [44]. Mucus usually consists up to 

95 % of water and it has to be noted that the viscoelasticity of mucus is highly dependent on 

the water content, with higher viscoelasticity in less hydrated state and lower viscoelasticity 

in a more hydrated state [18,37].  

In accordance with its function to protect the intestinal mucosa from pathogens, the 

viscoelasticity of mucus can efficiently hinder the movement of bacteria and trap them [37]. 

Considering the importance of this feature and the fact that viscoelasticity highly depends on 

the water content of mucus, one can assume that a regulation feedback for mucus hydration 

is required. It is assumed that this regulation happens indirectly through the regulation of 

ionic gradients at the mucosal surface [37]. In fact, an imbalance in hydration-regulation leads 

to severe infections of the airway mucosa in cystic fibrosis patients [45]. Mucus can, in 

general, be regarded as a semipermeable barrier, which is permeable for nutrients, metabolites 

and wastes, while hindering pathogens, particles and drug molecules from traveling towards 

the epithelium [37,46]. One theory about how mucus prevents the passage of particles is that 

additionally to entanglement within the mesh structure, low-affinity bonds between a 

multitude of mucins and the particle surface are established and broken alternately, so that, 

despite low energy of the bonds, efficient retention can occur [37]. The adhesiveness of mucus 

to particles and other materials, and the other way around, is subject to intense research as a 

better understanding can help within the development of more efficient ODD formulations. 
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The adhesion to mucosal surfaces, termed mucoadhesion, is strategically exploited in order to 

design mucoadhesive drug delivery systems with increased retention time for increased drug 

release and potentially increased drug absorption [47]. On the contrary, it has been proposed 

to design non-mucoadhesive particulate delivery systems for enhanced passage of the mucus 

barrier and consequentially higher drug absorption [37,48]. The mechanism of mucoadhesion 

is not properly understood as it probably involves a magnitude of different processes. But 

nevertheless, a collection of several possible explanations exists, and in reality, a combination 

of those might be applicable to facilitate the understanding of mucoadhesion [49]. 

The occurrence of mucoadhesion, as in general adhesion, can basically be broken down into 

two steps: the contact stage and the consolidation stage [18]. Within the contact stage, an 

intimate contact between the mucosal surface and the mucoadhesive is established and in the 

subsequent consolidation stage different physicochemical processes consolidate the adhesive 

bond [18]. With regard to the physicochemical causes of adhesion, different explanatory 

approaches can be explored.  

The electronic theory implies that an exchange of electrons between the two adhesive faces 

in intimate contact leads to the creation of an electric double layer, which facilitates 

consolidation of the bond due to attractivity between opposing charges [18]. 

A theory that is more applicable for liquid mucoadhesives, the wetting theory, assumes that 

surface as well as interfacial energies correlate with their ability to spread on the mucosal 

surface, thus interpreting the ability to spread as higher mucoadhesiveness [18]. 

The formation of molecular bonds, such as hydrogen and van der Waals’ bonds up to covalent 

bonds, between the adhesive surfaces is the foundation of the adsorption theory [18]. 

Within the frame of the diffusion theory, it is presumed that in case of polymeric 

mucoadhesives, polymer chains of mucus and mucoadhesive interpenetrate one another 

through diffusion along a concentration gradient, thus creating a consolidation of the 

adhesive bond [18]. 

The mechanical theory of adhesion implies that the penetration of an adhesive, which in this 

case may be the mucus, into irregularities and voids of a rough surface leads to a mechanical 

interlocking, which is further stabilized through enlarged surface contact area and resulting 

increase in “viscoelastic and plastic dissipation of energy during joint failure” [18,50]. 
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While all the hitherto mentioned theories rely on the explanation of adhesion as processes 

occurring at the interfaces of two adhesive surfaces, the fracture theory relates the required 

detachment energy to the mechanical response of the individual adhesives, such as the 

formation of propagating cracks [18,51]. 

As earlier mentioned in section 1.2, the mechanical theory served as the theoretical 

framework to motivate the creation of designs of microcontainers with surface area increasing 

anchor structures for increased mucoadhesive properties. With respect to the knowledge 

available about mucus, it can be assumed that the mechanical effect in mucoadhesion can 

become very strong under the circumstance that time allows for a reformation of disulfide 

and low affinity bonds between mucin fibers, thus “locking” structural irregularities in place. 

Because mucoadhesion is a factor that critically influences the aptitude of an ODD system, it 

is of high interest to measure mucoadhesiveness. Up to the present, various testing methods 

have been developed, which rely on different principles. The techniques can be broadly 

categorized as measurements of mechanical forces, analyses of molecular mucoadhesive 

interactions, determination of resistance to flow forces, methods based on the use of 

fluorescent probes and examination of rheological properties [52]. These categories can be 

further split up into observational and molecular testing methods [52]. Tensile detachment 

force measurements as well as flow retention measurements are frequently utilized 

observational methods and both have been employed within the frame of the work presented 

in Manuscript III and Manuscript IV. Therefore, these methods are further described in 

sections 4.10 and 4.10.2, respectively.  

One general criticism about the use of observational methods, such as tensile stress and flow 

retention tests, is the common use of ex-vivo intestinal tissue specimens obtained from 

slaughterhouse or laboratory animals as it often leads to high variations in data recordings due 

to high biological variability [49]. Moreover, the representative quality of tissue obtained 

from slaughterhouses is debatable as intensive livestock farming is often associated with poor 

physiological conditions of the animals. To reduce variations, the development of artificial 

tissue substitutes has been demanded [49]. For the work presented in Manuscript III, the 

problem of biological variability was circumvented by choosing a Latin square experimental 

design with two blocking factors. 
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3.1.4 Drug Absorption and Bioavailability in Oral Drug Delivery 

Under the assumption that a drug molecule is successfully delivered through stomach, 

intestine, mucus layer and glycocalyx and therefore present in direct proximity to the 

epithelial cell surface, it is still required to pass through the tightly arranged cell layer to reach 

the nutrient transporting blood capillaries and consequently portal circulation. The 

mechanisms by which a drug molecule can surpass the epithelial cell barrier resembles the 

ones available for nutrients and other solutes and can be broadly separated into two categories: 

transcellular and paracellular uptake (Figure 9) [53].  

 

Figure 9 Pathways of intestinal drug absorption. 

While transcellular uptake can be facilitated by different means, paracellular uptake is strictly 

based on passive diffusion but controlled by the arrangement of tight junctions between 

adjacent epithelial cells [53]. Moreover, it has to be noted that the available surface area for 

paracellular uptake in the intestine is low compared to transcellular uptake [54]. Transcellular 

uptake of nutrients or drugs can occur through passive diffusion, facilitated diffusion, counter 

transport, active transport and receptor mediated endocytosis [53]. Passive diffusion through 

the cellular membrane does not require additional energy and is governed by Fick’s law of 

diffusion. However, due to the hydrophobic nature of the lipid cell membrane, only small 

amphiphilic molecules can readily diffuse through it [54]. Facilitated diffusion does not 

require additional energy and is promoted by channel-forming transmembrane proteins such 

as porins [53]. In this way, also polar and hydrophilic molecules can pass the membrane by 

diffusion. Counter transport relies on the principle of mediated carrier-transport in which 

two solutes are transported along the membrane simultaneously [53]. In this case, transport 

against a concentration gradient, which usually requires energy, is often coupled with 

transport along a concentration gradient (secondary-active transport). The creation of the 

initial concentration gradient is however often the result of active transport [55]. In active 
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transport, specialized carrier proteins facilitate the transport of a molecule past the cell 

membrane by undergoing a conformational change that requires energy [55]. Finally, in 

receptor mediated endocytosis, the interaction of a molecule with a specific cell membrane 

receptor results in the formation of a vesicle, which is then incorporated into the cytoplasm 

[53]. 

Although several possible pathways for drug absorption exist, it is an inherent fact in ODD 

that many drugs fail to be absorbed. One of the reasons for this is that for the mentioned 

uptake mechanisms the drugs have to be in solution. However, many drugs reveal poor 

solubility. Furthermore, even if drugs have a high solubility, they might still fail to be 

transported across the epithelial barrier, thus resulting in low permeability. To predict the 

absorption of drugs during drug screening in early drug discovery steps, the Biopharmaceutics 

Classification System (BCS) was developed by Amidon et al. and the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) [56,57]. The BCS evaluates the three factors dissolution, solubility and 

intestinal permeability and is based on the theoretical concept expressed in Equation 1, where 

Jmax is the maximum flux of drug mass (M) per area (A) that is absorbed into the membrane 

per time (t), which in turn is equivalent to the local membrane permeability (Peff ) multiplied 

with the maximum concentration of solubilized drug (Cs) present at the membrane-luminal 

interface [56,58]. 

 
𝐽𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  (

1

𝐴
) ×

𝑑𝑀

𝑑𝑡
=  𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 × 𝐶𝑠 Equation 1 

The classification of drugs within the frame of the BCS is facilitated by employing a set of 

recommended in vitro evaluation methods, which according to the results allows the drugs 

to be placed within one of four classes: high solubility and high permeability, low solubility 

and high permeability, high solubility and low permeability and finally low solubility and 

low permeability (Figure 10) [57]. While the bioavailability of drugs falling into class 1 of the 

BCS is in principle not limited by absorption, it is for drugs falling into classes 2 to 4. In those 

cases, the causes for limitations in solubility or permeability of the drug need to be 

investigated and strategies for absorption enhancement may be applicable. In fact, it has been 

reported that an increasing number of marketed as well as developmental pipeline drugs fall 

into low-solubility classes 2 and 4 of the BCS [59]. As the developed drugs often show good 

performance from a pharmacological point of view, the further development of absorption 

enhancement strategies is of high interest [59]. 
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Figure 10 Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) [56,57]. 

3.1.5 Oral Drug Delivery Systems for Increased Bioavailability 

The former sections in this chapter have illustrated that the physiological environment of the 

GI tract leads to numerous challenges and limitations for ODD as it often causes low 

bioavailability of administered drugs. In order to cope with these challenges, many different 

strategies have been explored. It has to be emphasized that the variety of these strategies 

resembles the variety of present challenges, and that a combination of strategies aimed to 

solve different problems most probably yields higher success than considering them in 

isolation. For example, to increase the solubility of drugs, molecular modifications such as the 

use of co-solvents and the formation of prodrugs or salts may be feasible [60]. Also, the use 

and stabilization of the amorphous state, rather than the crystalline state, of drugs can increase 

absorption as it increases the solubility [60]. The oral delivery of drugs can be combined with 

the use of substances that facilitate the permeation of the epithelial barrier, e.g. by the opening 

of the tight junctions. These substances are called permeation enhancers and one commonly 

investigated substance for this purpose is the biopolymer chitosan [61]. For the delivery of 

proteins and peptides, protease inhibitors can be co-administered to decrease the effect of 

enzymatic protein digestion by native GI digestive enzymes [53]. A further approach is to 

employ particulate drug carrier platforms such as polymeric micro- and nanoparticles and 

liposomes [62]. These platforms can achieve multiple purposes: protection, targeting via 

functionalization, modified release, mucoadhesion and enhanced absorption [62]. 
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In recent time, engineering approaches for the development of ODD systems gained 

popularity. Examples in this regard are the use of microneedle-equipped capsules for 

transmucosal injection, self-unfolding devices for prolonged gastric residence and sustained 

drug release as well as self-orienting devices with incorporated spring-loaded needles for 

transmucosal injection [63–65]. 

The work presented in this Ph.D. thesis addresses the development and characterization of a 

microfabricated universal carrier platform, of which the intended function is to protect the 

drug from external influences, i.e. prevent the drug from being degraded by gastric acid or 

digestive enzymes and facilitate the transport towards the intestinal mucosa. The focus is 

therefore not directed towards the improvement of absorption at the epithelial barrier. 

However, as the idea is to develop a universal carrier system, the use of other concepts 

employed for absorption enhancement will be compatible with this approach. 
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3.2 Microfabricated Oral Drug Delivery Systems 

Microfabrication refers to the use of a collection of techniques that originated from and have 

been commonly used within the electronics industry for the fabrication of semiconductor 

devices and integrated circuits and later for the fabrication of microelectromechanical systems 

(MEMS) [66]. Microfabrication techniques usually encompass methods for the generation of 

thin films and patterns, e.g. by deposition, lithography or etching techniques [66,67]. Due to 

the suitability of silicon as a semiconductor material and the ease of forming silicon dioxide, 

which in turn has excellent insulator properties, thin polished slices of silicon crystal, namely 

silicon wafers, have been traditionally used as substrates in microfabrication [67]. Along with 

the trend of miniaturization and integration of devices, contamination of fabricated products 

with environmental contaminants, e.g. particles, increasingly led to loss of their functionality 

and thus threatened to dramatically reduce the yield of processes [67]. Therefore, it became 

standard that microfabrication is carried out in cleanroom environments. The need for 

elaborated cleanroom facilities as well as the use of silicon (50-300$ per kg depending on spot 

market) let microfabrication processes often to result in relatively high costs, so that cost-to-

performance criteria need to be carefully considered in the early steps of product development 

[68,69]. The use of microfabrication technologies has evolved over time, meaning that it 

became more accessible and attractive for other branches in research and development [67]. 

The medical field is represented among those and one readily explored application has been 

the use of microfabrication technologies for the fabrication of microneedles for transdermal 

drug delivery [70]. 

The concept of top-down microfabricated devices for ODD was initiated by Ahmed et al. in 

2001, who demonstrated the use of a combination of photolithography, dry etching and wet 

etching to produce square patch-like SiO2 reservoir devices with a size of 50 µm and their 

subsequent surface functionalization with tomato lectin (TL) for enhanced bioadhesion [13]. 

The idea underlying this concept is that the reservoir may be filled with any drug and upon 

application, facilitated through surface functionalization, will closely associate with the 

intestinal mucosa, thus leading to a highly localized and unidirectional release of the drug 

[13]. The release of individual microdevices from the silicon wafer in order to be suitable for 

application was facilitated by use of a sacrificial release layer [13]. Studies in this initial work 

showed the clustering of TL-functionalized microdevices with Caco-2 cells, an in vitro model 

cell line of the small intestine epithelium, thereby suggesting the desired effect of epithelial 
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cell binding [13]. However, in a following work, Ahmed et al. strengthened the idea behind 

the concept by demonstrating a potential drug loading mechanism using a microneedle and 

water as well as oil-based filling. Moreover, for effective delivery to the small intestine, the 

use of enteric coated (pH-sensitive) capsules, in which the microdevices should be loaded, 

was suggested and the bioadhesive potential of TL-functionalized microdevices to Caco-2 cell 

monolayers was experimentally proven [14].  

The pioneering work performed by Ahmed et al. was further expanded with numerous 

approaches to utilize different materials, fabrication protocols, surface modifications and drug 

loading techniques. SiO2 as a material for fabrication of the microdevices was rapidly replaced 

by poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), due to better properties in terms of biocompatibility 

and surface functionalization, which was subsequently demonstrated through binding of 

tomato and peanut lectin via surface aminolysis and adhesion to Caco-2 cell monolayers [10]. 

According to Tao et al., the microdevice concept infers that the flat patch-like geometry of 

microdevices results in an increased contact area between device and intestinal mucosa as 

opposed to that in case of spherical microparticles. Additionally, the limitation of drug release 

to the reservoir opening of the devices, causing unidirectional release, is presumed to 

concentrate released drug at the interface of device and mucosa, so that an increase in 

epithelial drug absorption can be achieved. In contrast to that, spherical microparticles are 

thought to release the drug omnidirectionally, so that a fraction of the drug will be released 

into the intestinal lumen and hence will be prone to intestinal clearance [10]. The 

experimental comparison of spherical and square microdevices showed that spherical devices, 

probably due to less contact area, indeed bind less efficiently to Caco-2 cell monolayers when 

modified with TL [71]. As the processing requirements of PMMA entailed a limitation of 

microdevice thickness, further materials such as epoxy-based SU-8 negative photoresist as 

well as biodegradable and biocompatible poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and gelatin 

have been introduced [15,72]. 

Many of the subsequent studies focused on the exploration of further and more convenient 

fabrication approaches featuring improved versatility with respect to the use of a wider range 

of materials. In this regard, soft lithography in combination with the use of UV-curable liquid 

resin made of poly(ethylene glycol methacrylate) (PEGMA) and  poly(ethylene glycol di-

methacrylate) (PEGDMA) or PLGA was demonstrated [73]. Another rather sophisticated 

approach involved the fabrication of self-folding origami-based polymeric microdevices 
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consisting of SU-8 elements and polycaprolactone (PCL) hinges [74]. The Particle Replication 

In Non-wetting Templates (PRINT)-method combines imprint lithography with the use of 

non-wetting surfaces and thereby broadens the range of available materials as well as the size 

range of fabricated particles, which can be at the micro- and nanoscale [75]. Consequently, 

this method has been considered to have great potential for the fabrication of microdevices 

for ODD [76]. A further method worth mentioning is the StampEd Assembly of polymer 

Layers (SEAL), in which layers of polymer are stacked on top of one another at high resolution 

and subsequently fused together in a thermal process, because it allows the fabrication of 

devices from any thermoplastic as it was demonstrated with the use of PLGA [77]. 

Aside from fabrication methods, a lot of progress on the drug loading of microfabricated 

devices for ODD has been shown. Initially, drug-loading was based on filling microdevices 

with drug-laden UV-photo-polymerizing hydrogels. In vitro release and permeation studies 

of BCS class 4 drug camptothecin-laden PEGDMA hydrogels in SU-8 microdevices revealed 

promising results as it could be shown that the microdevices led to an increase of drug 

absorption inferred by an increased permeation through a Caco-2 cell monolayer [78]. The 

increase in permeation, in this case, might have been a result of the localized high drug 

concentration at the device/cell layer interface as mentioned earlier [78]. These results could 

be further confirmed under relevant physiology-mimicking shear stress conditions employing 

displacement studies and a shear diffusion flow cell [11]. The increased in vitro permeation 

of released drug could also be facilitated by PMMA microdevices with multiple reservoirs, 

enabling the loading of multiple drugs and tailoring of release patterns by varying the degree 

of crosslinking of the different drug-laden hydrogels [16]. A milestone achievement in case 

of hydrogel-laden microdevices is represented by the experimental proof of increased in vivo 

murine intestinal retention due to TL surface functionalization and increased bioavailability 

of BCS class 3 drug acyclovir released from monomethyl methacrylate (MMA)-PEGDMA 

hydrogels in PMMA microdevices [12]. 

The loading of microdevices with hydrogels was usually achieved by spin coating a hydrogel 

precursor solution onto a wafer with microdevices and subsequent exposure to UV through a 

mask, thus restricting the photocuring reaction to the reservoirs of the devices [78]. While 

this procedure is very efficient in terms of throughput, it is unfortunately linked to excess 

wastage of drug [79]. Alternative methods for the loading of microdevices with minimized 

drug wastage comprise the utilization of passive diffusion as well as inkjet printing [80,81]. 
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Loading based on diffusion was performed with the use of microdevices featuring a porous 

Al2O3 membrane with nanostraws, through which diffusion can take place, and was 

additionally shown  to enhance mucoadhesion, probably due to increased surface roughness 

[80]. 

A similar approach to the hitherto mentioned microdevices for ODD is represented by 

cylindrical microcontainers. Although relying on the same concept, these microcontainers 

differ from the other microdevices, because of their higher aspect-ratio and vastly increased 

loading capacity [79]. The latter, in turn, allows for the loading of drug powder, which often 

is beneficial in terms of drug stability. Indeed, it has been shown that the compaction of drug 

powder within the cavity of the microcontainers can help to stabilize the amorphous form of 

BCS class 2 drug indomethacin [82]. Various methods have been proposed for the process of 

loading the drug powder into the reservoirs, including hot punching and powder embossing 

[83,84]. Experimental evaluations of the ODD performance of powder-loaded 

microcontainers yielded promising results. More specifically, it could be proven that 

microcontainers increased the absorption rate of BCS class 4 drug furosemide in in situ closed 

intestinal loop perfusion in rats, presumably due to enhanced mucoadhesion of the devices, 

and also led to an increase in oral bioavailability in vivo [19]. A further way to achieve an 

increased stability of the amorphous form of drugs is supercritical CO2 impregnation of 

polymer matrices with drugs, hence forming solid dispersions [85]. Inkjet printing of a 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) matrix into the cavities of microcontainers and subsequent 

impregnation with BCS class 2 drug ketoprofen, dissolved in supercritical CO2, has been 

demonstrated to be a feasible loading method [86–88]. An increase in oral bioavailability was 

likewise proven in vivo for microcontainers loaded via supercritical CO2 impregnation with 

ketoprofen [89]. In both of the mentioned in vivo studies, microcontainers were individually 

coated with pH-sensitive lids and encapsulated in gelatin capsules for oral dosage, rather than 

encapsulating them in pH-sensitive capsules, as suggested by Ahmed et al. [14,19,89].  

Apart from ODD, microcontainers and other microdevices have been suggested as useful tools 

for oral vaccine delivery [77,90,91]. 

Although microcontainers were successfully fabricated from biocompatible PCL using the 

scalable hot punching method, they have not been evaluated for their in vivo performance 

yet [92]. All other up to this point referenced studies relied on the use of microcontainers 

fabricated from SU-8, which is considered to be suitable for prototyping purposes [79].   
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The state-of-the-art protocol for the fabrication of SU-8 microcontainers consists of six 

working steps (Figure 11) [87,89]. In the first step, a silicon wafer is spin coated with a release 

layer of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). Then a layer of SU-8 is applied via spin coating and soft-

baked in order to remove solvents. In the third step, the bottom layers of the microcontainers 

are defined by use of UV-lithography and the corresponding mask. Thereafter, a second layer 

of SU-8 is spin coated onto the wafer followed by a soft-bake. In a second lithography step, 

the reservoirs of the microcontainers are formed using UV-exposure and a second mask. 

Finally, the remaining uncured SU-8 is removed during a developing step. 

 

Figure 11 SU-8 photolithograhy of microcontainers for oral drug delivery [87,89]. 
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The resulting product of this procedure is a 4-inch silicon wafer with 30 arrays of each 625 

microcontainers on a water-soluble PAA sacrificial release layer (Figure 12a). For further 

batch-processing of microcontainers, the wafer is diced using either a large or a small dicing 

pattern, thus resulting in small chips containing 625 microcontainers or large chips containing 

4 x 625 microcontainers (Figure 12b). 

 

Figure 12 Batch processing of microcontainers. (a) Photograph of 4-inch wafer with arrays of 
microcontainers and illustrated big and small dicing patterns. (b) 3D renderings of silicon chips with 

arrays of microcontainers resulting from a small dicing pattern and a large dicing pattern. 

The diced chips with microcontainers serve as substrates in other processing steps, such as 

drug loading via powder embossing or inkjet printing and lid sealing via spray coating (Figure 

13) [19,84,86,89]. It has to be noted that the upright positioning of the microcontainers as 

well as the arrangement in form of a rectangular pattern are crucial for the conducted 

processing steps. While the powder embossing method employs a shadow mask specifically 

designed to fit the space in between this pattern, the inkjet printing and spray coating 

methods are computer-controlled and rely on the pattern coordinates. 

 

Figure 13 Microcontainer processing methods relying on rectangular patterns. Drug-loading via 
powder embossing and use of shadow mask [84]. Reproduced from [84] with permission. (b) Drug-
loading via inkjet-printing [87]. (c) Spray coating for sealing of microcontainers with a pH-sensitive 

lid [19,89]. 
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Finally, after fabrication, loading and sealing of microcontainers is completed, the latter can 

be released from the silicon substrate by dissolving the sacrificial PAA release layer in water. 

After the microcontainers are harvested, they may be filled into a gelatin capsule for oral 

application as previously described (Figure 14) [19,89].  

 

Figure 14 Microcontainers loaded into gelatin capsule for oral dosage. 

In a recent review it has been stated that comparative studies with various designs of 

microcontainers/microdevices for ODD are lacking [79]. In this work, mainly as a part of 

Manuscript III, a comparative study with various designs, is shown, while exploring the 

possibility to utilize design features for increased functionality, i.e. increased mucoadhesion. 

Additionally, the work presented in Manuscript I, for the first time demonstrates the use and 

applicability of micro additive manufacturing for the fabrication of microcontainers with 

different designs. Discovered issues, which were associated with the fabrication procedure, 

such as the lack of a release process as facilitated by a PAA sacrificial layer in SU-8 lithography 

of microcontainers, were subsequently resolved as part of the work presented in Manuscript 

II. 

Moreover, the work described in Manuscript II and Manuscript III suggest a new fabrication 

scheme for batch processing of microcontainers based on additive manufacturing technology.  
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3.3 Additive Manufacturing 

3.3.1 Overview of Additive Manufacturing Technologies 

Additive manufacturing (AM), also often referred to as 3D printing (3DP) or Rapid 

Prototyping (RP), is the term for a set of manufacturing technologies in which a three-

dimensional object is formed through the sequential additive deposition and conjunction of 

material, usually in a layer-by-layer procedure [93]. It has to be noted that the term 3DP in 

principle describes a specific AM technology, but is often used interchangeably with AM, 

presumably due to its connection to digital manufacturing and ease of use comparable with 

that of normal desktop inkjet printers [93,94]. Since AM is technically the most correct term 

and recommended by ASTM International, it is mostly used in this thesis. However, in the 

attached manuscripts, the term 3DP is used as it is better known. Also, RP is a term frequently 

used as a synonym for AM, although RP in principal describes any technology capable of 

producing accurate parts from computer models within a short time frame [95]. Albeit, AM 

technologies comprise most of the methods which are considered as RP [95].  

AM substantially differs from subtractive manufacturing (SM), which has been a conventional 

type of manufacturing for many years. SM is a material removal process, meaning that 

material is successively removed from a block of bulk material to form the desired shape of 

an object. SM comprises machining technologies such as milling, turning, grinding and 

drilling. Although SM still represents the gold standard for the manufacturing of functional 

end-products, AM has several advantages over SM and is regarded as a technology with great 

potential for the use in various industry branches and fields of research [96–98]. 

One of the main advantages of AM, from a technical point of view, is the possibility to 

fabricate parts with high complexity. The layer-by-layer nature of AM drastically increases 

the design flexibility, since it removes the need for complicated fixtures, various tooling steps 

and allows the implementation of design elements that would not be physically reachable for 

the tool during manufacturing, when using conventional machining [98]. The possibility to 

realize complex geometries in turn enables the utilization of topology optimization 

approaches for further improvement of functionality [98]. Therefore, AM is considered to be 

a promising tool in the area of automotive and aerospace engineering as it can be employed 

to produce components with the best trade-off between light weight and high stiffness 

[99,100]. Furthermore, AM allows the one-step manufacturing of multi-component products, 

that otherwise would require further assembly steps [98]. Such products may even include 
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moving parts, and a prominent example, which is commonly used to illustrate the capability 

of AM in this regard, is the manufacturing of planetary gear bearings (Figure 15).  

 

Figure 15 Additively manufactured functional planetary gear bearing. This part was fabricated as a 
single part and facilitated by the smaller gears, it is functioning as a rotating bearing. The part was 

used to construct a rotary autosampler as presented in Manuscript IV. 

Although AM is far inferior to other conventional manufacturing techniques such as injection 

molding in terms of speed and throughput, its cost efficiency due to low-cost machinery and 

unnecessity of start-up tooling, makes it highly attractive for low volume production as it is 

often required in research and development and the production of spare parts [96,101]. 

Moreover, the cost efficiency and design flexibility renders AM an excellent choice for the 

manufacturing of mass-customized products as for example necessary in the medical sector. 

The hearing aid industry, in which the customization of shells is crucial for the performance 

of the product, has shifted exclusively to the use of AM and hence demonstrates that AM is 

the most economical solution for mass-customization [102]. Further examples include the 

manufacturing of dental appliances, implants and customized prosthetics [103,104]. 

In addition to its cost efficiency, the nature of AM, through reduced raw material usage, 

minimalizes waste and consequently increases environmental sustainability [96]. 

Another positive effect related to the emergence of AM technologies is an increased public 

accessibility due to the availability of low-cost machines [98]. Especially within the last 

decade many affordable machines entered the retail market and furthermore the RepRap 

project, which describes the development of a largely self-replicating AM machine, initiated 

in 2004, significantly boosted the maker movement [98,105,106]. Taken together, these effects 

empower people to realize engineering projects they would not have been able to realize 

before [106]. In a study, in which the implications of the RepRap project on private 

households is analyzed, it has been concluded that obtaining and maintaining a standard 

RepRap AM machine is already an “economically attractive investment” [107]. Therefore, the 
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emergence of AM is not only considered to have contributed to the democratization of 

technology but is also sometimes referred to as the “third industrial revolution” [96]. 

Apart from the industrial sectors already mentioned, AM is extensively employed in several 

areas of research, including electrochemistry, tissue engineering, microfluidics, medicine, 

drug delivery and customized labware [108]. 

The general process chain of AM can be broken down into four major steps. In the first step, 

a digital design of the object to be manufactured is composed using Computer Aided Design 

(CAD). The design is then converted into the .STL (STereo Lithograhy or Standard Tesselation 

Language)-file format, which is the standard file format for AM processes and contains 

geometric data in the form of triangulate meshes [97]. Using special processing software, the 

.STL-file is sliced into layers, i.e. the outer contour of the triangulate mesh is sequentially 

traced out in two dimensions along the vertical axis of the later deposited layers [98,109]. The 

sliced layers of the .STL-file in turn serve to create the machine code, which includes the 

information about specific actions that the machine will undertake in order to build the object 

[97]. Finally, the machine code is interpreted by the AM machine and the object is 

manufactured in a layer-by-layer process [110]. 

According to the standardization organization ASTM International, different AM 

technologies can be divided into seven categories [98,111]: 

 Material extrusion  

e.g. Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) 

 Powder bed fusion  

e.g. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) 

 Vat photopolymerization  

Stereolithography (SL) 

 Material jetting  

e.g. Polyjet and Inkjet printing techniques 

 Binder jetting  

includes the technology referred to as Three-Dimensional Printing (3DP) 

 Sheet lamination  

e.g. Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) 

 Directed energy deposition  

e.g. Electron Beam Welding (EBW) 
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To review all of these categories would be beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, the next 

paragraphs will concentrate on technologies based on vat photopolymerization and material 

extrusion, which are both methods that were used in the process of the Ph.D. project. 

SL represents the oldest AM technology and was developed and patented by Charles W. Hull, 

who then founded the company 3D Systems, in 1986 [112]. SL is a direct laser writing 

technique in which a build platform, a motorized vertical stage (z-stage), a vat containing 

photo-reactive polymer, a galvanometer mirror scanner and a laser source are required 

(Figure 16) [97]. The laser beam, by the action of the galvanometer, is scanned at the interface 

between the build platform and the transparent bottom of the vat, thereby leading to a highly 

localized photocuring reaction of the photopolymer [113]. The incident laser beam promotes 

the reaction of photoinitiators with monomers that subsequentially polymerize and thus lead 

to a solidification of the material [113]. Depending on the type of photopolymer, the curing 

reaction is either based on free-radical photopolymerization (acrylate-based polymers) or on 

cationic photopolymerization (epoxy-based polymers) [113]. The scanning of the laser beam 

facilitates the creation of two-dimensional patterns of lines of solidified polymer. By vertically 

moving the build platform, a second layer of solidified polymer can be created. The movement 

basically corresponds to the thickness of the former solidified layer. The repetition of these 

procedures eventually leads to the incremental fabrication of a three-dimensional object, in a 

layer-by-layer fashion. The patterns created in each layer, thereby, reproduce the two-

dimensional slices that were created during the .STL-file processing. 

 

Figure 16 Working principle of Stereolithography (SL) Additive Manufacturing (AM). 
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A further vat photopolymerization-based AM technology is represented by Digital Light 

Processing (DLP)-SL, also referred to as Mask Projection Stereolithography (MPSL) [113]. The 

working principle of this technology is similar to that of SL, in the sense that a layer-by-layer 

photopolymerization procedure is used to create an object. However, in DLP-SL, a DLP 

projector serves to illuminate an entire image on the interface between build platform and 

transparent bottom of the vat, thereby replacing the laser beam (Figure 17). In this method, 

the solidified patterns of each layer are achieved with the use of a digital micromirror device 

(DMD), which is the core functional element of the DLP projector [114,115]. The DMD 

features an array of actuated and individually controllable micromirrors, which, when 

actuated, reflect the light coming from the light source [115]. The advantage of DLP-SL over 

traditional SL is mainly the manufacturing speed, as all patterns in a layer are cured 

simultaneously and not drawn out by a laser beam [97].  

 

Figure 17 Working principle of Digital Light Processing (DLP)-Stereolithography (SL). 

The lateral resolution of an SL system is defined by the position resolution of the scanning 

galvanometer and the laser spot size [93]. In case of DLP-SL systems, the lateral resolution is 

mainly depending on the pixel size or pixel density per area of the projected image (Figure 

18) [115]. The vertical resolution, defined by the layer thickness, on the other hand, is 

restricted by the resolution of the linear stage system [93]. 

A special case of mask-based SL is Continuous Liquid Interface Production (CLIP)-SL, as it 

circumvents the traditional layer-by-layer approach through the formation of a dead zone, in 

which the photocuring reaction is inhibited [116]. The dead zone is achieved through the 
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creation of an oxygen gradient as a result of an oxygen-permeable bottom of the vat [116]. As 

a consequence, the production speed is only limited by the curing rate of the photopolymer 

and its viscosity, thus resulting in dramatically increased manufacturing speed [116]. 

 

Figure 18 Resolution specification of DLP-SL. The resolution is dependent on the pixel size. When 
the designed feature meets the limit of the resolution capacity, the displayed image will deviate 
stronger from the feature as exemplified by a circle (dotted line) that becomes pixelated (red).  

A further direct laser writing SL technique is Two-Photon Polymerization (2PP), which was 

first developed by Maruo and Kawata in 1998 [117]. In this technique, a femtosecond-pulsed 

laser beam is focused on a droplet of photopolymer (Figure 19a) [118]. For the photo-

polymerization reaction via free-radical formation to take place, the photoinitiator requires 

the absorption of two photons at the same time [115]. The laser intensity and consequent 

photon density required to trigger this process is only high enough at the focal point of the 

beam, thus confining the polymerization to the focal point as well [118]. The technique is 

hence capable of achieving a spatial resolution below 100 nm and is apt of fabricating delicate 

structures at the microscale as exemplified by a micro-sized Eiffel Tower (Figure 19b) [118]. 

A further advantage of 2PP is the possibility to generate arbitrary geometries as the 

polymerization is not limited to a build surface [118].  

 

Figure 19 Two-photon-polymerization (2PP)-Stereolithography (SL). (a) Working principle of a 2PP 
SL instrument [118]. (b) 2PP-SL fabricated Eiffel Tower. Reproduced with permission from 

Nanoscribe GmbH (© Nanoscribe GmbH). 
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The most prominent AM technology within the material extrusion category is Fused 

Deposition Modelling (FDM), which is also often termed Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF). 

FDM was developed and patented by S. Scott Crump and the company Stratasys in 1992 [119]. 

Most of the commercially available AM machines are based on FDM and furthermore, due to 

their low cost, FDM is the most accessible AM technology for the general public. The 

beforementioned RepRap project is likewise focused on the development of FDM machines 

[105]. This technology has a fundamentally different working principle from the other 

hitherto mentioned AM methods and is based on the use of thermoplastic materials. In FDM, 

a thin filament, usually 1.75 or 3 mm in diameter, is inserted into an extruder unit, which is 

constituted of a feeding-mechanism and temperature control units (Figure 20) [97]. The 

feeding-mechanism usually consists of a tractor wheel assembly (hobbed pulley and idler ball 

bearing) [120]. The tractor wheel is mounted onto the shaft of a motor and through rotation 

of the tractor wheel as well as spatial restriction by the idler wheel, the filament is pushed 

into the temperature control unit, which in turn comprises a cold end and a hot end [121]. 

While the hot end is heated to the melting temperature of the polymeric filament, the cold 

end is constructed as a heat sink in order to confine the melting temperature to the hot end 

[121]. The pressure generated by the tractor wheel leads to the extrusion of molten plastic 

from a nozzle with a small orifice which is commonly in the size of 0.4 mm in diameter. 

Finally, the movement of the extruder unit relative to a build platform, facilitated by three 

linear stages, enables the layer-by-layer fabrication of a three-dimensional object.  

 

Figure 20 Working principle of Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) Additive Manufacturing (AM). 
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As in case of SL and DLP-SL, the vertical resolution of FDM is basically limited by the 

resolution of the linear stage system. The lateral resolution of FDM is however limited by the 

size of the nozzle’s orifice. As a consequence, the resolution properties of FDM is easily 

outcompeted by the resolution available in vat photopolymerization techniques. 

Due to the high spatial resolution of 2PP, it represents the technology which is most 

promising for microfabrication purposes. However, 2PP bears certain drawbacks, which 

include the inability of fabricating larger objects (>1 mm) as well as the slow speed caused by 

the serial nature of direct laser writing [118]. As a compromise, DLP-SL was mainly chosen 

for microfabrication purposes within this work as it reveals a good trade-off between 

resolution and fabrication speed. While SL was tested and evaluated in the work presented in 

Manuscript I, DLP-SL was utilized for the work presented in Manuscript II and Manuscript 

III. FDM was used for the manufacturing of experimental setups and fixtures throughout the 

project, but mainly for the work described in Manuscript IV. 

3.3.2 Additive Manufacturing in Oral Drug Delivery 

The manufacturing flexibility and customization associated with AM drew attention not only 

in the areas of mechanical and manufacturing engineering, but also in the pharmaceutical 

sciences. AM enables the fabrication of solid oral dosage forms with alternative geometries, 

which cannot be produced by conventional powder compaction processes [122]. The tailoring 

of tablet geometry enables the creation of tablets with modified release kinetics. Goyanes et 

al. have shown that simply tuning the density of the infill patterns of FDM manufactured 

tablets can already yield products with different release kinetics [123]. They could further 

show that different three-dimensional geometries lead to different release patterns, probably 

due to a difference in surface area to volume ratio [124]. FDM enables the use of different 

materials, even at the same time. Using a dual-extrusion FDM setup, core-shell tablets from 

two different materials were fabricated, thus enabling gastric-resistant products with 

modified release kinetics based on varying shell thicknesses [125].  

In addition, the customization suitability of AM has been suggested as a means to realize fully 

personalized dosage forms with tailored drug loading, including the loading of multiple drugs 

in one dosage form, which can be made widely accessible through on-site manufacturing and 

distribution [122].  
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While the low-cost availability of FDM systems is responsible for the fact that most 

experimentation on applications in ODD have been carried out with this technology, attempts 

have been made to utilize other techniques such as SL [122,126].  

The design flexibility and RP capabilities of AM are well demonstrated in a recent work, in 

which FDM was employed in combination with other fabrication methods to construct a 

wirelessly communicating gastric-resident electronic device with drug-release modules [127]. 

Through the incorporation of sensor modules as well as drug-release modules into the 

ingestible device, automated feedback loops were enabled, thus leading to an increased 

potential for synchronicity between diagnostics and therapeutics [127]. 

In the work at hand, AM technology was explored as a potential tool to fabricate drug-

carrying microdevices for ODD. The achievements of using AM for this purpose are presented 

in Manuscript I and Manuscript III.  
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3.4 Poly(vinyl alcohol) 

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was used as a sacrificial polymer substrate during vat 

photopolymerization-based AM in the context of the work presented in Manuscript II and 

Manuscript III. PVA is a polymeric compound that was first synthesized from poly(vinyl 

esters) by Herrmann and Haehnel in 1924 and published in 1927 [128,129]. It has the chemical 

formula [CH2CHOH-]n and can exist with various degrees of polymerization and hydrolysis 

(Figure 21) [128].  

 

Figure 21 Structural formula of Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [128]. 

The primary motivation for using PVA for the presented work was due to its special 

properties. PVA is water-soluble but highly resistant to organic solvents and oil [128]. The 

solubility of PVA in water is highly dependent on the degree of polymerization and even 

more on the degree of hydrolysis as well as temperature [128]. PVA is a very robust material 

but can be easily processed owing to its water solubility and the fact that it behaves as a 

thermoplastic [128].  

These properties have led to the early industrial exploitation of PVA as textile sizing starting 

from 1926 [128]. Industrial use was rapidly expanded e.g. within the production of paper and 

bank notes to improve smoothness, abrasion resistance, folding and bursting strength, as well 

as resistance against oil and solvents [128]. Due to strong adherence to cellulosic materials, 

such as paper and wood, PVA was utilized to produce adhesives [128]. Further applications of 

PVA include the production of packaging films due to good film-forming properties and low 

oxygen permeability. In optics, PVA is used for polarization, retardation, and filtration [128]. 

More recent applications encompass the application as sacrificial release layers in 

micromachining and the use as filament in FDM [130,131]. These applications are relying on 

the water-solubility of PVA. In FDM, PVA filament is commonly used to generate support 

structures for a simultaneously manufactured object, usually in a dual extrusion setup [131]. 

However, additively manufactured PVA constructs have also been utilized as sacrificial 

molding elements in the fabrication of microfluidic devices or cell scaffolds as well as 

biocompatible carrier material for customized oral dosage forms [122,132].  
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3.5 Surface Metrology 

Surfaces are defined as the outermost layer of any object and therefore form the interface 

between the object and the outside. Surfaces can have a multitude of properties that influence 

the interaction with the outer world. Among those are physical interactions, which greatly 

depend on the three-dimensional surface texture, also known as surface finish. Surface 

metrology is the science of measuring the textures of surfaces. Surface properties are highly 

relevant in everyday life and industrial fabrication as they influence the aptitude of an object’s 

desired functionality [133]. While this principle holds true irrespectively of scale, it has to be 

noted though that the importance of surface properties increases at smaller sizes due to a shift 

from inertial to elastic forces as dominating effects [133]. With respect to functionality, the 

surface structure of roads, for example, determines the friction and thus driving behavior of 

vehicles, and is finally also related to their fuel consumption [134,135]. On the other hand, 

the famous examples of lotus leaves and gecko feet demonstrate how micro- and nano-

structuring can lead to functionalities of extreme hydrophobicity and adhesiveness, 

respectively [136,137].  

The surface of an object may be tailored for a specific application. In this regard, it has been 

shown that for example surface roughening can positively affect the adhesive bond strength 

of cleavage joints [138]. Manuscript II describes the fabrication, characterization and use of 

PVA substrates as build surfaces in the application of vat photopolymerization-based AM. 

The surface of the PVA substrate interacts with the polymerization interface at the bottom of 

the vat as well as with the cured layers of photopolymer that are successively built on top of 

it. Consequently, the surface properties of the PVA substrate are crucial to the entire 

procedure. More specifically, the surface of the PVA substrate must be sufficiently flat to 

ensure uniform contact to the bottom of the vat and it must have a suitable texture for 

adherence of the cured photopolymer. To characterize the PVA substrates properly and to 

ensure repeatability of the procedure, relevant surface characteristics were studied. 

The systematic definition of structural properties and parameters of surfaces and their 

measurement trace back to 1942 when Dr. Georg Schlesinger addressed the problem of 

lacking standardization of surface finishes and are meanwhile standardized by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) in the standards catalogues for 

geometrical product specification (GPS) and properties of surfaces [139–141]. The following 

paragraphs give an overview and explanation of the relevant and used surface parameters. 
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Different techniques can be employed to measure surfaces. Among those are contact and non-

contact methods, which are described more thoroughly in section 4.7. Data obtained from a 

measurement instrument can be two-dimensional (profile) or three-dimensional (areal), 

while the first can in turn be derived from the latter [142]. The untreated two-dimensional 

data is called a primary profile, whereas the untreated three-dimensional data in form of a 

digital surface representation is called an extracted surface [143,144]. For the characterization 

of PVA substrates, the peak-to-valley flatness FLTt, the arithmetic mean height Sa and the 

developed interfacial area ratio Sdr were determined. The meaning of these parameters can be 

clarified by considering a hypothetical extracted surface (Figure 22a). 

 

Figure 22 Properties of a surface. (a) 3D representation of extracted surface. (b) Close-up of 2D 
projection from extracted surface. (c) 2D roughness profile. 

In contrast to a perfectly flat plane, the extracted surface is composed of peaks and valleys, 

which can be found at different scale-levels, i.e. the surface of a single peak is composed of 

smaller peaks and valleys. The ISO standard describes that for the analysis of flatness, 

reference planes are defined from which in turn the definition of the flatness parameter is 

derived. Two minimum zone reference planes (MZPLs) enclose the surface with the outer 

being coincident with the highest peak of the surface and the inner being coincident with the 

deepest valley. The mean minimum zone reference plane constitutes the arithmetic mean 
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plane of the MZPLs. FLTt is defined as the distance t between the two MZPLs or as the sum 

of the largest positive local flatness deviation FLTp and the absolute value of the largest 

negative local flatness deviation FLTv (Figure 22b, Equation 2) [144]. 

 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑡 = 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑝 + 𝐹𝐿𝑇𝑣 Equation 2 

When deriving a primary surface profile from a surface, the profile is composed of a 

combination of short- and long-wave deviations. Herein, the short-wave deviations represent 

the surface roughness, whereas the long-wave deviations represent waviness (Figure 22b) 

[145]. As recommended by ISO, these two properties are typically separated with use of a 

Gaussian profile filter that smoothens the profile by averaging the values of neighboring peaks 

within a specified filter cut-off length [143]. For the analysis and description of surface 

roughness, the profile parameter Ra is the most commonly used value [146]. Ra is defined as 

the arithmetic mean of the deviation of the absolute ordinate values Z(x) from the mean line 

for the roughness profile within a sampling length l (Figure 22, Equation 3) [143]. 
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The Ra value is a profile parameter, which means it is not applicable for areal surface data. 

The areal parameter Sa represents the adaption of the Ra value for areal surface roughness and 

extends the definition by implementation of the sampling area A (Equation 4) [147].   
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Due to the definition of Sa, surfaces with very different morphology and complexity can have 

similar Sa values [148]. One objective of measuring the surface roughness of PVA chips was 

to correlate the surface roughness with adhesive bond strength to additively manufactured 

objects. The Sdr value represents a measure of surface complexity and has been found to be a 

good indication of adhesive properties [149]. Sdr is defined as the ratio of the increment of the 

interfacial area of the surface within the planar definition area A over the planar definition 

area (Figure 22a, Equation 5) [147]. 
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3.6 Rapid Prototyping and Open Labware 

The Maker Movement refers to a re-initiation of a technology-driven do-it-yourself (DIY) 

culture, which was promoted by the appearance of the magazine Make in 2005 and by 

subsequent Maker Faires taking place in different areas and countries [150]. The movement 

has led to the emergence of so-called MakerSpaces, alternatively Hackerspaces or FabLabs, in 

many places. MakerSpaces are laboratories/workshops that allow people to access working 

space and equipment that is often not easily accessible for individuals.  The Maker Movement 

has been regarded for its potential positive impact on education and creativity. Hence, 

MakerSpaces can be frequently found in universities as well as companies [151]. The Maker 

Movement profited a lot from the emergence and development of free and open-source 

software (FOSS) and RP techniques as they allow for customized solutions, simple and cheap 

manufacturing of complex objects and the online-sharing of digital blueprints and codes [152]. 

RP is a collecting term for digital manufacturing technologies that enable fast iterations of 

digital design and direct fabrication of accurate parts before a significant investment in tooling 

processes is made [95]. The most abundant RP tools in MakerSpaces are FDM machines and 

CO2 laser cutters [152]. The widespread use of FDM machines is probably due to increased 

and cheaper availability as a consequence of the RepRap project started by Adrian Bowyer in 

2004 [105]. The RepRap project encompasses the development of various types of affordable 

FDM machines that are partly self-replicating as their construction includes the use of 

additively manufactured parts. 

The Maker Movement did not only have impact on universities with regards to the provision 

of MakerSpaces but is also affecting the work in scientific research. The use of FOSS and RP 

technologies such as FDM, has given researchers the possibility to create customized scientific 

instrumentation and equipment at an extreme cost reduction [153,154]. RP has already 

enabled researchers to create several customized devices ranging from optical equipment to 

fluorescence microscopes and microsyringe autosamplers [155–157]. 

Manuscript IV describes the design and construction of a retention model setup for the 

evaluation of mucoadhesion. In accordance to the spirit of the Maker Movement as well as 

construction of open labware, the setup is fully replicable by use of FDM and CO2 laser 

cutting. Furthermore, the control of the setup is based on the open-source microcontroller 

Arduino and all digital files for reproduction have been published online [158,159].  
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4 |  Fabrication and Characterization Methods 

4.1 Additive Manufacturing of Microcontainers 

As mentioned in section 3.3.1, DLP-SL was mainly chosen as a manufacturing technology for 

the fabrication of microcontainers for ODD. The employed DLP-SL system had a lateral 

resolution of 30 µm and a vertical resolution of 25 µm. While several manufacturing 

constraints had to be considered, the resolution properties were one of them. Using SU8-

photolithography, microcontainers with a size of 300 µm in diameter were fabricated. When 

taking the resolution properties of the employed DLP-SL system into account, it becomes 

apparent that this size range is at the very limit of the machine’s capacity. This can be 

illustrated with use of Figure 18, in which the circle is corresponding to a diameter of 300 µm 

and the pixels to a size of 30 µm. With the DLP-SL system at hand, it was technically not 

feasible to fabricate microcontainers with a diameter of 300 µm. It was however possible to 

fabricate microcontainers with outer diameters starting from approximately 500 µm. Since no 

investigation of the effect of the size of microcontainers has been conducted up to this point, 

this constraint was largely considered to be irrelevant. 

A further constraint was that the commercially obtained DLP-SL instrument did not offer the 

possibility of using exchangeable substrates and/or release layers. As the microcontainer 

concept and batch processing scheme rely on the formation of arrays of microcontainers, and 

the subsequent release of individual microcontainers intended for application, it was 

considered to be a necessity to resolve this constraint. As a solution, PVA sacrificial polymer 

substrates were used as a fabrication platform. In order to implement the use of PVA 

substrates into the fabrication procedure of the DLP-SL system, a customized holder was 

designed and manufactured. The next section provides further details about the latter. 

In general, the fabrication of the microcontainers was conducted as it is generally the case in 

AM. Digital designs of microcontainers were exported as .STL-files, then positioned, sliced 

and converted into machine code with a proprietary processing software and finally loaded 

onto the machine, with which the fabrication procedure could be carried out. Afterwards, 

the uncured photopolymer was dissolved, and the fabricated structures exposed to UV light 

for post-curing. 

Further information about the fabrication are given in Manuscript II and Manuscript III. 
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4.2 Design and Manufacturing of Customized Holder 

Three different vacuum-actuated holders were designed and machined (Figure 23). The 

machining operations were mainly carried out by CNC milling. In case of the first design 

iteration (Figure 23a), the holder was designed to simultaneously hold three standard 

laboratory microscopy object slides as substrates. A channel connecting all cavities was 

connected to the laboratory vacuum line, while O-rings were used to seal the vacuum below 

the substrates, thus holding them in place. The holder was attached to a connecting piece 

belonging to the machine. This design iteration was abandoned in the process of the project, 

as it was designed for a different DLP-SL machine than the one that was finally used.  

The second design iteration (Figure 23b) relies on the same ideas and in principle represents 

a functional holder for the employed DLP-SL machine. The substrate cavity was designed to 

fit substrates with dimensions corresponding to the large dicing pattern of silicon wafers in 

the batch processing of microcontainers (Figure 12). The design however had the drawback, 

that it required a leveling operation, which had to be carried out on the DLP-SL machine, 

thus limiting the use of build platforms on the machine to only this specific holder. 

This issue was resolved with the design and manufacturing of the third holder iteration 

(Figure 23c). In this case, an integrated spring-leveling mechanism enabled the individual 

leveling of the holder to the bottom of the vat in the DLP-SL machine, thus allowing the 

holder to be used interchangeably with other build platforms. Another design improvement 

was that the substrate cavity was embedded in a detachable shim. Consequently, shims with 

different shapes and dimensions of cavities could be combined with the same holder. 

 

Figure 23 Design iterations of a customized vacuum-actuated substrate holder for a DLP-SL machine.  
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4.3 CNC Milling 

In contrast to AM, subtractive manufacturing (SM) relies on the progressive removal of 

material to form the desired shape of an object. SM is one of the conventional ways of 

manufacturing and includes many different machining techniques, such as milling, turning 

or drilling. SM is suitable for a wide range of solid materials including metals, woods and 

polymers [160]. Milling refers to a technique in which a tool with sharp cutting edges is held 

in a spindle, which rotates at a defined frequency and moves into the work piece progressively 

to remove excessive material (Figure 24) [161,162]. The rotating tool is fed into the workpiece 

with the help of moving stages. In computer numerical control (CNC) milling, the path that 

a milling machine moves during operation is controlled by a computer that sends positioning 

commands to motors that are attached to the axes of the machine [163]. CNC milling 

machines typically have 3 axes but can also have 5 axes [160]. For CNC milling, typically a 

chain of three fundamental processes is required [160,163]. In the first step, a virtual design 

is created with computer aided design (CAD)-software. Then a computer aided manufacturing 

(CAM)-software serves to transform the virtual design into a sequence of commands (G-code) 

that encodes the movement of the milling machine. Finally, the G-code is interpreted by the 

CNC milling controller software and the object is machined. 

In the work presented in Manuscript II, CNC milling was employed to machine different 

iterations of customized holders for build substrates in vat photopolymerization-based AM. It 

was further utilized to machine customized molds for compression molding. 

 

Figure 24 Working principle of Computer Numerical Control (CNC) milling.  
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4.4 CO2 Laser Cutting 

As mentioned in section 3.6, CO2 laser cutting is a rapid prototyping capable technology that 

is frequently utilized in MakerSpaces. In the work presented in Manuscript IV, CO2 laser 

cutting was used to fabricate parts for a fully replicable retention model setup. 

CO2 laser cutting is a method that can be used to cut or engrave various materials, which are 

usually in a sheet format. The working principle relies on the generation of a high intensity 

infrared laser that is focused on the workpiece through a lens, thereby creating a highly 

localized melt kerf in the material [164]. The molten material is forced out of the workpiece 

by a pressurized gas stream acting coaxially with the laser beam [164]. In a machine setup, the 

laser beam is guided by a sequence of mirrors to a head-unit, which is mounted on a movable 

stage system. By moving the laser beam across the workpiece via CNC, a cut geometry defined 

by the digital design is achieved (Figure 25). 

Advantages of the CO2 laser cutting method include that it is a non-contact method (in 

contrast to e.g. machining), high resolution cuts (cutting kerfs within the micrometer range), 

digital manufacturing capability through CNC, high speed and highly localized melt 

induction, thus resulting in overall low thermal input to the workpiece [164]. 

 

Figure 25 Working principle of CO2 laser cutting.  
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4.5 Fabrication of Poly(vinyl alcohol) Sacrificial Release Substrates 

The fabrication of PVA sacrificial release substrates, which were required for the work 

presented in Manuscript II and Manuscript III, was carried out by different means. The 

substrates mainly used for the studies were fabricated in a sequence of FDM and compression 

molding. First, a precursor substrate from PVA filament was manufactured by FDM. 

Employing a mold assembly, consisting of a mold, two thick aluminum foil sheets and two 

steel sheets, the precursor substrate was pressed flat and into its final dimensions with the use 

of a laboratory platen press (Figure 26). The mold was made by CNC milling and the 

dimensions of the substrate (cavity of the mold) were chosen according to the dimensions of 

the large dicing pattern of silicon wafers in the batch processing of microcontainers (Figure 

12), in order to facilitate potentially required compatibility of AM-based fabrication of 

microcontainers with other processing methods as depicted in Figure 13. This method of PVA 

substrate fabrication is described in more detail in Manuscript II. 

 

Figure 26 Compression molding of PVA substrates. 

A further fabrication procedure that was explored for the production of PVA substrates was 

based on CO2 laser cutting. Therein, a sheet of PVA was initially formed from PVA pellets in 

a compression step, similar to the one shown in Figure 26. Subsequently, a CO2 laser cutter 

was employed to cut out the desired shape of the substrate. A drawback of this approach is 

the generation of toxic fumes due to thermal degradation of PVA during laser cutting [165]. 
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In order to demonstrate the scalability of PVA substrate fabrication, injection molding was 

performed. Injection molding is the gold standard for high-throughput fabrication of 

thermoplastic components. There are several different types of injection molding 

technologies/machines, and the review of those is beyond the scope of this work. The 

conventional type of injection molding machines is the reciprocating (single-stage) screw 

machine (Figure 27) [166]. In this type of injection molding, the procedure can be briefly 

described as follows. Polymer pellets are filled into an extruder barrel through a hopper. The 

extruder barrel is heated to the melting temperature of the polymer, facilitated through the 

heating action of heater elements lining the outside of the extruder barrel. The screw, 

actuated by a screw drive motor, is rotating reciprocally, thus forcing molten polymer through 

a small channel (sprue) into the mold in a single stage (shot). Further, the tip of the screw is 

pushed towards the sprue to force plastic into the mold. As very high forces are required for 

the compaction procedure (packing), the screw drive motor often relies on hydraulic 

mechanisms. The mold consists of two pieces and one of them is mounted onto a movable 

platen (clamping cylinder), which during the molding procedure is tightly pressed against the 

other half. Non-return valves present at the mold-facing end of the extruder barrel prevent 

molten polymer from flowing back as a consequence of the high pressure. Finally, the linear 

retraction of the movable platen, which contains the second half of the mold, allows the 

ejection of the molded component. This procedure can be repeated many times on the order 

of minutes down to seconds, thus rendering injection molding unbeatable in terms of 

throughput [167]. 

 

Figure 27 Working principle of injection molding. 
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4.6 Raman Spectroscopy 

The Raman effect was independently discovered by Raman and Krishnan as well as 

Mandelstam and Landsberg in 1928 [168,169]. Raman spectroscopy in turn is based on the 

phenomenon of inelastic scattering of light (Raman effect) and is nowadays a standard 

laboratory procedure for the characterization of molecules. In Manuscript II, Raman 

spectroscopy was employed to determine so-called molecular fingerprints of different vat 

photopolymerization AM photopolymers in order to detect potential contamination with 

PVA. This served to evaluate the suitability of PVA as non-contaminating build substrate in 

DLP-SL. 

Here, a brief overview about the working principle of Raman spectroscopy is provided (Figure 

28a) [170,171]. In Raman spectroscopy, an incident light source, usually a laser, is used to 

illuminate a specimen. As a result, incident light particles (photons as per the wave-particle 

duality) can be scattered elastically or inelastically, meaning that their kinetic energy is either 

maintained or altered. The elastic scattering of photons, called Rayleigh scattering, accounts 

for the majority of scattered photons [170]. The Raman effect however relies on inelastically 

scattered photons that exist in two configurations: Stokes- and anti-Stokes scattering. For both 

configurations, the incident photons are energetically shifted as a consequence of interaction 

with the intermolecular vibrational modes present in the specimen. And this energetical shift 

of the scattered photon is associated with the energy of the intermolecular vibrational mode. 

In this way, the Raman effect provides molecule specific information (fingerprints) about the 

specimen through the study of vibrational modes [171]. Due to the superimposed Rayleigh 

scattering, Raman scattering is a weak effect that is very dependent on proper 

instrumentation. In current Raman spectroscopes, special Rayleigh filters (notch filters) are 

used to prevent Rayleigh-scattered light from entering the detector composed of spectrograph 

and charge-coupled device (CCD) [170].  

The nature of the Raman effect can be further explained with a simplified Jablonski diagram 

(Figure 28b). Upon interaction of an incident photon with a molecule, the molecule is excited 

to a higher virtual energy state. In case of elastic Rayleigh scattering, the molecule returns to 

the ground energy state, and in Stokes Raman scattering the molecule returns to an excited 

vibrational state. In anti-Stokes Raman scattering, the molecule with an initial excited 

vibrational energy state undergoes relaxation from virtual state to its ground energy state 

[171]. 
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Since Raman spectroscopy relies on the vibrational states of a molecule, it is highly specific 

and thus obtained Raman spectra can be utilized to derive molecular fingerprints [171]. 

Consequently, Raman spectroscopy was used in Manuscript II to determine a molecular 

fingerprint of a control specimen to which a potentially contaminated specimen was 

compared. 

 

Figure 28 Working principle of Raman spectroscopy [170,171]. (a) Typical setup of a Raman 
spectroscope and differentiation of scattered light. (b) Jablonski diagram of molecular energy states of 
elastically (Rayleigh) and inelastically (Stokes-Raman and anti-Stokes Raman) scattered light  [172]. 
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4.7 Surface Profilometry 

The measurement of surfaces is usually conducted with contact or non-contact techniques. 

The contact method is based on the use of stylus profilometer instruments and represents the 

traditional and commonly used technique (Figure 29a) [142]. A stylus profilometer consists 

of a drive unit with a stylus that has a diamond tip of specific shape and size, a base on which 

the specimen is mounted, a column on which the drive unit is mounted and moving stages 

[142]. During measurement, the diamond tip of the stylus is dragged along the specimen’s 

surface and through a transducer the physical movement is converted into an electrical signal, 

which can be recorded and visualized.  

In case of non-contact techniques, most often optical methods are used. For the surface 

characterization of PVA substrates in Manuscript II, two different optical profilometry 

techniques were used: confocal and (vertical scanning) interferometry-based profilometry 

(Figure 29b, c). Current optical techniques can be divided into two main categories, namely 

scanning optical techniques that include confocal profilometry and areal optical techniques 

that include interferometry [142]. Scanning optical profilometry is similar to stylus 

profilometry in the way that a beam of light is scanning the surface and thereby measuring 

the actual surface topography [142]. Areal optical profilometry, on the contrary, derives the 

surface topography from measuring the distribution of reflected light [142]. 

In confocal optical profilometry (Figure 29b), two special optical elements termed pinholes 

are used to filter light coming from the illumination source (usually a laser) and light entering 

the detector [142]. The pinhole causes a smaller field of view, thus enhancing lateral 

resolution of the system [173]. Furthermore, the pinhole restricts light that comes from out 

of the focal plane from entering the detector. Consequently, elements which are out of the 

focal plane have a low intensity [173]. Information on the texture of a surface is determined 

by performing vertical scans. This means that the focal plane moves vertically at the surface, 

thus leading to an intensity profile where the maximum intensity at a specific focal plane 

corresponds to the height of the surface [173]. Thereby, a surface texture representation is 

recorded in a layer-by-layer fashion. 

In interferometry-based profilometry (Figure 29c), a reference light path is generated 

additionally to the light path going to and coming from the specimen [174]. A beam splitter 

serves to separate the incident light into a path going towards the specimen and a path going 
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towards a reference mirror at a specified distance. The reference mirror reflects the light, 

which is then led back to the beam splitter to be combined with the light reflected from the 

specimen. When the combination of both light paths then enters a camera sensor, an 

interference fringe pattern, which corresponds to areas of equal surface height, is recorded 

[175]. The sensor measures the light intensity pixel by pixel and thereby a difference between 

reference path length and specimen path length can be precisely determined [175]. Through 

further calculations a surface topography can be recreated from the measurements. 

 

Figure 29 Working principles of different surface profilometry techniques. (a) Stylus profilometer 
[142], (b) confocal optical profilometer [142], (c) interferometry optical profilometer [174]. 

For the surface characterization of PVA substrates, as described in Manuscript II, optical 

profilometry was preferred over stylus profilometry as the stylus can damage the relatively 

soft polymeric surface of the PVA substrate during the measurement and thus lead to the 

recording of false data [142]. Other advantages of optical profilometry include increased 

vertical resolution and high scanning speed [142]. Among the optical profilometry 

techniques, different methods have different advantages and disadvantages. Phase-shifting 

interferometry for example has a vertical resolution within the nanometer range, however it 

is only suitable for smooth surfaces with an Ra or Sa value one tenth of the incident light 

wavelength [142]. Since the performed experiments included the surface characterization of 

substrates with varying degrees of surface roughness, both confocal and interferometry 

optical profilometry were used.  
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4.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

SEM is a technique that, in contrast to a light source and optical lenses in optical microscopy, 

employs an electron beam and electromagnetic lenses for microscopy with high resolution 

beyond the Abbe diffraction limit of light [176]. In a SEM instrument, an arrangement of an 

electron gun, an anode, condenser lenses, an objective lens, scanning deflector coils and 

various detectors is used to produce an incident electron beam on a specimen and to detect 

various thereby produced signals (Figure 30) [176]. In the electron gun, an electron source, 

which can either be tungsten hairpin, lanthanum hexaboride or field emission cathodes (the 

latter is commonly used in modern instruments), is set under high voltage with reference to 

the anode, so that a beam of electrons towards the anode is generated [176]. The generated 

beam of electrons passes through the anode, and electromagnetic condenser lenses serve to 

converge, collimate and demagnify the electron beam, while an objective lens focusses the 

beam on the specimen and provides further demagnification [176,177]. Scanning deflector 

coils are used to scan the focused electron beam over an area of the specimen. The deflectors 

are computer-controlled and along with the employed detector fundamental for obtaining a 

scanned image.  

As the incident electron beam impinges upon the specimen’s surface, different signals are 

produced (Figure 30). Similar to the Raman effect, the incident source can interact with the 

atoms of the specimen, elastically or inelastically.  

In the case of elastic interaction, the primary beam electrons collide with the nuclei of 

specimen atoms which causes them to bounce back, while retaining most of the energy [176]. 

These electrons are called backscattered electrons (BSE). BSEs have a certain escape depth, 

which is depending on the chemical composition of the specimen [176]. Therefore, the 

imaging of BSEs is mainly used to obtain information about the composition of a specimen.  

In case of inelastic interaction, the primary beam electrons lead to a transfer of their energy 

to the specimen atoms and cause potential expulsion of one electron from the specimen’s 

atom, thereby causing ionization [177]. The expelled electron has a low energy (below 50 eV) 

and is called a secondary electron (SE) [177]. Due to their low energy status, SEs have a low 

escape depth from the specimen. As a consequence, the imaging of SEs gives topographic 

information of the specimen with high resolution [176].  
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While BSEs and SEs are signals generally used to create an image of the specimen, further 

signals can be detected and interpreted for more detailed analysis of the chemical composition 

of the specimen. In the event of inelastic interaction between a primary beam electron and a 

specimen atom, similar as in the case of SEs, transfer of energy can lead to expulsion of an 

electron from an inner shell of the specimen’s atom. If the vacancy created by the omitted 

electron is filled by an electron with higher energy level from an outer shell of the specimen’s 

atom, the released energy results in the emission of an X-ray characteristic or an Auger 

electron [176,177]. While Auger electrons have low energy and an accordingly low escape 

depths, X-ray characteristics have higher energy as well as higher escape depths [176]. These 

phenomena are utilized in Auger electron spectroscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy to analyze the chemical composition of specimens. 

For the analysis of additively manufactured specimens as presented in Manuscript I, 

Manuscript II and Manuscript III, information about the chemical composition was regarded 

as irrelevant as the study focused on the analysis of surface topography. Therefore, all the 

conducted SEM was performed using the SE detector. 

 

Figure 30 Working principle of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [176].  
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4.9 Measurement of Detachment Forces 

To measure the adhesive bond strength of small additively manufactured objects to PVA 

substrates (Manuscript II), a Texture Analyzer (TA) instrument was employed. In a TA 

instrument, a probe holder is connected to a force sensor, also called load cell, which in turn 

is placed inside a holding platform that can move vertically through the action of a motorized 

linear stage system (Figure 31a). To facilitate the measurements, a customized experimental 

setup was established. A manual two-axes horizontal micro-positioning system was mounted 

on the bottom of the TA instrument and a customized lab syringe holder was designed and 

additively manufactured with FDM technology. A standard 10 ml lab syringe equipped with 

a 600 µm injection needle was assembled to the holder and the assembly was, in turn, mounted 

to the TA probe holder. The tip of the needle was bent to a 90-degree angle so that it could 

be inserted into the cavity of the test objects using the positioner.  

The measurement of the adhesive bond strengths was carried out indirectly via determination 

of the detachment forces, which were required to separate the adhesive bonds. Upon start of 

the experimental sequence, the probe holder was raised, and the applied force was measured 

and recorded in a force displacement graph, in which the force is plotted against the travel 

distance of the probe (Figure 31b). After breakage of the bond, the measured force dropped 

to zero and the probe holder was eventually moved back to its initial position. The two values 

extracted from the obtained graph was the maximum peak force as well as the Work Of 

Adhesion (WOA), which corresponds to the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of the graph. 

 

Figure 31 Detachment force determination using a Texture Analyzer (TA). (a) Customized TA setup, 
(b) Force displacement graph (AUC = area under the curve, WOA = work of adhesion).  
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4.10 Mucoadhesion Measurements 

As part of the work presented in Manuscript III, two different mucoadhesion tests were 

conducted in order to evaluate the mucoadhesive potential of additively manufactured 

reservoir devices for ODD. The two methods are described within the next sections. 

4.10.1 Tensile Mucoadhesion Measurements 

The tensile mucoadhesion test method is usually conducted with the use of a TA instrument 

and is based on the measurement of detachment forces [49]. A TA is an instrument in which 

a probe holder is attached to a vertical linear stage system (Figure 32a). On the one end, the 

probe holder is connected to a load cell, which is embedded into a holding platform, and on 

the other end, the probe holder is connected to an exchangeable probe, to which in turn any 

kind of specimen may be attached. To measure the detachment force required to separate a 

mucoadhesive bond, a special tissue holder, fixing a piece of excised mucosal tissue, is placed 

below the probe and specimen and thereafter the specimen is lowered towards and moved 

into the tissue at a specific velocity (pre-test speed). When the specimen is touching the tissue, 

a pre-determined force (contact force) is applied for a specified amount of time (contact time), 

and then the probe with the specimen is lifted from the tissue in a certain velocity (post-test 

speed) and the force is being measured. In this kind of setup, the tissue may also be fixed to 

the probe and the specimen to the holder at the bottom [49].  

 

Figure 32 Determination of mucoadhesive forces using a Texture Analyzer (TA). (a) TA setup with 
mucoadhesion rig. (b) Force displacement graph of detachment (AUC = area under the curve and 

WOA = work of adhesion). 
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The recording of the force throughout the experiment yields a force displacement graph 

(Figure 32b). As the probe moves down to press the specimen against the mucosal tissue, the 

applied force as well as the displacement (measured as distance) become negative values. 

When the probe lifts the specimen, the force and displacement first return to zero, but then 

become positive values. As soon as the adhesive bond is broken, the measured force will drop 

to zero and after reaching a specified distance, the probe will return to the initial position. 

From the force displacement graph usually two values are obtained, the maximum peak force 

and the WOA, which is defined as the positive AUC. 

Tensile mucoadhesion measurements are a suitable method to compare the relative 

mucoadhesion of specimens, although tensile detachments are thought to be of little 

physiological relevance [178]. Tensile forces might however act in the physiological 

environment of the GI tract, presumably due to the occurrence of circular contractions. In 

order to mimic these phenomena, contact forces equivalent to reported values of intestinal 

circular contraction forces (10 g) were used in the experiments [179]. 

In some reported experimental approaches, the entire tissue is immersed in a buffer solution, 

in others it is not [180,181]. In this work, the objective was to measure the mucoadhesion of 

additively manufactured reservoir devices with surface area-increasing structures. The main 

interaction between the specimens and the mucus was therefore expected to be in accordance 

with the mechanical theory of mucoadhesion [18]. Since the viscosity of mucus is highly 

dependent on its water content, it was assumed that immersing the tissue in a buffer solution 

will lead to full hydration of the mucus and subsequently the lowest viscosity [37]. As a result, 

the adhesion between the specimen and the mucus might be decreased. Moreover, full 

hydration of the mucus might not represent the physiological status as mucus hydration is 

believed to be highly regulated [37]. For this reason, the experiments were performed with 

tissue as it was obtained from the sacrificed animals and without immersing the mucosal tissue 

in buffer solution. Finally, the experiments were performed in a Latin square experimental 

design, in which the sequence of tested specimens was chosen as a blocking factor, thus 

potentially counteracting any influence caused by mucus dehydration. 
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4.10.2 Flow Retention Method for Evaluation of Mucoadhesion 

In addition to tensile mucoadhesion measurements, the flow retention method was employed 

to evaluate the mucoadhesiveness of different designs of additively manufactured reservoir 

devices for ODD. The method was developed by Rao and Buri in 1989 and is based on the 

action of shear forces induced by a flow of liquid, thus realistically mimicking the 

physiological conditions of several mucosal tissues, including the intestinal mucosa [20,49]. 

In a typical flow retention measurement, specimens (e.g. microparticles [20]) are applied to 

the surface of a segment of excised mucosal tissue, which is placed on a specific holder that in 

turn is held in an inclined position. The specimens are then subjected to a flow of buffer 

solution at a specific flowrate and for a specific amount of time and finally the remaining 

specimens on the tissue are quantified [20]. Since specimens that are more mucoadhesive will 

require higher shear forces to be flushed away, the quantity of remaining specimens is 

interpreted as an indicator for mucoadhesiveness. 

In order to perform this type of experiment, a setup needed to be constructed. Several parts 

were designed and additively manufactured with FDM and subsequently combined with an 

optical breadboard, a square aluminum tube, a peristaltic pump tubing and a peristaltic pump 

to form the required setup (Figure 33). The constructed setup had the advantage that it was 

portable, that all pieces fit precisely together, and that an angle scale was implemented in the 

design of the slide and the slide holder, thus enabling a reproducible as well as precise 

inclination of the slide. A detailed description of how the experiment was performed is 

provided in Manuscript III. 

 

Figure 33 First design iteration of retention model setup with FDM-fabricated parts. (a) CAD model, 
(b) photograph of constructed experimental setup. 
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Although not utilized for the characterization of reservoir devices for ODD, an improved 

second version of the experimental flow retention setup was designed and constructed (Figure 

34). The setup was, in principle, based on the same core elements as the first version, however 

it incorporated several beneficial features. Using aluminum extrusions and acrylic sheets, a 

chamber was constructed around the slide, in which an infrared ceramic heat lamp as well as 

a custom-designed humidifier and several ventilation fans were placed. The humidifier, the 

heat lamp and the fans were connected to an Arduino Uno microcontroller, which by 

execution of a custom-developed program, served to maintain a feedback-loop for 

temperature and humidity control. The regulation of external factors, such as temperature 

and humidity, is considered to be of high importance for increasing the reproducibility and 

physiological relevance of the flow retention method [49]. A further addition to the setup was 

a custom-designed and FDM fabricated manual, but remotely controlled, rotational sampler. 

The rotational motion of the sampler was actuated through a manually-driven syringe pump 

and a hydraulic translated slider-crank mechanism. The motivation for adding the sampler 

was to create the possibility to take samples of perfusate coming from the mucosal tissue, 

without the necessity of opening the climate-controlled chamber as it would lead to a 

disturbance in temperature and humidity continuity. The collection of perfusate samples is 

especially of interest when the mucoadhesive specimens on the tissue contain components of 

which the concentration can be measured, e.g. drugs, dies or polymers. Using spectroscopy or 

chromatography-based methods, the quantity of lost components can be determined [49]. 

 

Figure 34 Second design iteration of retention model setup with FDM-fabricated parts, temperature 
and humidity-controlled chamber and manually controlled rotational sampler. (a) CAD model, (b) 

photograph of constructed setup. 
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Outgoing from the experiences made during the design and construction process of the two 

versions of flow retention model setups, it became apparent that the construction of such 

setups is usually not explicitly documented, and that replication of the efforts made by other 

researchers is often impossible as they often include parts, which are not easy to source, and 

improvised solutions. Both presented versions, up to this point, can, in principle, be 

completely replicated as they consist of FDM-fabricated parts, standard optical hardware and 

a limited amount of other easy to source parts. However, they are not very cost-efficient due 

to the high cost of optical hardware and the second version is, additionally to that, also rather 

heavy, thus impeding the idea of a versatile setup. 

Inspired by the idea of open labware, which is introduced in section 3.6, the idea was to design 

and construct a third version of the flow retention model setup, which would be easy to 

replicate as most of the parts are made by RP technologies, is light in weight, and which is 

very versatile as it includes further useful functionalities (Figure 35). These functionalities are 

based on a fully automated control circuit with integrated peristaltic pump and motorized 

rotational autosampler. 

Manuscript IV describes the work in detail and includes complete build instructions, so that 

other researchers will be enabled to fully replicate this flow retention model setup and build 

upon it. To facilitate this process, all required design files and codes are published online [159]. 

 

Figure 35 Third design iteration of retention model setup with FDM-fabricated and laser-cut parts, 
temperature and humidity-controlled chamber, integrated peristaltic pump and rotational 

autosampler. (a) CAD model, (b) photograph of constructed setup.  
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5 |  Conclusions and Outlook 

The objectives of the Ph.D. project were to employ AM technology to fabricate mini-devices 

for ODD and to characterize different designs with respect to their aptitude as ODD carrier 

platforms. In this regard, particular attention was paid to the design of specific surface 

structures that might increase the mucoadhesiveness of mini-devices.  

The results of this work demonstrate that AM technology, particularly DLP-SL, is indeed a 

suitable technology for the fabrication of mini-devices and micro-devices/microcontainers. 

As part of this project, a potential batch-processing scheme based on AM has been enabled 

through the implementation of water-soluble sacrificial substrates into the fabrication 

procedure of DLP-SL (Manuscript II and Manuscript III). Moreover, the applicability of direct 

laser writing SL for the manufacturing of the same mini-devices was thoroughly examined 

(Manuscript I). 

The prototyping potential of AM with respect to the realization of various designs of mini-

devices was demonstrated. Using an established method for the characterization of 

mucoadhesiveness, it became apparent that, only by tailoring the design of mini-devices, the 

desired property of increased mucoadhesiveness could be achieved (Manuscript III). It has to 

be emphasized that the increased mucoadhesiveness was selectively achieved for the 

reservoir-containing side of the devices, thus increasing the probability of correctly oriented 

attachment to the intestinal mucosa and consequent mucosa-directed drug release. 

A logical continuation of the research on these devices would be to subject them to the same 

processing steps as SU-8 microcontainers, namely drug-loading and lid sealing, in order to 

obtain a completed ODD product. Subsequently, further in vitro evaluation methods, such as 

drug release and permeation under physiologically relevant shear conditions (similar to the 

study presented by Ainslie et al. [11]), could be utilized to confirm the benefit of increased 

mucoadhesive properties for ODD applicability. Furthermore, in vivo evaluation will be 

essential to prove the implications of design alterations on ODD performance and hence oral 

bioavailability. 

From a technical point of view, the presented research would highly benefit from the 

availability of AM technologies with increased resolution, speed and build area. A higher 

resolution would enable the downscaling of fabricated structures and therefore facilitate the 
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use of smaller animal models in potential in vivo studies, such as rats, for which the fabricated 

mini-devices were too large. Within this project, a DLP-SL instrument with a spatial 

resolution of 30 µm was employed. Meanwhile, alternative DLP-SL instruments with higher 

resolutions were reported in the literature. Gong et al. for example reported the construction 

of a custom DLP-SL system with a lateral resolution below 10 µm [182]. This shows that the 

resolution constraint could be reduced, already at this time. 

For the case that microfabricated devices for ODD would become industrially relevant, AM 

could in fact be a potent method for their fabrication. However, an increased fabrication speed 

as well as build area would be required to catch up with the demands of industrial serial 

production. The CLIP-method represents an attractive technology in this case, as the 

fabrication speed is solely dependent on the height of manufactured objects and the curing 

rate as well as viscosity of the photopolymer [116]. Therefore, the fabrication time for an 

entire batch of mini-devices/microcontainers will presumably amount to only a couple of 

minutes. 

In this project, mini-devices/microcontainers were fabricated from prototyping materials, 

which are unsuitable for pharmaceutical applications due to potential toxicity, thus rendering 

any attempts of commercialization pointlessly. Albeit, research on biocompatible resin 

materials for vat photopolymerization-based AM techniques is intensive and promising 

alternatives exist even now. Urrios et al. for instance showed that additively manufactured 

objects from PEGDA revealed promising results in terms of cytocompatibility [183]. 

The implementation of pre-fabricated sacrificial substrates into the fabrication procedure of 

vat photopolymerization-based AM (Manuscript II) is a byproduct of this Ph.D. project, 

which has the potential to develop impact on its own. The combination of serving as a rapidly 

exchangeable build surface, a common processing substrate (similar as the wafer in 

microfabrication) and a sacrificial release layer, introduces many possibilities and resolves 

issues hitherto inherent to AM-based micromanufacturing. 

Lastly, the development of a fully and easily replicable flow retention model setup alongside 

a detailed documentation, might not only provide other researchers with the necessary input 

to construct their own but might as well contribute to a certain standardization and increased 

reproducibility of this particular experiment. Moreover, the increased range of functions 

through integration of features might spur the performance of new kinds of experiments.  
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Within the research and the development of protective carrier platforms intended for oral 

drug delivery, polymeric microreservoir devices with sizes around 300 µm have been 

proposed as a delivery system capable of unidirectional drug release. So far, microreservoir 

devices have been fabricated with simple shapes by means of high-throughput fabrication 

methods. In this feasibility study, state-of-the-art micro-stereolithography 3D printing is 

used for the fabrication of various microreservoir geometries. Scanning electron 

microscopy characterization and conducted resolution tests demonstrated the capability of 

the used technology and unveils challenges and opportunities associated with the proposed 

fabrication process. 

Introduction 

When administered orally, many important drugs, such as insulin, reveal poor absorption 

efficiencies. This problem has triggered a lot of interest within the pharmaceutical and related 

sciences in developing mechanisms that could help to overcome the barriers that restrict 

efficient oral delivery. The necessity to realize the oral administration in those cases is mainly 

driven by the fact that the oral route exhibits several advantages, including increased patient 

compliance and in general its less invasive nature, compared to alternative drug delivery 

methods which comprise the parenteral, nasal, transdermal, pulmonary, rectal and vaginal 

routes. In case of inefficient oral drug delivery, the restrictions are set by the nature of the 

gastrointestinal system. The presence of hydrochloric acid associated with a harsh decline in 

pH down to 1.5, proteolytic and other digestive enzymes and finally a tightly arranged mucus-

secreting epithelial cell layer prove to be very efficient barriers against the delivery and 

absorption of functional molecules.  

Within the research areas of nano- and microtechnology, different platforms, e.g. 

nanoparticles, microparticles and liposomes, but also engineered microfabricated reservoir 

devices have been developed and tested with promising results as bioavailability-enhancing 

carrier systems.1,2 A carrier system ideally provides resistance against enzymes and pH-
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gradients, a stable and biocompatible environment, a permeability enhancing effect, a 

prolonged release pattern and a non-toxic/biosafe profile.3 In contrast to particulate systems, 

in which the drug loading efficiency also depends on the molecular interactions between the 

drug and encapsulating molecules, microfabricated reservoir devices represent universal 

carrier platforms, that can be loaded with different drugs. 

Besides oral drug delivery, additive manufacturing also represents a heavily debated topic in 

recent time, and it is steadily gaining more popularity largely in the areas of mechanical and 

manufacturing engineering as well as rapid prototyping of solid three-dimensional macro 

parts made of various materials. However, additive manufacturing meanwhile also draws 

increasing interest for the fabrication of three-dimensional structures at the micro- and 

nanoscale.4 In this respect, additive manufacturing becomes a promising tool to be used in 

micro- and nanotechnology.  

Microfabricated reservoir devices, intended for the oral delivery of drugs, have the advantage 

of an asymmetric design, which in turn allows for a unidirectional release of the loaded drug, 

potentially promoting increased release towards the intestinal mucosa.2  

Previously, polymeric microreservoir devices, termed microcontainers, have been fabricated 

by lithography- or hot-embossing-based procedures, which allow for a high throughput, but 

which are also limited in terms of geometric freedom for container-shape.5,6 The presented 

work investigates the feasibility of employing additive manufacturing/3D printing technology 

for the microfabrication of polymeric microcontainers with various geometrical shapes. 

Results and Discussion 

In the course of this work, the applicability of micro-stereolithography (µSLA) 3D printing 

for the fabrication of microcontainers for oral drug delivery was investigated. In this way, the 

technology was confronted with designs of varying complexity and also with different design 

dimensions in order to push the technology to its limit and to determine at which dimensions 

the smallest features can be obtained with the highest level of detail. The first section in this 

paragraph describes the fabrication of a complex microcontainer geometry which resulted 

after employing a topology-optimization algorithm. 

Fabrication of complex three-dimensional micro-structures 

A microcontainer design with everting micro-pillars from which even smaller pillars are 

branching out was created using a topology-optimization algorithm which solved a heat 

conduction problem subject to a volume constraint (Figure 1a, b, g, i). This design represented 

the ideal and ultimately desired geometry in this work and apart from technical limitations it 

should be fabricated within a size range of 300 to 500 µm in diameter. However, in this size 

range the smallest feature size would be around 6 µm. However, due to the laser spot size of 

the employed µSLA system, the possible theoretical resolution of the machine is limited to 30 

µm. As a consequence, the design was scaled up to an outer container diameter of 2200 µm 

and the smallest feature size to approximately 30 µm as it can be noted in Figure 1i. 
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Figure 1 3D printing of complex topology-optimized microcontainers. SEM images of 3D 

printed (micro-stereolithography) microcontainers (c, d, e, f, h) and STL-file (a, b, g, i) images 

of the corresponding complex microcontainer design with everting micro-pillars which were 

generated using a topology optimization algorithm. The outer diameter of the container 

design excluding the pillars (a, b) was 2200 µm, including the pillars 2980 µm. The inner 

diameter was 1800 µm and the height 1000 µm. Observed sizes are depicted in the SEM images 

and theoretical measurements of the micro-pillars in the STL-file are illustrated in (i). Images 

(d, e, f, h) were recorded at a tilted angle of 35°. 

When comparing the overall appearance and dimensions of the scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) images (Figure 1c, d, e, f, h) of the resulting 3D printed object, it can be recognized 

that the object was not fully defined and that the dimensions were deviating from the 

specifications given by the design. The outer diameter of the whole object was 3.5% and the 

inner diameter 8.6% smaller. Upon inspection of the pillars it became noticeable that single 

lithographic layers (Z-direction) were visible and that the pillars were not entirely printed in 

the object, which means that the basic structure was laid out in any case, but the smallest 

features were missing. This leads to the conclusion that the fabrication of the pillars stopped 

at some point because a threshold to what was technically possible was reached. The 

measurements of the tips of the pillars in comparison to the theoretical measurements in the 

design suggest that approximately only 80% of the pillars, up to a diameter of approximately 

80 µm, were fabricated. Since in the design the pillars are directed outwards from the object, 

the unfinished pillars could also be an explanation for the smaller outer diameter of the object. 
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Finally, another remarkable finding is that the reservoir of the container is not clearly 

recognizable and seems to be filled. This circumstance could have resulted from improper 

removal of excess uncured resin residue. 

Fabrication of simple three-dimensional micro-structures 

Since the complex microcontainer design presented in the previous section could not be 3D 

printed with a satisfactorily outcome, a new design with a much lower level of complexity 

was introduced and additively manufactured (Figure 2). In contrast to the previous design, 

the minimum feature size was increased to 80 µm whereas the overall size was reduced to 500 

µm. Contradictory to the expectation that a simpler design and an increased minimum feature 

size would lead to an improved print outcome, the microcontainer depicted in Figure 3b and 

c exhibited a rather bulky appearance with a measured minimum feature size which was 

about 42.5% larger as specified by the design. In contrast to the complex microcontainer, no 

single lithographic layers could be observed. The gained findings suggest that the dimensions 

used in this design, especially the minimum feature sizes were too small to obtain acceptable 

results with the used instrument. 

 

Figure 2 3D printed simple microcontainers at small scale. SEM images of 3D printed 

microcontainers (b, c) and STL-file (a) images of the corresponding microcontainer design 

made with OpenSCAD software. The outer diameter of the container design (a) was 500 µm, 

the inner diameter 300 µm. The micro-pillars had a bottom diameter of 100 µm, a top diameter 

of 80 µm, a height of 100 µm and a pitch of 80 µm. The image (c) was taken from a 35° tilted 

angle. 

Influence of laser power on print quality 

In the previous sections the 3D printing of complex and simple microcontainer designs have 

been described, respectively. As the printing outcome was neither satisfying in case of the 

complex model nor in the case of the simple model, a short test on the influence of laser power 

on the print quality was performed. The 3D printing instrument uses two different laser 

parameters. One laser power value for the outline of the printed structure and one laser power 

value for the infill of the printed structure. In the first test (Figure 3a, b), the laser power was 

decreased about 66% for the outline and about 20% for the infill when compared to the 

previous laser settings. The exemplary SEM-image reveals that the structures were not fully 

printed as the bottoms of the microcontainers were missing and no micro-pillars were visible. 

Additionally, the print obviously shifted in horizontal direction which means that the 

cylindrical shape of the microcontainer was distorted. In the second test (Figure 3c, d), the 

laser power was increased about 33% for the outline and about 60% for the infill. In this case, 
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the obtained microcontainers exhibited correct cylindrical shape, however, the structures had 

a rather bulky appearance. The reservoir of the microcontainer was not visible and shapes of 

micro-pillars could only be detected in a very rudimentary way.  

 

Figure 3 Simple microcontainers 3D printed with differing laser parameters. 3D 

representations of design-files in STL format (a, c) and SEM images (b, d) of 3D printed 

microcontainers, where structure (b) is corresponding to model (a) and (d) to (c), respectively. 

The STL-files featured dimensions of 500 µm in total diameter and pillar dimensions of 20 µm 

top-diameter and 40 µm base-diameter (a), as well as 80 µm top-diameter and 100 µm base-

diameter (c). The height of the micro-pillars was set as 60 µm in (a) and 100 µm in (c). 

Structure (b) was printed using a decreased laser power about 66% for the outline of the object 

and about 20% for the infill of the object when compared to the laser power settings for the 

earlier specimens. Contrary, the structure displayed in (d) was printed with an increase in 

laser power of about 33% for the outline and about 60% for the infill. The SEM-images were 

recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 

In conclusion, these results suggest that in the first test the laser power was too low. As a 

consequence of this fact, the print resin was not fully cured and ultimately the structures of 

the object did not emerge. Contrary to this, in the second test the laser power was obviously 

too high so that more resin was cured than it was supposed to and then the reservoir as well 

as the interspace between the micro-pillars was closed. Since the 3D printer was considered 

to be appropriately calibrated before these tests, it was decided to use the previous laser 

parameters and not to focus on optimizing laser power any further. Also, in this case, no 

lithographic layers were visible. 
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Fabrication of simple but larger three-dimensional micro-structures 

As described before, the 3D printing of microcontainers with highly detailed and small 

features could not be successfully accomplished. In order to improve the print quality, the 

dimensions of the design were increased, and an overhang was added so as to enlarge the 

available space for the placement of micro-pillars (Figure 4). In contrast to previous designs, 

the new design exhibited a container diameter of 1000 µm excluding and 1300 µm including 

the overhang, respectively, and a microcontainer height of 300 µm, which means that the size 

was doubled in the XY-plane. Samples denoted as (a) and (b) were manufactured. They only 

differed in the height of their micro-pillars which was 150 µm for (a) and 200 µm for (b), 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4 3D printed micro-containers with overhang and micro-pillars. STL-file 

representations (a1, b1), optical microscope images (a2, b2) and SEM images of 

microcontainers. Images (a2) - (a6) are corresponding to model (a1) and (b2) - (b5) to model 

(b1). (a1) featured an overall diameter of 1000 µm in the bottom and 1300 µm including the 

overhang. The height of the microcontainers is 300 µm. The featured micro-pillars had a 

bottom diameter of 150 µm, a top diameter of 80 µm and a height of 150 µm. Model (b1) 

contained the same dimension parameters, only the height of the micro-pillars was increased 

to 200 µm. Images (a4) - (a6), (b4) and (b5) were recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 

In conformity with the previous results, it can be noted that the obtained small features were 

larger than it was specified in the CAD model. For (a) samples, the outer diameter including 

the overhang was 8.3% larger than specified in the design, whereas the top diameter of the 

micro-pillars was 114% larger. Interestingly, a structure with a size of 78 µm could be found 
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on one of the pillars. If this was the tip of the micro-pillar, it would fit the 80 µm given by the 

design very closely. However, the fact that this structure could only be found on one of the 

micro-pillars makes it more likely that it was a print artifact. Additionally, it can be noted 

that the bottom diameter of the pillars was drastically larger than the 150 µm specified by the 

design in any case. Other remarkable findings were related to the fact that the distance 

between the inner micro-pillars and the outer micro-pillars placed on the overhang was not 

homogenous, since some pillars seem to be connected while others seem to be clearly 

separated. Also, the cavity was undefined and bumpy and only showed a clear outline in the 

light microscopy image. 

As far as the (b) samples were concerned, the outer diameter including the overhang was 2.6% 

larger and the top diameter of the micro-pillars was 125% larger than defined by the CAD 

model. The appearance of samples (b) was similar to that of (a) and the change in the micro-

pillars’ height showed no noticeable effect. In contrast to (a), only the outline of the cavity 

was more defined for (b) samples. For both types of samples, no single lithographic layers 

could be detected as it was the case with the two previously presented experiments. 

In summary, the described samples showed that the dimensions of small features, micro-

pillars in this case, highly deviated from the specifications that were given by the design 

parameters, while larger features (e.g. outer diameter of container) deviated less. 

Resolution assays 

Proceeding from the previous experiments, more systematic resolution testing was conducted. 

A microcontainer base structure with fixed dimensions was defined and then arrays of 

microcontainers with differently sized micro-pillars were additively manufactured (Figure 5). 

It has to be stressed that these experiments were mainly focused on the print outcome of the 

micro-pillars as an indication for print resolution. The basic structure consisted of a 

microcontainer with an outer diameter of 1300 µm including and 1000 µm excluding 

overhang, an inner diameter of 600 µm, a height of 500 µm and a micro-pillar height of 200 

µm. The micro-pillar diameters varied from (a) to (f), starting with a top diameter of 30 µm 

and a bottom diameter of 80 µm for (a) and changing to values of 60/100, 80/130, 100-

170,120/200, 90/200 µm for the other iterations. 

The SEM images of printed microcontainers showed structures that appear to be very 

different than the CAD models. The cavities of the microcontainers seemed to be at least 

partly filled and the pillars were not clearly separated. In this way, the print outcome of the 

first experiment reveals a very poor efficiency of the post-print cleaning process, since all 

containers and especially all micro-pillars and cavities were obviously covered with leftover 

of uncured resin material. Despite the blurry and undefined appearance, some indications on 

the shape of the micro-pillars could be observed. When taking these indications into account 

and comparing the dimensions of the probable pillar diameters with the dimensions from the 

CAD model, it becomes apparent that, in accordance with all previous experiments, there is 

a strong deviation between these dimensions, because the printed pillars were larger in all 

cases. Though, the extent of size deviation was dependent on the pillar size, as from smaller 

to larger pillars, the print outcome was 6.3 (a), 3.4 (b), 2.6 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.2 (e) and 2.1 (f) times 
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larger. When comparing the CAD drawings with the SEM images of the printed samples it 

also becomes apparent that there was much less space in between the pillars and that the 

different samples generally looked much more similar than the CAD-drawings did. 

Additionally, some samples (a, e and f) show flat structures protruding out of the container 

base, suggesting that the print shifted in the XY-plane during the print, causing a print defect. 

In accordance with the previously described experiments, no single lithographic layers were 

visible. 

 

Figure 5 Resolution assay 1: effect of micro-pillar dimensions on print outcome. STL-file 

models (a1-f1) and SEM images (a2-f2, a3-f3) of microcontainers with differently sized micro-

pillars placed on overhang. All STL-models featured an overall diameter of 1000 µm in the 

bottom and 1300 µm including overhang. Excluding the pillars, all microcontainers had a 

height of 500 µm. The dimensions of the micro-pillar top- and bottom diameters were as 

follows: (a1) 30 µm-80 µm, (b1) 60 µm-100 µm, (c1) 80 µm-130 µm, (d1) 100 µm-170 µm, (e1) 

120 µm-200 µm and (f1) 90 µm-200 µm. The height of the micro-pillars was set to be 200 µm. 

SEM images (a3-f3) were recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 
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In the following experiments, the influence of other single parameters on the print outcome 

was investigated. At first, the pillar height was increased from 200 µm to 300 µm (Figure 6). 

Also, in this case, the pillars and container cavities were covered with leftover resin. The 

overall morphologies were similar to those of the previous experiment and no effect of the 

increased pillar height could be noticed. The size deviation of the pillars followed the same 

trend as reported before, since the pillars were 6.7 (a), 3.5 (b), 2.9 (c), 2.4 (d), 2.3 (e) and 1.9 

(f) times larger than the dimensions given in the CAD-model. 

 

Figure 6 Resolution assay 2: effect on micro-pillar height on print outcome. STL-file models 

(a1-f1) and SEM images (a2-f2, a3-f3) of microcontainers with differently sized micro-pillars 

placed on overhang. All STL-models featured an overall diameter of 1000 µm in the bottom 

and 1300 µm including overhang. Excluding the pillars, all microcontainers had a height of 

500 µm. The dimensions of the micro-pillar top- and bottom diameters were as follows: (a1) 

30 µm-80 µm, (b1) 60 µm-100 µm, (c1) 80 µm-130 µm, (d1) 100 µm-170 µm, (e1) 120 µm-200 

µm and (f1) 90 µm-200 µm. The height of the micro-pillars was set to be 300 µm. SEM images 

(a3-f3) were recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 
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In the next step, the overall container diameter was decreased from 1300 to 1000 µm including 

and from 1000 to 700 µm excluding overhang (Figure 7). As a consequence, the computer 

algorithm to generate the CAD models placed fewer micro-pillars on top of the containers 

and increased the space between those.  

 

Figure 7 Resolution assay 3: decreasing microcontainer size. STL-file models (a1-f1) and SEM 

(a2-f2, a3-f3) of microcontainers with differently sized micro-pillars placed on overhang. In 

contrast to the other figures, all STL-models featured an overall diameter of 700 µm in the 

bottom and 1000 µm including overhang. Excluding the pillars, all microcontainers had a 

height of 500 µm. The dimensions of the micro-pillar top- and bottom diameters were: (a1) 

30 µm-80 µm, (b1) 60 µm-100 µm, (c1) 80 µm-130 µm, (d1) 100 µm-170 µm, (e1) 120 µm-200 

µm and (f1) 90 µm-200 µm. The height of the micro-pillars was set to be 300 µm. SEM images 

(a3-f3) were recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 
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The samples illustrated in (a) and (b) were covered with leftover of uncured resin as it was 

the case in the previous described experiments. However, in contrast to prior observations, 

samples (a) and (b) seemed to be covered with less resin, as the uncured material was only 

connecting the pillars forming a star shape and leaving surface of the microcontainer exposed. 

In case of the other samples (c-f) even less leftover resin could be observed. Despite the 

presence of leftover resin on the pillars, the shape of the top diameter could be seen as the 

pillars displayed a rather shiny surface in the center as compared to the edges. This could be 

observed best when considering the SEM images taken from an angled perspective. In 

accordance with prior experiments, the size deviation of the pillars followed the trend of 

deviating stronger at smaller dimensions, since the pillars were 5.8 (a), 2.6 (b), 3.5 (c), 3.1 (d), 

2.6 (e) and 2.5 (f) times larger than given in the CAD drawing. Single lithographic layers were 

not detected as well. In comparison with the CAD drawings, the cavities were smaller. In case 

of the sample displayed in (d), the cavity was measured to be 229 µm wide while the CAD-

model specified a width of 400 µm. The samples shown in (c) and (e) showed similar print 

defects as described earlier.  

In summary, it can be concluded that the change of container overall size did not deteriorate 

the general print outcome. In contrast, the placement of fewer pillars on top of the 

microcontainers facilitated a better separation of the pillars and as a consequence the post-

print cleaning process probably removed more resin residue than in the other cases. 

In the next experiment, the general container height was decreased from 500 to 350 µm and 

the height of the pillars was decreased down to 200 µm, because the change of pillar height 

did not show a noticeable effect in prior experiments (Figure 8). The printed microcontainers 

displayed similar morphologies to those of the previous experiment. In (a) and (b), the leftover 

resin connected the micro-pillars to form a star shape. However, in these cases the cavities of 

the containers did not seem to be filled with resin residue while they were still smaller as 

defined in the CAD models. For example, in (a) the cavity was measured to be 257 µm wide 

instead of 400 µm as given in the design. The morphologies were not similar with respect to 

the varying shine of the pillar surfaces that was mentioned earlier. For the samples at hand, 

no differences were visible. Therefore, close inspection revealed that single lithographic 

layers were visible at the sides of the micro-pillars in the case of samples (c) to (f). This can 

be seen best from a tilted angle. With increasing size, the pillars were 6.4 (a), 3.3 (b), 2.9 (c), 

2.6 (d), 2.6 (e) and 2.3 (f) times larger than the dimensions given by the design. The differences 

in morphology, when comparing with previously described results, could not be considered 

to be associated with the reduction in container and pillar height, since they were probably 

related to variations in the presence of resin residue. 

As a last experiment, the overall diameter of the microcontainers was increased from 1000 

µm including and 700 µm excluding overhang to 2000 µm including and 1500 µm excluding 

overhang (Figure 9). As a consequence of this change, more pillars could be arranged on top 

of the microcontainer surfaces.  
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Figure 8 Resolution assay 4: effect of microcontainer height on print outcome. STL-file models 

(a1-f1) and SEM images (a2-f2, a3-f3) of microcontainers with differently sized micro-pillars 

placed on overhang. All STL-models featured an overall diameter of 700 µm in the bottom 

and 1000 µm including overhang. The dimensions of the micro-pillar top- and bottom 

diameters were: (a1) 30 µm-80 µm, (b1) 60 µm-100 µm, (c1) 80 µm-130 µm, (d1) 100 µm-170 

µm, (e1) 120 µm-200 µm and (f1) 90 µm-200 µm. The height of the microcontainers excluding 

micro-pillars (height = 200 µm) was set to be 350 µm. SEM images (a3-f3) were recorded from 

a 35° tilted angle. 

The micro-pillars of the samples that are depicted in (a) to (d) were not separated and shared 

a uniform surface. However, patterns that indicated the shape of the top diameter of the pillars 

could be found in all cases. Apart from that, the pillars could be recognized when considering 

the images taken from an angle. These findings suggest that in coherence with the other 

results, resin residue was covering the pillar structures of the microcontainers. Upon further 

inspection from the tilted perspective, single lithographic layers could be recognized, not only 

for the pillars, but also for the container structure. Except from the pillar surfaces which were 
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covered with resin residue, the surfaces of the microcontainers were smooth and the cavities 

were sharply defined. The measured dimensions of the pillar diameters which are displayed 

in the SEM images deviated from the dimensions that were defined in the CAD drawings. 

Beginning from small pillars to large pillars, they were 7.8 (a), 3.9 (b), 3.2 (c), 2.9 (d), 2.6 (e) 

and 2.1 (f) times larger than specified nominal dimensions. Although the size deviation of the 

micro-pillars could not be considered to differ a lot from the previous results, the overall print 

quality of the microcontainers as a whole was improved in this experiment. Additionally, less 

resin residue could be found. 

 

Figure 9 Resolution assay 5: increasing microcontainer overall size. STL-file models (a1-f1) 

and SEM images (a2-f2, a3-f3) of microcontainers with differently sized micro-pillars placed 

on overhang. In contrast to the other figures, all STL-models featured an overall diameter of 

1500 µm in the bottom and 2000 µm including overhang. Excluding the pillars, all 

microcontainers had a height of 600 µm. The dimensions of the micro-pillar top- and bottom 

diameters were: (a1) 30 µm-80 µm, (b1) 60 µm-100 µm, (c1) 80 µm-130 µm, (d1) 100 µm-170 

µm, (e1) 120 µm-200 µm and (f1) 90 µm-200 µm. The height of the micro-pillars was set to be 

200 µm. SEM images (A-F3) were recorded from a 35° tilted angle. 
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Conclusions 

In this work challenges and opportunities of using µSLA 3D printing for the manufacturing 

of various microcontainer geometries were investigated. The reported results showed an 

obvious deviation between dimensions of the printed structures and the ones given by the 

CAD models. In general, it could be observed that structures with smaller dimensions 

deviated more from the defined target values than structures with larger dimensions, thus 

showing the technical limitations of the employed 3D printing system.  

Moreover, it was noticeable that in all experiments, the outcome of the 3D printing was 

substantially affected by the presence of leftover uncured print resin. The resin filled the 

reservoirs of the microcontainers and the interspaces between the micro-pillars placed on the 

edges. While the problem of 3D printing “cups” in stereolithography is a known issue, the 

post processing of 3D printed structures should accommodate for the removal of excess 

uncured print resin.8 Under the premise that the post-treatment/cleaning protocol will 

necessarily need to be the subject of a thorough optimization work, this research demonstrates 

the feasibility of using µSLA 3D printing to fabricate microcontainers for oral drug delivery 

since millimeter-sized devices could be realized with this micro manufacturing technology. 

From an application point of view a further problem remains. All microcontainers were 

additively manufactured on a likewise 3D printed grid which irreversibly connected them. 

Nevertheless, the working principle of microcontainers for oral drug delivery relies on 

individually acting containers that attach to the intestinal mucosa. With the current 3D 

printing method, the release of individual microcontainers is not possible. Therefore, the 

implementation of 3D printing on a sacrificial release layer as done in micromachining is 

suggested.9 

Experimental 

Generation of Microcontainer Designs: The topology optimized design was created by solving 

a heat conduction problem subject to a volume constraint as presented previously.7 

All other designs were programmed in OpenSCAD open-source software. 

3D Printing of Microcontainers: 3D printing files were prepared with Magics software 

(Materialise NV, Belgium). All 3D prints were conducted using a D-MEC Acculas BA-30 

micro-stereolithography system (D-MEC LTD., Japan). After completing the 3D printing 

procedure, printed structures were immersed in isopropanol for 5 min using a spray bottle 

and dried with pressurized air. 

Scanning Electron Microscopy of Samples: All microscopy was performed using a JSM-6510 

Series scanning electron microscope (JEOL Ltd., Japan). 
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Sacrificial Polymer Substrates  

in Photopolymerization-based Micro 3D Printing for 

Fabrication and Release of Complex Micro Components 

L. Vaut, G. Zeng, G. Tosello, A. Boisen 

 

3D printing on top of sacrificial substrates is demonstrated. The used 3D printing workflow 

enables the 3D printing on quickly exchangeable substrates, further array-based processing of 

3D printed products and easy manipulation, as well as integration into industrial production 

lines. 3D printed products can be mildly released from the substrates upon dissolution of 

sacrificial material and harvested. 
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3D printing technology is widely employed in various scientific disciplines as well as 

industrial applications such as hearing aid manufacturing. While technological advances 

and increasing resolution are making 3D printing accessible for microfabrication purposes, 

one question remains: how can small and delicate components like micro gears, lattices or 

micro medical devices be released from the build surface of the 3D printer without manual 

intervention? Herein, a method for 3D printing on top of water-soluble sacrificial substrates 

made from polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is presented. Pre-fabricated sacrificial PVA substrates 

can be mounted onto a customized holder and serve as build surface during the 3D printing 

operation. The substrates do not only facilitate a mild release of 3D printed objects after 

dissolution of the sacrificial material, they also potentially allow for a convenient 

manipulation, automation, further array-based processing steps and consequently full 

integration into production lines. The fabrication of PVA substrates is thoroughly 

characterized and the 3D printing of various exemplary structures on sacrificial substrates 

is demonstrated. Finally, the release of 3D printed objects from PVA substrates is shown. 

3D printing has attracted interest since the release of the core inventions of stereolithography 

(SL) in 1986 and fused deposition modeling (FDM) in 1992, and continues to be a hot topic.[1,2] 

The use of 3D printing spans a broad range of applications in different areas such as 

architecture, automotive industry and medicine. It is used to rapidly produce prototypes as 

well as functional end-products. Especially in the medical field, 3D printing holds great 

potential due to the possibility to fabricate customized components with high complexity. 

Examples of already successful implementations of 3D printing in industrial fabrication of 

medical products comprise for example dental appliances and hearing aids.[3,4] Medical and 

biomedical applications often require miniaturization of products.[5] Due to advances in 

resolution and material availability, 3D printing has become a viable alternative to other 

microfabrication methods in many areas, including biomedical research.[6]  Research efforts 

in this area cover a broad variety of 3D printed products, ranging from micro medical 
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components such as bioresorbable vascular stents to microscale 3D scaffolds for tissue 

engineering, oral modified-release dosage forms as well as to propulsion-capable artificial 

microfish intended for toxin-neutralization applications.[7–10]  

As pointed out by Quinlan et al., 3D printing has a low overall build rate when compared to 

other manufacturing processes, e.g. injection molding, and is therefore less attractive for mass 

production in general. However, the start-up as well as maintenance costs related to 

conventional manufacturing processes like injection molding and machining can be very 

high, especially when the complexity of the product increases.[11] The low capital costs of 3D 

printing thus makes it attractive for small to medium scale production in research and 

development. When compared to other lithography- or micromachining-based fabrication 

techniques, micro 3D printing is advantageous as the other techniques are limited with 

respect to three-dimensional complexity, ease of operation and production of assemblies with 

moving parts.[12] One major drawback of 3D printing, however, is the low resolution 

compared to e.g. photolithography (minimum feature size of 2-3 µm) and electron beam 

lithography (down to 5 nm).[13] It must be noted though, that 3D printing resolution is a 

subject of development and progress is shown on a frequent basis (e.g. custom built 3D printer 

by Gong et al. with a resolution of 7.6 µm).[14] Using common digital light processing (DLP)-

based SL as well as conventional SL 3D printing, voxel sizes down to 30 µm can easily be 

achieved.  

Current micro 3D printing requires manual removal of the printed objects from the build 

surface by human intervention. This presents an obstacle towards automation and serial 

production as any component pattern enabling further computer numerical control (CNC) or 

other array-based processing is corrupted. Additionally, small prints are easily damaged 

during the manual print removal process. The release of single structures from a common 

substrate by means of a sacrificial release layer, e.g. a water soluble release layer, is a common 

procedure in micromachining and microfabrication.[15] In FDM 3D printing, Polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA) and high impact polystyrene (HIPS) are used as built-in sacrificial support 

structures.  

Here, we use a sacrificial material substrate as the build surface in vat photopolymerization-

based 3D printing. The substrate enables further processing steps in an automated production 

line, and it allows for a mild release by dissolution of the sacrificial material. We developed a 

simple workflow to fabricate substrates from PVA (Scheme 1a), which can be placed into a 

vacuum actuated holder (Scheme 1b). This assembly can be inserted into a desktop DLP-SL 

3D printer, in which the PVA substrate serves as the build surface (Scheme 1c). Later, the 

substrate can be utilized for easy manipulation of the 3D printed structures as well as for 

further processing steps. The PVA substrate can finally be dissolved in water to release the 

individual 3D printed structures. Advantages of PVA, in this case, include water solubility 

and chemical resistance against many solvents.[16] 

To ensure that the substrate material does not interfere with the photopolymer or the 

photocuring reaction, Raman spectroscopy was performed on three different 3D printing 

photopolymers mixed with three different PVAs (Figure S 1, Supporting Information). 
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Comparing the spectra of non-contaminated photopolymer as control and 

photopolymer/PVA mixture, no changes could be observed and the PVA did not dissolve in 

the photopolymer or affect it otherwise. Consequently, we conclude that PVA does not alter 

the chemical status of the photopolymer, does not interfere with the 3D printing process and 

thus is a suitable substrate material.  

The substrates used in this work for vat photopolymerization 3D printing were fabricated by 

FDM 3D printing of a precursor substrate and subsequent compression molding as described 

in Scheme 1a. To demonstrate the possibility for cheap and scalable substrate production we 

also performed laser cutting of a sheet of PVA as well as direct injection molding of PVA-

polymer substrates (Figure S 2, Supporting Information). 

For 3D printing, the fabricated PVA substrates must be produced with suitable surface 

characteristics as well as uniform thickness.  

 
 

Scheme 1. Illustration of workflow for the realization of DLP-SL 3D printing on sacrificial 

substrates. a) Two step fabrication sequence of PVA substrates. FDM 3D printing of PVA 

precursor substrates and subsequent compression molding using a simple mold assembly. b) 

Design of customized vacuum-actuated substrate holder for the use in a desktop DLP-SL 3D 

printer. c) Working principle of using pre-fabricated PVA substrates in a DLP-SL 3D printer. 

The PVA substrate is used as the build surface and held in place by the vacuum-actuated 

holder (build platform) which moves in Z direction. In an industrial production line setting, 

the holder could be operated by a robotic arm which also carries out further processing steps. 

It is required that the substrates have sufficient surface flatness to ensure good contact 

between the substrate and the polymerization interface during the printing procedure, 

especially when the first layers of the objects are created. The peak-to-valley flatness 

parameter (FLTt; ISO 12781) was locally probed in areas of 1.27 x 0.96 mm using optical 
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profilometry with digital interferometry (DI) and confocal (CF) observation conditions and 

analyzed after applying a robust gaussian filter (cut-off: 25 µm; ISO 16610) to eliminate noise, 

outliers and short-wave details (Figure 1a).[17,18] Different substrates were analyzed: 

compression molded (CM), hand-roughened (CM-S) and injection molded (IM) PVA 

substrates. A commercial anodized aluminum 3D printer build platform (BP), plain aluminum 

substrates (Al) and a silicon wafer (Si) were included as reference substrates. BP and Al 

substrates served to compare the fabricated PVA substrates to frequently used 3D printing 

surfaces, Si exclusively served as a quality reference. The analysis of the flatness measurements 

(Figure 2a) shows that, except for CM and Al samples, which exhibit similar flatness (FLTt ≈ 

2.4 µm; DI), samples have significantly different FLTt values with large effect sizes (Table S 

1, Supporting Information). During the compression molding, the polymer surface adapts the 

negative of the molds’ surface texture.  Thus, CM and Al samples have similar flatness as CM 

substrates were molded with the use of flat aluminum sheets. While BP has the lowest flatness 

(FLTt ≈ 12.11 (DI) and 15.55 µm (CF)), Si has the highest flatness with an FLTt value (0.18 

µm; DI) up to two orders of magnitude lower than the ones of the other samples. In 

comparison with CM samples (FLTt ≈ 3.37 µm; CF), CM-S samples show a reduced flatness 

(FLTt ≈ 5.46 µm; CF), which can be explained by the hand-roughening treatment as sanding 

marks can be observed (Figure 1a). IM samples also show lower flatness (5.78 µm; DI) when 

compared to CM. In the case of IM samples, the surface texture is determined by the 

manufacturing of the molding tool. 

The roughness of the surface can affect adhesion and has been found to be proportional with 

bond strength of adhesives.[19,20] During the 3D printing procedure, it is fundamental that the 

first layer of cured photopolymer adheres well to the build surface since the 3D printed 

objects are subject to tensile stress due to continuous movement of the Z-axis and subsequent 

separation from the polymerization interface. The local surface roughness, more specifically 

the arithmetical mean height (Sa), was determined using digital interferometry-based optical 

profilometry (Figure 1b).[21] The evaluation of conducted Sa measurements (Figure 2b) show 

significant differences with large effect sizes between the different samples, except for CM-S 

(Sa ≈ 573 nm) and IM samples (Sa ≈ 623 nm) (Table S 2, Supporting Information). Si has the 

lowest roughness (Sa ≈ 2nm), which matches the specifications of the manufacturer, while BP 

appears to have the roughest surface (Sa ≈ 1.79 µm). When compared to BP, CM has a 

significantly lower roughness (Sa ≈ 134 nm). The hand-roughening treatment is seen to 

greatly increase the roughness of CM-S substrates when compared with CM substrates, which 

can also be seen in the example of the very complex surface in Figure 1b. Even though CM-S 

and IM have similar Sa values, the surfaces exhibit very different surface morphologies. The 

Sa value does not give any indications of the surface morphology and therefore we calculated 

the developed interfacial area ratio (Sdr), which is a measure for surface complexity and also 

a better indication of adhesive properties.[22] The analysis of Sdr values shows significant 

differences between all samples (Table S 3, Supporting Information). The results mainly 

follow the trend that could be observed in Sa measurements, with better differentiated values 

for CM-S and IM. The Sdr-value for CM-S was two orders of magnitude higher than for CM. 
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Figure 1. Flatness and roughness measurements obtained by optical profilometry. a) 

Representative surface renderings of substrates used for flatness analysis. Computed from data 

acquired with a 20X confocal lens in stitching mode (BP, CM and CM-S) and a 10X 

interferometry lens (Si, Al and IM). b) Representative surface renderings of data used for 

roughness analysis (Sa and Sdr). Computed from acquisitions with a 50X interferometry lens. 

Thickness measurements of different PVA substrates were conducted (Figure 2d), and the 

measurements on deviation from target thickness show that values obtained for the 

compression molded PVA substrates (CM) lie in a range of ≈ 26 µm.  In the case of hand-

roughened compression molded samples (CM-S) and injection molded samples (IM), the 

measurements lie in a range of ≈ 43 µm and ≈ 23 µm, respectively. To ensure a successful 

printing without the need for recurring calibrations, the thickness deviation of the substrates 

should be smaller than the layer thickness of the individually exposed layers during the 3D 

printing procedure. As the layer height of the 3D printer in this case was 25 µm, a thickness 

deviation above 25 µm could call for recurring homing calibrations. The lack of precision in 

thickness repeatability for CM substrates can partially be explained by the deviation in 

material dispensing during FDM 3D printing of the precursor substrate. Here, an observed 

weight deviation with a range of 8.66 mg (N = 10) can translate into a 16-17 µm thickness 
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deviation when taking the final substrate dimensions into account and assuming a PVA 

density of 1.19-1.31 g/cm3.[23] Furthermore, the manual handling during the molding 

procedure leaves room for error.  It is to be expected that the thickness deviation is higher for 

CM-S substrates than for CM substrates, since it is likely that the hand-roughening treatment 

unevenly affected the final thickness of the substrates. We note that the deviation for CM 

substrates is not much higher than for injection molded substrates. A further optimization of 

the CM fabrication processes can lead to a much higher precision in thickness repeatability, 

allowing for users without access to injection molding to fabricate their own high-quality 

substrates.  

 

Figure 2. Flatness, roughness and thickness characterization of different 3D printing 

substrates: Plain aluminum (Al), compression molded (CM), hand-roughened CM (CM-S) and 

injection molded (IM) PVA and reference substrates: Silicon wafer (Si) and commercial 

anodized 3D printer build platform (BP). Error bars represent 95% confidence interval in a, b 

and c and standard deviation in d. a) Peak-to-valley flatness deviation (FLTt) measurements 

from optical profilometry surface data obtained with digital interferometry (DI) and confocal 

(CF) observation conditions. For statistical comparison see Table S 1. b) Arithmetical mean 

height (Sa) measurements from optical profilometry surface data. For statistical comparison 

see Table S 2. c) Developed interfacial area ratio (Sdr) computed from optical profilometry 

surface data. d) Micrometer thickness measurements of PVA substrates adjusted to target 

values. Y = 0 represents target value of final substrate thickness. N = 10. Statistical comparison 

available in Table S 3. For a), b) and c) counts: N=5 with 5 different samples in case of Al, CM, 

CM-S and IM and N = 1 with 25 repeated measurements on the same sample in case of Si and 

BP. 
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Since standard deviations were smaller than ± 25 µm in all cases, the study was continued 

based on the same CM fabrication process and without recurring homing calibrations.  

Using a commercial DLP-SL 3D printer and a custom vacuum-actuated holder (see Scheme 

1b), we were able to 3D print various exemplary structures on CM PVA substrates (Figure 3). 

The workflow allowed us to 3D print arrays of defined geometrical objects on top of PVA 

substrates and to remove the entire substrate from the holder after finished 3D printing. 3D 

printed example structures include those, e.g. helical micro-gear and micro-truss lattice, 

which are nearly impossible to fabricate by other conventional manufacturing techniques, 

such as injection molding or micromachining.  

 

Figure 3. Photographs and SEM micrographs of 3D printed structures on compression molded 

PVA substrates (CM). a) Array of printed structures on PVA substrate inserted in vacuum-

actuated holder (see schematics in Scheme 1b and c). b) 3D printed crosshairs, facilitating 

evaluation of alignment of PVA substrate and printed structures. c) Circular array of micro-

cones. d) DTU logo assembly from separate 3D printed parts. e) Helical micro-gear with a 

twist of 25°. f) Surgical staple. g) Complex lattice made from micro-sized trusses.[24] h) Small 

structure used for evaluation of bond strength of 3D print to PVA substrate.   
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Using a specifically for this purpose designed and 3D printed test object (Figure 3h) and a 

texture analyzer, we determined the detachment force to study the relationship between 

surface characteristics of the build surface and bond strength of the 3D print. The footprint 

of the test object matches the dimensions of areas probed for the flatness characterization. 

Arrays of the test object were 3D printed on BP, Al, CM and CM-S substrates and detachment 

force as well as work of adhesion (area under curve of detachment graph) were determined 

(Figure S 3, Supporting Information). The evaluation of the detachment force shows 

statistically significant differences with large effect sizes between all samples (Table S 4). 

Hand-roughening of PVA substrates significantly affected the bond strength between the test 

objects and CM-S substrates, thus revealing a much higher detachment force when compared 

to CM substrates. Despite having a rougher surface, Al and BP have lower detachment forces 

while Al has the lowest. An explanation for this might be the occurrence of polymer-polymer 

(photopolymer-PVA) interactions between the PVA substrates and the 3D printed objects, 

hence leading to a higher bond strength. The evaluation of the work of adhesion follows a 

similar trend, except for the fact that no difference between BP and Al can be found (Table S 

5). 

An array of helical micro-gears (Figure 3e) 3D printed on CM PVA substrates was released 

from the substrate within 150 min. (Figure S 4, Movie S 1, Supporting Information). Scanning 

electron microscopy of the harvested individual micro-gears shows that the gears are intact 

and free of substrate material (Figure 4). The dissolution rate of PVA is highly dependent on 

the type of PVA and also on the temperature.[16] Furthermore, the time needed for the 

dissolution depends on the amount of material to be dissolved. To illustrate that the release 

time can be reduced, composite CM PVA substrates with a non-dissolving polylactic acid 

(PLA) core were fabricated. The PLA core was fully encapsulated by the surrounding PVA 

and reduced the total amount of PVA by 50%. Using this substrate, the same array of micro-

gears could be released within 90 min. (Figure S 5, Movie S 2, Supporting Information). 

 

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of 3D printed helical micro-gears (see Figure 3e) on stainless steel 

filtering mesh after dissolution of compression molded PVA substrates (CM) and subsequent 

release. a) front side. b) backside.  

In summary, we have demonstrated the use of water-soluble PVA sacrificial substrates in vat 

photopolymerization-based 3D printing. The fabrication of substrates with suitable flatness, 

roughness and thickness characteristics was accomplished at lab scale, and their specifications 

are compatible with industrial fabrication. The substrates were chemically compatible with 

different 3D printing photopolymers and exhibited good bond strengths to the 3D printed 
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objects. Using a custom-made vacuum-actuated holder, PVA substrates could be quickly 

exchanged and taken from the 3D printer, thereby enabling further array-based processing 

and potential integration into production lines. We showed that advanced 3D printed objects 

can be released through dissolution of the substrate, thereby eliminating the need for manual 

intervention. 

Experimental Section  

Materials: All chemicals and reagents were used as received. For the fabrication of PVA 

substrates different kinds of PVA material were used: RS Pro PVA 3D printing filament (RS 

Components A/S, Denmark), MOWIFLEXTM C17 and MOWIFLEXTM C600 (Kuraray Nordic 

Ab Oy, Finland). HTM 140M V2 3D printing photopolymer (EnvisionTEC GmbH, Germany) 

was used to 3D print onto PVA substrates. Further photopolymers were used for a 

compatibility study: PIC100 (EnvisionTEC GmbH, Germany) and Form Clear resin (Formlabs 

GmbH, Germany). 2-propanol (Sigma-Aldrich Denmark A/S, Denmark) was used for the 

post-treatment of 3D printed structures. 

Characterization of PVA and reference substrates: The thickness of the fabricated substrates 

was measured in the center and in the four corners of each substrate using an RS Pro 

micrometer screw with an error of 0.001 mm (RS Components, Denmark). A PLu neox optical 

3D profiler (Sensofar Metrology, Spain) served to conduct surface topology measurements, 

using confocal and interferometric microscopy. To analyze the flatness property of the various 

specimen, 10X interferometry and 20X confocal lenses were used for data acquisition. To 

compensate the loss in field of view when using the 20X confocal lens, stitching was used to 

combine four images to one bigger area image. A 50X interferometry lens was used to acquire 

data for the analysis of the surface roughness. In case of all specimens, a sampling procedure 

based on a 20 x 20 mm grid was performed to obtain surface measurements in a total of 25 

spots in always the same relative positions. A 3” silicon wafer (No. 16013, Ted Pella inc., USA) 

with a specified roughness and total thickness variation of 2 nm and <20 µm, respectively, as 

well as the supplied build platform of an EnvisionTec Micro Plus High-Res DLP 3D printer 

were used as reference surfaces. Treatment and analysis of surface metrology data was done 

in SPIP 6.7.4 (Image Metrology A/S, Denmark) analytical software. 

Computer aided design (CAD): All design tasks were carried out using SolidWorks 2015 

(Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation, USA) and OpenSCAD open source software. 

Machining of customized 3D printer build platform: A customized 3D printing build platform 

featuring a four-point spring leveling mechanism and a vacuum-actuated holding cavity for a 

print substrate was made to retrofit a Micro Plus High-Res digital light processing (DLP) 3D 

printer (EnvisionTec GmbH, Germany). The platform was machined by an external 

machining shop using a combination of CNC milling and electrical discharge machining.  

3D printing on PVA substrates: The 3D printing on PVA substrates was conducted with an 

EnvisionTec Micro Plus High-Res DLP 3D printer with a XY resolution of 30 µm pixel size 

and a Z resolution of 25 µm. The 3D printer was retrofitted with a customized build platform 

to enable a flush leveling of the platform to the polymerization interface of the printer. 

Perfactory RP software (EnvisionTEC GmbH, Germany) served to create print files from the 
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prepared CAD models. After the printing procedure, the PVA substrate with printed 

structures on top was first cleaned from excess printing material in a beaker with 2-propanol 

placed in an ultrasound bath for 5 min and subsequently post-cured in an UV oven for 10 min 

(EnvisionTEC GmbH, Germany). 

Scanning electron microscopy:  All scanning electron microscopy was performed using a 

TM3030Plus tabletop scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High Technologies Europe 

GmbH, Germany). A 208HR high resolution sputter coater (Cressington Scientific 

Instruments, UK) equipped with a gold target was used to coat the specimens with a thin layer 

of gold (≈ 20 nm) prior to observation. 

Statistics: All presented statistics were computed using R programming language and RStudio 

software (RStudio Inc., USA) as well as Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation, USA). As in 

case of reference samples Si and BP only one specimen was available each, t-test results 

comparing those with Alu, CM, CM-S and IM samples are based on the assumption that the 

measured reference samples constitute ideal and representative samples of their kind. The 

results obtained in these cases can serve as an indication only, because resulting p-values 

might be distorted. Consequently, the reported effect sizes (Hedges’ g) are more reliable. 
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Supporting Information  

Sacrificial Polymer Substrates in Photopolymerization-based Micro 3D Printing for 

Fabrication and Release of Complex Micro Components 

Lukas Vaut*1, Guanghong Zeng, Guido Tosello and Anja Boisen*2 

E-mail: 1 lukv@dtu.dk, 2 aboi@dtu.dk  

Experimental Section 

Compatibility study using Raman spectroscopy: A compatibility assay was performed by 

incubating 200 mg of solid polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) material in 1 ml of liquid 3D printing 

photopolymer and analyzing a sample of the liquid after successive timepoints (1 h, 3 h, 1 d, 

5 d) by Raman spectroscopy. When considering the use of one PVA substrate with a weight 

of 805 mg in the supplied vat of the 3D printer, which is filled with 150 ml of 3D printing 

polymer, the concentration amounts to 5.37 mg ml-1. The ratio of PVA to 3D printing 

polymer in the compatibility study was chosen to be multiple times higher. 3D printing 

polymer which was not in contact with PVA served as control. Raman spectroscopy was 

employed to determine molecular fingerprints of the samples. 

Raman spectra were acquired with an in-house-built Raman spectroscopy system with 

improved sensitivity for Raman scattering registration in case of liquid samples. The system 

is based on a high power (500 mW) multimode laser with a wavelength of 785 nm. The laser 

had an intensity of 20 mW µm-2 and was focused on the sample through a liquid container 

with a CaF2 bottom plate. Measurements were carried out with a spectral resolution of 1.8 

cm-1 in the range from 350 to 2100 cm-1 and collected using a CCD sensor. Wavelength and 

spectral sensitivity calibration of the instrument was performed according to ASTM 1840 and 

ASTM E2911 international guidelines. 

Fabrication of PVA substrates: Whereas the FDM-3D printing step did not serve to produce 

the final substrate, but rather as a material dispensing step to fabricate a precursor substrate 

of a certain size, the compression molding process acted to transform the precursor into a flat 

substrate of desired shape by using a mold assembly. For the fabrication of the substrate 

precursor, a commercially available Original Prusa i3 MK2S desktop 3D printer was used 

(Prusa Research, Czech Republic) to print with likewise commercially acquired RS Pro PVA 

filament with a 100% infill, a hotend temperature of 210 °C and a print bed temperature of 

85 °C (first layer) and 60 °C (following layers). The volume of the substrate precursor was 

calculated to equal the volume of the mold cavity which is used in the compression molding 

step. While the FDM 3D printing method can be quite accurate, it is – due to the nature of 

this technology – not precise enough to exactly dispense the correct volume of material as the 

layer-by-layer and line-by-line fabrication leads to the creation of small gaps within the print 

even though the infill ratio is set to 100%. In order to compensate for this phenomenon, the 

volume of the substrate precursor was increased by 3%, which was found to be an acceptable 

value to obtain a good substrate after compression molding. After FDM 3D printing of the 

precursor substrates, the substrates had an average weight of 804.96 mg (N = 10), ranging from 

800.09 to 808.75 mg with a standard deviation of 2.93 mg.  

mailto:aboi@dtu.dk
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The mold assembly for the compression molding consisted of a 1 mm thick aluminum mold, 

90 µm aluminum foil and 1 mm stainless steel sheets. The compression molding procedure 

was carried out with a pressure of 55 kN and a temperature of 160 °C using a PW-H HKP300 

laboratory press (Paul-Otto Weber GmbH, Germany).  

For some of the resulting substrates, the surface was modified by sanding one side with 600 

grit sanding paper.  

Composite compression molded substrates consisting of PVA and polylactic acid (PLA) were 

as well fabricated using an FDM 3D printing and a compression molding step. PLA inserts 

were 3D printed with smaller dimensions, constituting 50 % of the final substrate. PVA 

substrates were designed to have a cavity and the 3D printing procedure was paused as soon 

as the cavity was completed. Then the PLA insert was inserted into the cavity and the 3D 

printing procedure was continued. The cavity was closed with the remaining layers of PVA, 

thereby fully engulfing the PLA in its’ core. The compression molding step transformed the 

precursor composite substrates into smooth PLA-PVA core-shell substrates of 1 mm thickness 

using the same conditions as with plain PVA substrates. 

In a different approach, a Press 300 SV laboratory platen press (Dr. Collin GmbH, Germany) 

served to transform 15 g of MOWIFLEXTM C17 PVA polymer pellets into a compressed sheet 

using a pressure of 50 bar and a temperature of 150 °C for a duration of 1000 s and 

subsequently cooling it down to 30 °C within 500 s. Substrates of desired shape were cut from 

the sheet with an Epilog Mini 18 laser cutter (Epilog Laser BV, The Netherlands) which was 

equipped with a 30 W CO2 laser. This procedure needed to be performed with the necessary 

safety precautions as toxic fumes can be release during the procedure.[1] 

Injection molding of PVA substrates was performed using an Arburg Allrounder 370A 

injection molding machine (Arburg GmbH & Co KG, Germany) equipped with an 18mm 

screw and MOWIFLEXTM C600 PVA polymer. Injection molding parameters were adjusted to 

70 bar back pressure, 180 °C melt temperature, 40 °C mold temperature, 50 mm/s injection 

velocity, 500 bar packing pressure, 10 s packing time and 40 s cooling time. 

Release of micro 3D prints from PVA substrates: 3D printed structures were released from the 

PVA substrate by retaining the substrate in a small box with a bottom of fine stainless-steel 

mesh and placing it in a de-ionized water-filled beaker, which in turn was placed into an 

ultrasound bath at a temperature of 55 °C. The samples were kept in the ultrasound bath until 

all PVA was dissolved. A waterproof USB endoscopic camera and Video Velocity Free 

software (Candy Labs Media, Canada) were used to record time-lapse photos during the 

release procedure. The samples were ultimately taken out of the water and left to dry in an 

oven at 37 °C. 

Determination of bond strength: A TA.XT plus Texture Analyzer (Stable Micro Systems, UK) 

equipped with a 10 kg load cell and a customized probe was used to measure detachment 

forces needed to separate a printed sample from different 3D printing substrates. Detachment 

forces and work of adhesion were computed with a customized python program.  
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Figure S 1 Compatibility study of different 3D printing photopolymers with different PVAs 

using Raman spectroscopy. Molecular fingerprints represented by Raman spectra measured 

after successive timepoints upon potential contamination of 3D printing photopolymer with 

PVA. Lighter shades below the lines represent the standard deviation. N = 3. 

 

 

 

Figure S 2 Photographs of differently fabricated PVA substrates. a) FDM 3D printed precursor 

substrates (substrates placed on mold assembly) and compression molded substrates (front). 

b) Laser-cut substrates from compressed PVA sheet. c) Injection molded PVA substrates in 

standard object slide format. Scale bars are equal to 25 mm. 
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Table S 1 Statistical evaluation of the peak-to-valley flatness parameter (FLTt) compared 

between different kinds of 3D printing substrates and reference substrates using a Welch’s t-

test (p-value; p > 0.05 ≙ ns, p ≤ 0.05 ≙ *, p ≤ 0.01 ≙ **, p ≤ 0.001 ≙ ***, p ≤ 0.0001 ≙ ****) and 

effect size determination (Hedges’ g; g = 0.2 ≙ small effect, g = 0.5 ≙ medium effect, g = 0.8 ≙ 

large effect). In case of reference samples Si and BP N = 1 with 25 repeated measurements on 

only one sample each and in case of all other samples N = 5 with 5 different samples. 

Measurements obtained with a different acquisition setup (DI-10X and CF-20X Stitch) were 

not compared among each other except if they were done on the same type of substrate. 

 Si 

(DI-10X) 

BP 

(DI-10X) 

BP 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

Alu 

(DI-10X) 

CM 

(DI-10X) 

CM 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

CM-S 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

Si 

(DI-10X) 

       

BP 

(DI-10X) 

**** 

g = 17.2 

 

      

BP 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

 **** 

g = 2.9 

     

Alu 

(DI-10X) 

**** 

g = 18.7 

**** 

g = 10.6 

     

CM 

(DI-10X) 

**** 

g = 18.8 

**** 

g = 10.7 

 ns 

g = 0.2 

   

CM 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

  **** 

g = 9.6 

 ** 

g = 3.3 

  

CM-S 

(CF-20X 

Stitch) 

  **** 

g = 7.3 

  * 

g = 1.9 

 

IM 

(DI-10X) 

**** 

g = 38.6 

**** 

g = 6.9 

 **** 

g = 10.8 

**** 

g = 11.1 
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Table S 2 Statistical evaluation of the arithmetical mean height (Sa) compared between 

different 3D printing substrates and reference substrates using a Welch’s t-test (p-value; p > 

0.05 ≙ ns, p ≤ 0.05 ≙ *, p ≤ 0.01 ≙ **, p ≤ 0.001 ≙ ***, p ≤ 0.0001 ≙ ****) and effect size 

determination (Hedges’ g; g = 0.2 ≙ small effect, g = 0.5 ≙ medium effect, g = 0.8 ≙ large 

effect). In case of reference samples Si and BP N = 1 with 25 repeated measurements on only 

one sample each and in case of all other samples N = 5 with 5 different samples. 

 Si BP Alu CM CM-S 

Si      

BP **** 

g = 10.0 

    

Alu **** 

g = 59.1 

**** 

g = 6.3 

   

CM **** 

g = 19.2 

**** 

g = 7.1 

**** 

g = 10.9 

  

CM-S *** 

g = 13.5 

**** 

g = 5.1 

** 

g = 3.3 

*** 

g = 5.5 

 

IM **** 

g = 69.4 

**** 

g = 5.0 

**** 

g = 16.1 

**** 

g = 23.2 

ns 

g = 0.6 
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Table S 3 Statistical evaluation of the developed interfacial area ratio (Sdr), a measure for 

surface complexity, compared between different 3D printing substrates and reference 

substrates using a Welch’s t-test (p-value; p > 0.05 ≙ ns, p ≤ 0.05 ≙ *, p ≤ 0.01 ≙ **, p ≤ 0.001 

≙ ***, p ≤ 0.0001 ≙ ****) and effect size determination (Hedges’ g; g = 0.2 ≙ small effect, g = 0.5 

≙ medium effect, g = 0.8 ≙ large effect). In case of reference samples Si and BP N = 1 with 25 

repeated measurements on only one sample each and in case of all other samples N = 5 with 

5 different samples. 

 Si BP Alu CM CM-S 

Si      

BP **** 

g = 5.0 

    

Alu **** 

g = 126.8 

**** 

g = 3.8 

   

CM ** 

g = 9.5 

**** 

g = 3.8 

*** 

g = 7.0 

  

CM-S ** 

g = 6.7 

**** 

g = 3.7 

** 

g = 3.4 

** 

g = 3.5 

 

IM *** 

g = 14.7 

**** 

g = 3.8 

*** 

g = 6.9 

*** 

g = 7.4 

* 

g = 2.3 
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Figure S 3 Photographs of manufactured samples for determination of bond strength of 3D 

printed structures to substrate and evaluation of experimentally determined bond strength. 

Scale bars are equal to 10 mm. a) Test structures 3D printed on plain aluminum substrates 

(Al). b) Test structures 3D printed on compression molded PVA substrates (CM) and c) hand-

roughened CM PVA substrates (CM-S). d) Evaluation of detachment forces. e) Determined 

work of adhesion. Additional to the manufactured samples, a commercial 3D printer build 

platform (BP) also served as reference substrate. N = 3-6. Error bars represent 95% confidence 

interval. Statistical evaluation available in Table S 4 and Table S 5.  
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Table S 4 Statistical evaluation of detachment forces (bond strength) compared between 

different kinds of 3D printing substrates and reference substrates using a Welch’s t-test (p-

value; p > 0.05 ≙ ns, p ≤ 0.05 ≙ *, p ≤ 0.01 ≙ **, p ≤ 0.001 ≙ ***, p ≤ 0.0001 ≙ ****) and effect 

size determination (Hedges’ g; g = 0.2 ≙ small effect, g = 0.5 ≙ medium effect, g = 0.8 ≙ large 

effect). N = 3-6.  

 BP Alu CM CM-S 

BP     

Alu * 

g = 4.0 

   

CM *** 

g = 4.1 

*** 

g = 7.0 

  

CM-S ** 

g = 2.6 

*** 

g = 3.5 

* 

g = 1.4 

 

 

Table S 5 Statistical evaluation of the determined work of adhesion compared between 

different kinds of 3D printing substrates and reference substrates using a Welch’s t-test (p-

value; p > 0.05 ≙ ns, p ≤ 0.05 ≙ *, p ≤ 0.01 ≙ **, p ≤ 0.001 ≙ ***, p ≤ 0.0001 ≙ ****) and effect 

size determination (Hedges’ g; g = 0.2 ≙ small effect, g = 0.5 ≙ medium effect, g = 0.8 ≙ large 

effect). N = 3-6. 

 BP Alu CM CM-S 

BP     

Alu ns 

g = 1.3 

   

CM * 

g = 1.7 

* 

g = 1.9 

  

CM-S ** 

g = 2.8 

** 

g = 3.0 

* 

g = 1.7 
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Figure S 4 Time-lapse photos taken with a water-resistant endoscopic camera during the 

release procedure of 3D printed micro-gears from compression molded PVA substrates (CM). 

Release procedure was carried out in a customized release-chamber/substrate-holder 

combination at 55 °C in an ultrasound bath. 

 

 

 

Movie S 1 Time-lapse recording of compression molded PVA substrate (CM) with array of 

helical micro-gears 3D printed on its’ surface dissolving in water, thus releasing the individual 

3D printed objects. The recording has an interval of 1 photo every 20 sec. Observation was 

aggravated by the formation of air bubbles on the lens of the endoscopic camera. The entire 

procedure was carried out in an ultrasound bath at 55 °C. 
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Figure S 5 Time-lapse photos taken with a water-resistant endoscopic camera during the 

release procedure of 3D printed micro-gears from compression molded PLA (black)-PVA 

(transparent) core-shell-composite substrates. Release procedure was carried out in a 

customized release-chamber/substrate-holder combination at 55 °C in an ultrasound bath. 

 

 

 

Movie S 2 Time-lapse recording of releasing individual helical micro-gears from composite 

compression molded PLA/PVA substrate with array of helical micro-gears 3D printed on its’ 

surface through dissolution of the PVA in water. The recording has an interval of 1 photo 

every 20 sec. Observation was aggravated by the formation of air bubbles on the lens of the 

endoscopic camera. The entire procedure was carried out in an ultrasound bath at 55 °C. 
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3D Printing of Reservoir Devices  

for Oral Drug Delivery and Enhanced Mucoadhesion 

Lukas Vaut, Julia Joanna Juszczyk, Khorshid Kamguyan, Kristian 
Ejlebjærg Jensen, Guido Tosello and Anja Boisen 

 

3D printing has great potential for research and development in oral drug delivery and can 

be used for the fabrication of fillable microreservoirs with unidirectional release. The 

prototyping abilities of 3D printing are utilized to design and print reservoir devices with 

anchor-like surface structures for increased mucoadhesion and mucosa-oriented drug release. 
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So far, microdevices for oral drug delivery have been fabricated as square or cylindrical 

reservoir structures with a localized and unidirectional release. The fabrication is usually 

carried out using sophisticated and costly microfabrication techniques. Here, 3D printing 

of various microreservoirs on sacrificial substrates is presented. This approach allows the 

devices to be accurately arranged in pre-determined patterns, enabling implementation 

into batch production schemes in which the fabrication of the devices is linked to 

processing steps such as automated drug loading and sealing. Moreover, design and 3D 

printing of alternative geometries of minireservoirs featuring anchor-like surface structures 

for optimized mucoadhesion and intestinal retention is demonstrated. Surface texturing of 

minireservoirs increases mucoadhesion of the devices up to a twofold compared to a non-

structured control. The structuring also leads to a strong bias in mucoadhesion in different 

orientations, which can facilitate a correct orientation of the devices and thus lead to 

unidirectional release of drugs towards the intestinal mucosa for increased drug uptake. 

Engineered microfabricated oral drug delivery (ODD) devices have emerged as an alternative 

strategy for increasing bioavailability.[1,2]  

Since oral delivery is the preferred route of drug administration, much research effort has 

gone into the translation of parenteral administered dosage forms to orally administered 

dosage forms of drugs.[3] This translation often faces difficulties, because many drugs exhibit 

poor bioavailability when administered orally, as the complex physiological environment of 

the gastro-intestinal tract causes degradation (gastric acid, digestive enzymes), prevention of 

absorption (mucus layer, epithelial barrier) and rapid clearance (mucus secretion, gastro-

intestinal transit).  

To protect and transport drugs as well as to retain drugs close to their target site and promote 

absorption, various drug delivery technologies have been developed and investigated. Next to 

specialized coatings are particulate drug delivery systems relying on self-assembly of 
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molecules and polymers, such as liposomes, nano-/microparticles, etc. While microfabricated 

devices, due to the involved top-down engineering process, hold great potential for producing 

uniform devices with distinct morphologies, 3D printing offers much flexibility and sufficient 

throughput for fabrication of such ODD devices, enabling research and development of 

optimal shape and function. 

Initially, Ahmed and co-workers designed and fabricated microdevices for ODD as square, 

flat and patch-like structures with a reservoir into which a drug can be filled. In contrast to 

particulate systems, microfabricated devices represent universal delivery platforms with the 

potential for a localized unidirectional release of the drug from the reservoir towards the 

target site.[1] Furthermore, this effect can be promoted by specific chemical surface 

modification of the devices.[1]  

Based on this concept, different fabrication protocols and materials have been demonstrated 

and the suitability of the devices for ODD was highlighted, e.g. through the fabrication and 

drug-filling of multi-layered poly(methyl methacrylate), epoxy-based SU8 and biodegradable 

poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) microdevices.[4] With respect to fabrication, the concept was 

further expanded by the fabrication of biodegradable cylindrical microcontainers using hot 

punching, cylindrical SU8 microcontainers with pH-sensitive lids made with 

photolithography and capped microreservoir devices made by StampEd Assembly of polymer 

Layers (SEAL).[5–7] In-vitro as well as in-vivo release studies have shown promising results on 

the drug delivery performance of microfabricated devices.[6,8,9] 

Although Ahmed et al. and Chirra et al. demonstrated an increased association of lectin-

functionalized microdevices with epithelial cells and enhanced intestinal retention in mice, 

respectively, the unidirectional release of the drug towards the target site was not facilitated 

or proven in the hitherto referred cases.[10,11]  

Furthermore, the employed fabrication techniques require elaborated lab conditions (e.g. 

clean room facilities) and are costly. 3D printing, on the contrary, is cheaper and generally 

considered to be a good tool for rapid prototyping, owing to a tool free workflow and few 

design constraints. The production of prototypes with conventional technologies used for 

large scale production, is often unfeasible as it is too expensive.[12] 3D printing enables the 

customization of products as exemplified with the use of fused-deposition modeling (FDM) 

for personalized 3D printed dosage forms in the context of point-of-care medication.[13,14] 

While print resolution limits FDM fabrication capabilities to the macroscale, vat 

photopolymerization-based 3D printing techniques, such as stereolithography (SL) or digital 

light processing (DLP) techniques, rely on operation principles which are very similar to those 

of photolithography.[15] These techniques can thus produce mesoscale down to microscale 

components, making them suitable for prototyping of microdevices for ODD. 

In this work, we demonstrate the usage of a desktop DLP 3D printing system with a spatial 

resolution (i.e. voxel size) of 30 µm to 3D print microreservoir devices for ODD in dimensions 

close to SU8 microcontainers fabricated previously.[9] Moreover, the utilization of a recently 

developed 3D printing method enables full integration into production schemes that combine 

device fabrication with further processing steps, such as drug-loading and sealing.[16] To 
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showcase the prototyping potential of 3D printing for ODD devices, we present the 3D 

printing and characterization of miniaturized reservoir structures (minireservoirs) with 

different geometries designed to promote unidirectional release with controlled orientation 

and intestinal retention. 

Bulk fabrication on a substrate (e.g. silicon wafer) is a common attribute of microdevices for 

ODD. Upon production completion, the individual devices are released by means of a 

sacrificial layer (e.g. water-soluble polyacrylic acid release layer) and harvested.[9]  Moreover, 

in microfabrication, the wafer connects multiple processing steps by preserving the patterning 

of structures throughout the entire process. In vat photopolymerization-based 3D printing, 

the structures are printed on a machine-specific build platform, which is precisely leveled to 

the polymerization interface of the vat. After the printing procedure has finished, the printed 

structures are usually removed manually from the platform, which is often facilitated with 

the use of hand tools such as pliers, scrapers or razor blades. Finally, residual photopolymer is 

removed with a solvent. This process is, in principle, suitable for the fabrication of 

microdevices for ODD, however it prevents the utilization of subsequent processing steps in 

which the geometrical patterning of the devices is required. Previously, several techniques 

relying on geometrical patterning for the processing of microdevices for ODD were reported. 

For example the use of inkjet printing for drug loading, the application of micromachined 

shadow masks for drug loading and lid sealing via spray coating.[6,17–20] 3D printing 

microdevices with a likewise 3D printed base layer, thereby preserving the geometrical 

pattern, is not a suitable option, because it irreversibly connects all devices to a whole and 

hence removes the possibility to release them individually.  

The use of pre-fabricated water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) substrates has recently been 

shown to enable the release of disconnected microstructures. The substrates can be inserted 

into a customized holder of a vat photopolymerization-based 3D printer and therein used as 

a 3D printing substrate.[16] Translating this method to the 3D printing of microreservoir 

devices means that, similar to a wafer in microfabrication, the PVA substrates preserve the 

geometrical patterning of microreservoirs and thereby enable the connection of the 

fabrication method to further processing steps (Scheme 1, Figure S 1) such as drug loading 

and sealing. Finally, after completion of all processing steps, the substrate can be dissolved in 

water to release the individual microreservoirs, which can then be filled into a capsule for 

oral dosage. Using the aforementioned 3D printing technique, defined arrays of 

microreservoirs with different sizes and aspect-ratios have been 3D printed on sacrificial PVA 

substrates and later released (Figure 1). The printed microreservoirs have diameters of 570 

and 650 µm with aspect-ratios of 1:1.16 and 1:0.54 (diameter:height), respectively. The 3D 

printed microreservoirs have characteristics similar to those of SU8 microcontainers and 

remained intact after release from the sacrificial substrate. 

One of the hypotheses related to the microfabricated devices for ODD is the unidirectional 

release of the drug from the reservoir towards the target site, which in oral delivery most 

commonly is the intestinal mucosa. Unless the devices are self-propelling, their movement in 

the intestine and their orientation is entirely dependent on external forces, that in the 
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intestinal environment are most likely due to intestinal motility and peristaltic flow of 

intestinal contents. In this case, the orientation of microdevices is presumably random if no 

bias is applied to their faces. Chirra et al. aimed at promoting unidirectional release towards 

the intestinal mucosa by designing microdevices with flat aspect-ratio for decreased 

susceptibility to peristaltic shear stress and by functionalizing the reservoir side of the devices 

with lectins.[11] The latter are a group of proteins that among others bind to carbohydrate 

chains present at the epithelial cell surface.[21] 

 
Scheme 1 Workflow implementation of 3D printing into the fabrication of drug-loaded 

polymeric microreservoirs. 3D printing of arrays of micoreservoirs on a sacrificial polymer 

substrate using a specific 3D printing method enables the connection to further array-based 

processing steps that were previously demonstrated.[16] For example drug loading via inkjet 

printing or shadow mask, subsequent sealing with e.g. a pH-sensitive lid via spray coating and 

finally release of single microreservoirs from sacrificial substrate and their harvesting for 

application.[1,6,9,17–19] 

In contrast to such a chemistry-based approach, we present devices featuring a strong contrast 

between top and bottom geometry by means of specific surface texturing on the reservoir side 

(Figure 2a-e). According to the mechanical theory of mucoadhesion, the increase in surface 

area, and thereby increased surface interaction, enhances the “viscoelastic dissipation of 

energy during joint failure” and hence can increase adhesion to mucosal surfaces.[22] The 

generated surface structures are intended to ease the penetration of the devices into the mucus 

layer by increasing the local applied tension. Further, the increased friction forces between 

the mucus gel and the surface of the devices leads to enhanced detachment forces and thus 

stronger adhesion. The increased adhesiveness of the reservoir side compared to the bottom 

side of the devices has the potential to result in an orientation bias.  

Next to a plain reservoir device (“Control”), two designs with different degrees of increased 

surface area (“TO1” and “TO2”) were generated employing a topology optimization approach 

to solve a free form optimization problem.[23] The topology optimization is not aimed at 

optimizing adhesion, but generates branching structures with large surface areas. 
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Additionally, two more designs were manually created. The design named “Manual” features 

an overhang at the reservoir side (top side) as well as cone-shaped spikes for reduced 

fabrication complexity. This design is inspired by the overall shape of “TO1” and TO2. The 

bio-inspired “Phage” -design features an increased number of spikes, a rounded bottom side 

and side extensions along the lines of the morphology of T4 bacteriophages. The latter is 

known to infect bacteria by attaching to the cell surface through a sequential binding of the 

hexagonally arranged tail fibers, resulting in a stable upright position.[24] It must be 

emphasized that all designs are exterior modifications to the same reservoir design with a 

fixed height and outer diameter.  

 
Figure 1 Scanning electron microscopy images of differently sized 3D printed microreservoirs. 

Scale bars are equivalent to 500 µm. a) Microreservoirs with dimensions of 570 x 660 µm 

(diam. x height) and a wall thickness of 150 µm. b) Microreservoirs with dimensions of 650 x 

350 µm and a wall thickness of 130 µm. Top view, side view (´) and 45° tilted view (´´). c) 

Microreservoirs after release from sacrificial substrate on steel filter mesh. Top view of several 

specimens, top view of single specimen (´) and side view of single specimen (´´). 

The presented designs were fabricated by 3D printing and characterized with scanning 

electron microscopy (Figure 2f-j). However, due to resolution limitations of the available 3D 

printing system, the size of the reservoirs was scaled up according to the minimum feature 

size of the designs. Resolution arrays for the different designs (Figure S 2, Figure S 3, Figure S 

4, Figure S 5) were 3D printed to determine an achievable scale of the objects. In this aspect, 

“Manual” was not regarded, because it features the same dimensions as “Phage”. Also, the 

spikes were disregarded as they were scaled individually. “TO2”, with the smallest design 

elements, represents the size limiting factor. Consequently, a size with an outer reservoir 

diameter of 2.6 mm was chosen due to good repeatability. Using the same 3D printing method, 

also larger reservoir devices could be fabricated on sacrificial PVA substrates (Figure S 6). 
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Figure 2 Design and fabrication of alternative reservoir geometries. a, f) Plain reservoir 

structure as control specimen (“Control”). b, g) Design with large branching edge anchors 

(“TO1”). c, h) Design with small branching edge anchors (“TO2”). d, i) Design featuring 

overhang and straight anchor spikes (“Manual”). e, j) Bio-inspired phage-style design with 

straight anchor spikes, rounded bottom side and legs (“Phage”). a) – e) 3D design 

representations. f) – j) Scanning electron microscope images of 3D printed structures. Scale 

bars correspond to 2 mm. Top view, side view (´) and 45° tilted view (´´).  

Initially, the mucoadhesive effect of the surface texturing was tested with a tensile 

mucoadhesion setup and porcine intestinal tissue (Figure S 7), thus simulating the effect of 

intestinal contraction events. The experiment was carried out in a replicated Latin square 

design with tissue as well as sequence of tested structures as blocking factors. This prevented 

the testing sequence and the variability of the tissue from affecting the analysis of the 

measurements. The comparison of work of adhesion (area under curve of detachment graph; 

Figure 3a) shows that samples “TO1” and “TO2” have significantly lower mucoadhesion with 

respect to “Control”, whereas “TO1”  has the lowest with also significantly lower values than 

“Manual” and “Phage”. Analysis of maximum peak forces (Figure S 7c) shows the same overall 

trend with the exception that “TO2” instead of “TO1” has the lowest values. In both cases, 

“Manual” and “Phage” are not significantly different from the control. While on one hand it 

is expected that increased surface area in case of “TO1” and “TO2” leads to increased contact 

area, it can on the other hand be presumed that the branching surface structures result in a 

reduction of required penetration force and thus better penetration into the mucus. Due to 

the relatively high stiffness of the 3D printed structures, the vertical force applied from the 

tensile instrument, through the branching structures, probably induces higher shear stress to 

the mucus when compared to less penetrating structures. Since mucus is a shear-thinning gel, 

the consequent reduction in viscosity can lead to a decrease in detachment force.[25] In this 

case, this method is not regarded as being suitable to evaluate the mucoadhesive potential of 
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different designs with surface structures. Additionally, it has been pointed out that the 

occasions of tensile detachments are probably rare events from a physiological point of 

view.[26] 

 
Figure 3 Characterization of mucoadhesion. a) Analysis (Tukey boxplots) of mucoadhesion of 

alternative reservoir geometries with the tensile method. Work of adhesion (WOA) is defined 

as the area under the curve of the detachment graph where force is plotted against 

displacement. N = 10. b) Schematic of experimental setup for evaluation of mucoadhesion 

with the flow retention method adapted from Rao and Buri.[27] Retention graphs and 

comparison between downwards and upwards orientation relative to mucosal surface for c) 

“Control”, d) “TO1”, e) “TO2”, f) “Manual” and g) “Phage” specimens. Values from c grayed 

out in d – g. Each flowrate lasted for 2 min. N = 5. h) Comparison of RF 50 value between 

different designs and different orientations based on retention graphs. RF 50 is defined as the 

relative cumulative amount of retained specimens at 50 % of the maximally applied flowrate. 

i) RF 100 values of different designs and orientations. RF 100 is defined like RF 50, but at 

100% of the maximum applied flowrate. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals (h, i). 

Stars indicate statistical significance with p < 0.05 according to Least Significant Difference 

test (a) and Welch´s t-test (h, i). 
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Therefore, the same minireservoirs were characterized for mucoadhesion using a flow 

retention setup (Figure 3b).[27] Also here, to prevent the influence of tissue variability and 

mucus integrity, the experiments were performed in a Latin square design with tissue and 

sequence of tested structures as blocking factors. In addition to comparing different designs, 

the initial orientation of the minireservoirs was included. Although the overall average 

flowrate in the human small intestine is reported to be up to 3 ml min-1, the retention 

experiment was performed over a range of different flowrates (4.1 – 81.9 ml min-1), which 

might mimic the increased local shear stress induced by intestinal motility.[28] Plotting the 

number of retained minireservoirs against different flow rates shows very different retention 

profiles for different designs and different orientations (Figure 3c-g). 

For comparison of the different designs, the relative cumulative number of retained devices 

up to a flowrate corresponding to 50% of the used maximum flowrate (RF50) and up to the 

maximum used flowrate (RF100) were calculated and analyzed for statistical significance 

(Figure 3h, i). The results remarkably show that in both cases there is no significant difference 

between all samples when placed with the reservoir side up (upwards). However, when 

placed downwards on the surface of the intestinal tissue, all samples with surface structures 

show significantly higher values when compared to the control. Furthermore, all samples 

with surface structures, but not the control, show a significant effect of orientation. This 

suggests that the minireservoirs with surface structures are more likely to adhere to the 

intestinal mucosa in the correct orientation and thus realize unidirectional drug release 

towards it. During the performance of the experiments it was observed that when placing the 

devices downwards, the surface structures rapidly penetrated the mucus. In contrast to tensile 

mucoadhesion tests that apply vertical stress, the flow retention test induces shear forces 

acting laterally on the devices. The surface structures, by penetrating the mucus, presumably 

increase the contact area and lead to a mechanical interlocking that increases resistance 

against lateral shear stress. Additionally, penetration reduces the effective surface area 

subjected to the flow, compared to placing the minireservoirs upwards.  

Computer simulations relying on a simplified understanding of intestinal flow, in which the 

surface structures are likewise penetrating the mucus (in this case the wall of a cylinder), 

show a difference in drag force for downwards and upwards orientation, when the devices 

are subjected to a laminar flow over the same range of flow rates (Figure 4). The resulting 

asymmetry (orientation bias) in drag force versus flow rate for the different designs shows 

similarities to the asymmetry in the experimentally determined retention profiles of the 

devices. A comparison of orientation biases as quotients of values obtained for downwards 

and upwards orientation between experimentally determined values for retention and 

simulated values for drag force, show a similar trend (Figure S 8a). Consequently, increased 

retention of minireservoirs may be due to a combination of mechanical mucoadhesion and 

reduced shear stress/drag. 
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Figure 4 Simulation of drag on different reservoir geometries in different orientations under 

laminar flow (x-direction) conditions in a tube (5x10 cm). When headed downwards, surface 

structures are simulated to enter the wall to mimic penetration of mucus. a) - e) Surface plots 

of drag in x direction for different designs and a´) - e´) computed drag force plotted against 

different flowrates. Values from a´ grayed out in b´ to e´. 
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As of yet, reservoir devices for ODD were fabricated in sizes ranging from 50 to 300 µm.[1,9] 

By presenting reservoir devices with diameters from 400 to 3600 µm, this work drastically 

expands the size range of fabricated devices and calls for the question whether there is a 

specific size range for optimal functionality. In this context it should be noted that larger 

devices are subjected to higher shear stress and drag than smaller ones. This would be an 

important design constraint for reservoir devices that are designed to have an orientation bias 

based on a difference in shear stress/drag. However, computer simulations of drag force acting 

on reservoir devices with different sizes show only a marginal effect of size on orientation 

bias (Figure S 8b). Another important parameter to be considered is the drug loading 

efficiency of reservoir devices. A reduction of fabrication limitations at elevated dimensions 

can lead to a higher loading efficiency, e.g. through decreased relative wall-thicknesses 

(Figure S 9). 

In summary, we have demonstrated the implementation of 3D printing into potential 

workflows for ODD microdevice fabrication by 3D printing microreservois with different 

shapes and sizes on sacrificial release substrates. To highlight the prototyping potential of 3D 

printing in this regard, we showed the design and fabrication of minireservoirs featuring 

anchor-like features for geometry-based mucoadhesion. Increased mucoadhesion as well as 

implications for unidirectional release with controlled orientation towards the intestinal 

mucosa have been presented experimentally and theoretically. 

Experimental Section 

Materials: All chemicals and reagents were used as received. For the fabrication of sacrificial 

substrates from polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), RS Pro PVA 3D printing filament (RS Components 

A/S, Denmark) was used. HTM 140M V2 3D printing photopolymer (EnvisionTEC GmbH, 

Germany) was used to 3D print reservoir structures. 2-propanol (Sigma-Aldrich Denmark 

A/S, Denmark) was used for the post-treatment of 3D printed structures and Dulbecco’s 

phosphate buffered saline (Sigma-Aldrich Denmark A/S, Denmark) was used in the flow 

retention mucoadhesion tests. 

Computer aided design (CAD): All design tasks were carried out using OpenSCAD open 

source software and SolidWorks 2015 (Dassault Systèmes SolidWorks Corporation, USA). 

Fabrication of sacrificial PVA substrates: The fabrication of PVA substrates was performed as 

previously described.[16] 

3D printing of reservoir structures on sacrificial PVA substrates: Reservoir structures were 3D 

printed on top of PVA substrates as previously reported.[16] After completion of the printing 

procedure, the substrate along with printed structures was sonicated in 2-propanol for 5 min 

to remove excess print material. After evaporation of the solvent, UV-post-curing was 

performed for 10 min.  

Release of 3D prints from PVA substrates: The PVA substrate along with printed structures 

was placed in a cage made from stainless steel filter mesh and inserted into a Milli-Q water-

filled beaker at a temperature of 55 °C with magnetic stirring for a mild release of the 

structures. 
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Scanning electron microscopy:  All scanning electron microscopy was performed using a 

TM3030Plus tabletop scanning electron microscope (Hitachi High Technologies Europe 

GmbH, Germany). A 208HR high resolution sputter coater (Cressington Scientific 

Instruments, UK) equipped with a gold target was used to coat the specimens with a thin layer 

of gold (≈ 20 nm) prior to observation. 

Tensile mucoadhesion tests: Experiments were performed using a TA.XTplus texture analyzer 

(Stable Micro Systems Ltd, UK) equipped with a 500 g loadcell. The samples were fastened to 

the probe holder with use of 3D printed probes and double-sided adhesive facing downwards 

and in the course of the experiment pressed down into a segment of porcine intestinal tissue, 

which was placed onto a holder platform with the mucosal side facing upwards. After a 

contact time of 60 s and a contact force of 10 g, according to intestinal contraction forces, the 

probe was moved upwards at a speed of 0.01 mm s-1.[29] The experiments were performed in a 

replicated Latin square design with 5 different locations on two different tissues and the 

sequence of tested samples as blocking factors. 

Flow retention mucoadhesion tests: A flow retention setup was constructed from 3D printed 

parts according to Figure 3b. A segment of porcine intestinal tissue was placed on the slide 

with the mucosal side facing upwards. The slide was held at an angle of 30° relative to the 

horizontal plane and connected to the tubing of a 120S/DV peristaltic pump (Watson-Marlow 

Flexicon A/S, Denmark). To remove loose mucus, the tissue was initially flushed with 

Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at a flow rate of 40.9 ml min-1 for 5 min. 10 

samples were placed on the tissue either facing upwards or downwards without applying force 

and incubated on the tissue for 1 min. Flow of PBS was started at a flow rate of 4.1 ml min-1 

and increased with an interval of 2 min by 4.1 ml min-1. After each flowrate, the retained 

devices were counted. The experiment was performed in a Latin square design with 5 

different tissue segments and sequence of tested devices as blocking factors for each 

orientation. 

Simulations: Simulations were conducted using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4 (COMSOL AB, 

Sweden). 3D designs of minireservoirs were imported and placed at the center of the wall 

inside a cylinder with a diameter of 50 mm (according to average human intestinal diameter) 

and a length of 100 mm.[30] Laminar flow conditions and physical properties of water were 

used for the simulations. The sizing of mesh elements was selectively chosen to be coarser for 

the tube and finer for the minidevices.  

Statistics: All presented statistics were computed using R programming language and RStudio 

software (RStudio Inc., USA) as well as GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, USA). 
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3D Printing of Reservoir Devices for Oral Drug Delivery and Enhanced Mucoadhesion 

Lukas Vaut*1, Julia Joanna Juszczyk, Khorshid Kamguyan, Kristian Ejlebjærg Jensen, Guido 

Tosello and Anja Boisen*2  

E-mail: 1 lukv@dtu.dk , 2 aboi@dtu.dk 

 

 

 

Figure S 1 Photograph of different micro-/mini-reservoir devices on sacrificial polyvinyl 

alcohol substrates and customized holder for 3D printer. Scale bar is equal to 25 mm. 
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Figure S 2 Scanning electron microscopy images of array of Control-design with different 

sizes. Numbers report the measured size of the outer reservoir diameter in micrometer. Dotted 

white lines illustrate the measurement. 
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Figure S 3 Scanning electron microscopy images of array of TO1-design with different sizes. 

Numbers report the measured size of the outer reservoir diameter in micrometer. Dotted 

white lines and white scale bars illustrate the measurement.  
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Figure S 4 Scanning electron microscopy images of array of TO2-design with different sizes. 

Numbers report the measured size of the outer reservoir diameter in micrometer. White scale 

bars illustrate the measurement.  
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Figure S 5 Scanning electron microscopy images of array of bio-inspired Phage-design 

(without spikes) with different sizes. Numbers report the measured size of the outer overhang 

diameter in micrometer. The diameter of the overhang is designed to be 1.2 times wider than 

the outer reservoir diameter. Dotted white lines illustrate the measurement. 

 

 

 

Figure S 6 Scanning electron microscopy images of 3D printed array of miniaturized reservoir 

devices with edge anchors (TO1) on sacrificial polyvinyl alcohol substrates. Scale bar is equal 

to 1 mm. (a) top view, (b) side view and (c) 45° tilted view. 
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Figure S 7 Tensile mucoadhesion measurement. (a) Measurement setup with porcine 

intestinal tissue and single reservoir device (TO2) at moment of peak force. (b) Exemplary 

force plot of different reservoir designs. (c) Comparison of peak force between different 

reservoir designs. N = 10. Stars indicate statistical significance with p < 0.05 according to Least 

Significant Difference test on a replicated latin square design. 

 

 

Figure S 8 Comparison of orientation bias of different reservoir designs. (a) Orientation bias 

as quotient of retained devices oriented downwards and retained devices oriented upwards as 

experimentally observed at 40.9 ml min-1 (RF50) and quotient of simulated drag force on 

devices oriented downwards and upwards. (b) Orientation bias as quotient of simulated drag 

force on devices oriented downwards and devices oriented upwards over a range of outer 

reservoir diameters. 
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Figure S 9 Drug to non-drug material ratio of one mini-reservoir and SU8 microcontainers. 

Calculated volume of device material divided by calculated volume of drug material (volume 

of reservoir). Comparison between one mini-reservoir (TO2 design) at a size of 3 mm (outer 

container diameter) and the adjusted number of required recently published SU8 

microcontainers to match the volume of drug, over a span of different mini-reservoir wall 

thicknesses. [1,2] 
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Fully replicable and automated retention measurement setup for characterization of 

bio-adhesion 

Lukas Vaut, Ermes Scarano, Guido Tosello and Anja Boisen 

L. Vaut, E. Scarano, Prof. A. Boisen, The Danish National Research Foundation and Villum 

Foundation’s Center for Intelligent Drug Delivery and Sensing Using Microcontainers and 

Nanomechanics (IDUN), Department of Health Technology, Technical University of 

Denmark, Kgs. Lyngby, 2800, Denmark 
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Keywords: open source hardware, open labware, retention model, ex vivo flow model, flow-

through method, bioadhesion, mucoadhesion 

The retention model by Rao and Buri is often used to characterize microparticles and other 

drug delivery systems for their bio-adhesive properties. Currently, these experiments are 

performed on customized setups, reducing reproducibility of results obtained in different 

labs. As a solution, we propose a fully replicable retention model, which can be constructed 

by parts mostly made by 3D printing and laser cutting as well as a limited amount of other 

easy to source commercially available parts. In addition of being fully replicable, the setup 

features integration of a climate-controlled chamber, a peristaltic pump and an 

autosampler, thereby enabling fully automated, but customized control of the experiments. 

Using the presented retention model setup and an automated experimental sequence, the 

setup has been proven capable of investigating mucoadhesion of differently shaped particles 

to porcine intestinal tissue. 

Specifications table 

Hardware name Integrated retention model setup 

Subject area  Medical (e.g. Pharmaceutical Science) 

Hardware type  Other [Evaluation of bio-adhesive properties of e.g. drug 

delivery devices, drug formulations, adhesive structures] 

Open Source License CC BY 4.0, CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 and MIT license 

Cost of Hardware 400-500 USD 

Source File Repository http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1  
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1 Hardware in context 

The retention model, also referred to as ex-vivo flow model or flow-through method, was 

first introduced by Rao and Buri in 1989 and was developed as a method to assay the bio-

adhesion of polymers and microparticles to rat gastro-intestinal tissue [1]. Since then it has 

proven to be a very versatile method, which is commonly used to investigate the 

mucoadhesive properties of various drug delivery formulations and therefore is regarded to 

be one of the main methods to measure mucoadhesion [2]. In this regard, the method has 

been applied to determine the mucoadhesiveness of e.g. thiomer microparticles to porcine 

intestinal tissue, metformin hydrochloride/chitosan microparticles to porcine buccal mucosal 

tissue or microfabricated janus devices to porcine intestinal tissue [3–5]. The precise control 

of experimental conditions, such as temperature, humidity, content of simulated biological 

fluids as well as the flow rate is considered to be very important as the lack of it can negatively 

affect reproducibility of the experiments [2].  

The simplicity and versatility of the core elements of the experimental setup in general, a 

pump connected through a tube to a tissue holder, which holds a biological sample tissue at a 

specific angle, motivates researchers to construct their own customized setup. On the one 

hand, the construction of home-made setups provides a lot of flexibility and design freedom 

to researchers, but on the other hand it leads to a lack of reproducibility as well as 

comparability in the scientific community as there is no common standard with regards to 

the way setups are built and the experiments are performed. Furthermore, information about 

how these setups are constructed and/or used is often missing so that a replication of the same 

setup used for a published work is not possible. The commonly used experimental setups also 

exhibit various degrees of complexity. In contrast to the simplest system consisting of a pump, 

a tubing and a tissue holder, the system can get more sophisticated when temperature and 

humidity control of the ambient climate are included. Consequently, reproducing such a 

system can become more difficult. 

The emergence of affordable 3D printing and other rapid prototyping techniques (e.g. laser 

cutting) has triggered the open sharing of design files for customized lab equipment, also 

called open labware [6,7]. Based on this principle, a retention model setup can be designed, 

3D printed and therefore replicated everywhere where there is a 3D printer available (e.g. in 

Universities or public maker spaces). In this paper, we propose and share designs for a 

retention model setup that aims at balancing reproducibility with customizability and 

flexibility by being modular and upgradable. The setup can be fully and easily replicated by 

the use of 3D printed and laser cut parts as well as commonly available commercial 

components. As a free and open available development platform, the setup could in the future 

offer a standard for retention model experiments that researchers could refer to. 
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2 Hardware description 

The retention model setup (Figure 1) was designed to fulfill certain requirements. Above all, 

it was considered important that 3D printing and laser cutting can be used to fabricate most 

of the parts, therefore making the replication process as simple as possible. All other parts that 

are needed should be cheap and easy to source. For this reason and to integrate several 

required functionalities in one control loop, we chose the Arduino Mega 2560 

(microcontroller)/ RAMPS 1.4 (Arduino shield) combination, which is frequently used for the 

control of RepRap 3D printers. The RAMPS 1.4 shield possesses all required circuits and 

connectors to use it in combination with the Arduino for the control of temperature, 

humidity, pump flow and autosampler rotation. The simple control of temperature and 

humidity is accomplished with the use of relays, a ceramic infrared heat lamp, an ultrasonic 

mist fogger and three fans and two DHT22 temperature and humidity sensors. The basic 

design of the system is kept in a modular way by arranging all components on a breadboard-

style base plate, therefore allowing further customization and upgradability. The integration 

of a peristaltic pump as well as a rotary autosampler adds versatility and precision to the setup 

as it enables the execution of customized and fully automated program sequences. 

In summary, the presented retention model setup can offer: 

 Improved repeatability of flow retention experiments  

(e.g. through climate-controlled environment and automation) 

 Improved reproducibility of flow retention experiments  

(when different researchers use the same setup) 

 Expanded functional range  

(by integration of peristaltic pump, auto-sampler and automation with Arduino 

microcontroller e.g. fully automated customized programs for experiments) 

 

 

Figure 1 3D rendering of technical drawing (a) and (b) photo of completed setup during use. 
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3 Design files  

3.1 Design Files Summary 

All design files listed in this section are available for download from the Mendeley data 

repository. Most of the components were designed specifically for this project, however in 

some cases resources from other projects were used to obtain needed components. An online 

tool was used to generate the climate chamber box design with outside dimensions of 291 x 

296.5 x 400 mm, a material thickness of 5 mm, finger slots with a tab length of 25 mm and a 

laser cut kerf of 0.1 mm, which then was modified according to the need of this project [8]. 

lock_new-lever.SLDPRT was designed as a modification to an online available lock design to 

fit the specifications given by the climate chamber design presented in this work [9]. 

parametric_butt_hinge_3.5.2.scad OpenSCAD library was used to generate a hinge design 

[10]. Getriebe.scad OpenSCAD library was used to generate the gear designs needed for the 

autosampler [11]. pump_housing.SLDPRT was designed as a modification to an open source 

precise peristaltic pump [12]. humidifier_2.0.SLDPRT and humidifier_fan.SLDPRT are a 

modified redesign of a mini desktop humidifier [13]. 

Design  

file name 

Designator File type Open-source 

license 

Location of the 

file 

slide.SLDPRT slide CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

height_adjustab

le_slide_holder 

.SLDPRT 

slide CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

baseplate1 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

baseplate2 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

beaker_fix 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

rod_holder 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

handle.SLDPRT baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

foot.SLDPRT baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corner 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corner

_mirrored 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-781defc0-a3f3-46b6-8ce8-5ced1d95cc1b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-781defc0-a3f3-46b6-8ce8-5ced1d95cc1b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-563eee42-0e45-499d-a46e-a088561c22c5
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-563eee42-0e45-499d-a46e-a088561c22c5
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-80329d12-4c87-4455-a5c0-4024d06b0d07
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-80329d12-4c87-4455-a5c0-4024d06b0d07
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9477ee84-5241-4143-8207-88961c00c4cd
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9477ee84-5241-4143-8207-88961c00c4cd
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-ce618dff-541f-4b43-878d-c55ed9c7f692
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-ce618dff-541f-4b43-878d-c55ed9c7f692
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fca70f17-11d4-4000-8aac-8f8195ae5839
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fca70f17-11d4-4000-8aac-8f8195ae5839
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-31887229-cec2-40cd-8f8f-04c3da6e9eac
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-31887229-cec2-40cd-8f8f-04c3da6e9eac
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-35cb961a-5acb-48da-808a-305b867fedd3
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-35cb961a-5acb-48da-808a-305b867fedd3
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-21936225-0cf4-4336-b61f-fdeebc79175a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-21936225-0cf4-4336-b61f-fdeebc79175a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5ddd61a8-4296-4725-88f6-9669ee3a7d90
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5ddd61a8-4296-4725-88f6-9669ee3a7d90
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outside_corner

_regular 

.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corner

_regular_mirror

ed.SLDPRT 

baseplate 

+holders 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_back 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_front 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_top 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_side 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_doorside 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_doorframe 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

box_door 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

corner_top 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lock_new-lever 

.SLDPRT 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

hinges.scad climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

parametric_but

t_hinge_3.5.2 

.scad 

climate 

_chamber 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_2.0 

.SLDPRT 

humidifier CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_fan 

.SLDPRT 

humidifier CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_mes

h.SLDPRT 

humidifier CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

pump_housing 

.SLDPRT 

peristaltic 

_pump 

CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lamp_case 

.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

controller_hous

ing.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4e48b474-d19b-409d-8bdb-3d0cf36e35c6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4e48b474-d19b-409d-8bdb-3d0cf36e35c6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-10681b40-afaa-4439-8cff-a7f9a70a2261
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-10681b40-afaa-4439-8cff-a7f9a70a2261
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-3a3e553b-ade5-4e77-9f01-e37d4be0f26f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-3a3e553b-ade5-4e77-9f01-e37d4be0f26f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-32e5aa6b-0cbd-4f88-8bc5-376b115a2e0e
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-32e5aa6b-0cbd-4f88-8bc5-376b115a2e0e
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-551f2c96-32e0-4373-8028-93dc933ee9b4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-551f2c96-32e0-4373-8028-93dc933ee9b4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b144cb72-7a03-4efd-b5c6-46075236d17c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b144cb72-7a03-4efd-b5c6-46075236d17c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-13ad80b0-dd46-4a99-8c28-35c6951de02b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-13ad80b0-dd46-4a99-8c28-35c6951de02b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-62a0c042-c043-4cdc-8e24-7b0ffcf52ff8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-62a0c042-c043-4cdc-8e24-7b0ffcf52ff8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6cb90d39-8f9f-4f7f-8b7e-24d1d3cfd4b8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6cb90d39-8f9f-4f7f-8b7e-24d1d3cfd4b8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-548386ac-2d2b-427e-b2b3-78a31cf5556e
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-548386ac-2d2b-427e-b2b3-78a31cf5556e
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0a815ab9-ed71-42a3-9a88-383ce179c1fc
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0a815ab9-ed71-42a3-9a88-383ce179c1fc
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-067d6e80-2137-4131-b1e5-b5c9d801aaf4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-067d6e80-2137-4131-b1e5-b5c9d801aaf4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-db425313-505d-4aac-a8e6-0d08a95a721f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-db425313-505d-4aac-a8e6-0d08a95a721f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-bd52111e-0cf2-4e71-aed2-1672d54e5dda
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-bd52111e-0cf2-4e71-aed2-1672d54e5dda
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8cf99966-8a8f-45a8-bcd0-b3805e225d71
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8cf99966-8a8f-45a8-bcd0-b3805e225d71
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1a3ffecf-3e66-4bc4-8965-f77e8719a4a8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1a3ffecf-3e66-4bc4-8965-f77e8719a4a8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f8859efc-3167-4de4-9330-5f0536d6f100
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f8859efc-3167-4de4-9330-5f0536d6f100
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-41fe311c-9e60-462f-8c56-dc6cf125ce41
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-41fe311c-9e60-462f-8c56-dc6cf125ce41
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-90e34518-094c-4f20-b8a6-8138fb29aead
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-90e34518-094c-4f20-b8a6-8138fb29aead
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controller 

_knob.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

plastic_washer 

.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

electronics_hou

sing.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

ikea_led_housi

ng.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

ssr_housing 

.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

warning_sign 

.SLDPRT 

electronics CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

autosampler_ 

gear_drive.scad 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

Getriebe.scad autosampler CAD CC BY-NC-SA 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

gear_drive 

_cover.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

geardrive 

_motormount 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

thumbnut 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

eppiholder 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

eppiholder2 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

15ml_holder 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

50ml_holder 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

mesh_holder 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

small_mesh 

.SLDPRT 

autosampler CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

mesh.SLDPRT accessories CAD CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8807e60f-3ca8-4b64-80eb-d9cc173d2628
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8807e60f-3ca8-4b64-80eb-d9cc173d2628
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-2c2ba8e9-4670-4c34-81cf-d0f3e24a1f6d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-2c2ba8e9-4670-4c34-81cf-d0f3e24a1f6d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a36711b9-c1f7-42d0-bcde-dbc55895c5ef
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a36711b9-c1f7-42d0-bcde-dbc55895c5ef
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-79d684b4-3922-401a-a39f-c92f0132197a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-79d684b4-3922-401a-a39f-c92f0132197a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-aa0f6697-9346-44bc-9f3f-f7e466360586
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-aa0f6697-9346-44bc-9f3f-f7e466360586
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b789ad59-0be5-4337-bada-4cf76a579aa9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b789ad59-0be5-4337-bada-4cf76a579aa9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-170515c6-3f7b-4ee5-8a6e-45587ef86658
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-170515c6-3f7b-4ee5-8a6e-45587ef86658
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-925f4490-e5b8-4eb0-8008-ec3a7d06abc6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-925f4490-e5b8-4eb0-8008-ec3a7d06abc6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-90f603ad-bcdf-4933-bbd4-e3ead0536def
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-90f603ad-bcdf-4933-bbd4-e3ead0536def
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f80c4f4e-0051-4daa-a327-99926f31bed9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f80c4f4e-0051-4daa-a327-99926f31bed9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8e64770b-31c4-4534-8aaa-6ac58dca8e7d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8e64770b-31c4-4534-8aaa-6ac58dca8e7d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a5f1f500-9b1a-4a49-b896-ea72262da8c1
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a5f1f500-9b1a-4a49-b896-ea72262da8c1
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-66bab9da-25e5-4c61-a10e-1a68829d288b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-66bab9da-25e5-4c61-a10e-1a68829d288b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-546f8d2a-26e7-458c-b054-beb8ae2550fd
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-546f8d2a-26e7-458c-b054-beb8ae2550fd
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f7ee7661-d6e0-492b-82af-7a2e088a40aa
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f7ee7661-d6e0-492b-82af-7a2e088a40aa
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f039ea8c-6adb-43f3-ad91-c91d3920c2ee
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f039ea8c-6adb-43f3-ad91-c91d3920c2ee
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6845677b-c896-4cae-a08a-5de65beaf41c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6845677b-c896-4cae-a08a-5de65beaf41c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-69ece420-05b5-4f9c-8277-2f609795bb58
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-69ece420-05b5-4f9c-8277-2f609795bb58
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3.2 3D Printing Files 

All 3D printing files are available in the STL file format for download from the linked 

Mendeley data repository. The table gives an overview of all files that have to be 3D printed 

in order to complete the project. Furthermore, the table gives information about how many 

replicates of the components are required, how they look and in which orientation they 

should be 3D printed (images were generated with 3D printing slicing software). For this 

project, usually all parts were 3D printed with a 0.4 mm nozzle, a layer height of 0.2 mm and 

20% infill from PETG filament (2 spools of 1 kg each are sufficient). In some cases, the use of 

support material was necessary. The support material can be seen in the images as stacks of 

green lines. As the object humidifier_2.0 is supposed to contain water during the application, 

it should be printed with a higher infill density and increased amount of shells. In case water 

would still be leaking from the object, the authors recommend sealing the reservoir by 

impregnation with silicone or epoxy resin.  

lock_hole-screw.stl, lock_big-nut.stl, lock_key.stl and lock_small-nut.stl were obtained from 

an open lock design and renamed [9]. pump_case_bottom.stl, pump_case_top_120.stl, 

bearing_mount_top.stl and bearing_mount_bottom_01.stl were obtained from an open 

source peristaltic pump design [12]. 40mm_Fan_grill_final.stl was likewise obtained from 

external source as a publicly distributed design [14]. thumbnut.stl requires the insertion of an 

M3 nut during the 3D printing procedure. 

Design  

file name 

Designator No.  

of required 

prints 

Image Open-source 

license 

Location  

of the file 

slide.stl 

 

slide 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

height_ 

adjustable_ 

slide_holder 

.stl 

slide 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

beaker_fix 

.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

1 (+ 1 

optional) 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

rod_holder 

.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

2 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c9a6f9ff-2a35-4284-99c7-57167272eed8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c9a6f9ff-2a35-4284-99c7-57167272eed8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-61eb404c-4006-4bcc-93e1-b5dcd900f8e7
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-61eb404c-4006-4bcc-93e1-b5dcd900f8e7
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-70c8968f-f077-4d1b-a71f-961ebe3b075d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-70c8968f-f077-4d1b-a71f-961ebe3b075d
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4eb3f47c-37b5-4d52-9990-58a8f5ab07ab
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4eb3f47c-37b5-4d52-9990-58a8f5ab07ab
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handle.stl baseplate+ 

holders 

2 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

foot.stl baseplate+ 

holders 

5 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_ 

corner.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corn

er_mirrored 

.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corn

er_regular 

.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

outside_corn

er_regular_

mirrored.stl 

baseplate+ 

holders 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

corner_top 

.stl 

climate_ 

chamber 

4 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

hinge.stl climate_ 

chamber 

2 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lock_hole-

screw.stl 

climate_ 

chamber 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lock_big-nut 

.stl 

climate_ 

chamber 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lock_key.stl climate_ 

chamber 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a8f11a00-b7ae-4f70-bc1c-a11b844ae334
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-a8f11a00-b7ae-4f70-bc1c-a11b844ae334
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1d1ac0ca-1ce6-4bfc-869c-11a522e74fdc
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1d1ac0ca-1ce6-4bfc-869c-11a522e74fdc
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-cc7009c3-7611-425c-8719-f94f032eaa7f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-cc7009c3-7611-425c-8719-f94f032eaa7f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4b890b16-5a86-4621-b0b7-a130139f2f50
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4b890b16-5a86-4621-b0b7-a130139f2f50
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-aa5c8c37-fccf-45c7-b163-296f5c90adda
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-aa5c8c37-fccf-45c7-b163-296f5c90adda
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-16f5ebe5-7d85-4a43-ab45-eaf5d4c8323a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-16f5ebe5-7d85-4a43-ab45-eaf5d4c8323a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f8cda31e-36ba-4f31-8000-5309c9cd53eb
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f8cda31e-36ba-4f31-8000-5309c9cd53eb
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1dac2836-6f7b-4ca6-8db3-8200d69cfdf0
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1dac2836-6f7b-4ca6-8db3-8200d69cfdf0
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fc6376b2-bec9-4570-a670-fcbf735b2fec
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fc6376b2-bec9-4570-a670-fcbf735b2fec
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-65ddfb3a-19a7-4d23-8239-fe902607e966
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-65ddfb3a-19a7-4d23-8239-fe902607e966
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-84521c78-0051-4c60-a3f6-83b23fca4e07
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-84521c78-0051-4c60-a3f6-83b23fca4e07
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lock_small-

nut.stl 

climate_ 

chamber 

2 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

lock_new-

lever.stl 

climate_ 

chamber 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_

2.0.stl 

humidifier 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_f

an.stl 

humidifier 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

humidifier_ 

mesh.stl 

humidifier 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

pump 

_housing.stl 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

pump_case_ 

bottom.stl 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

1 

 

CC BY-NC-

SA 4.0 

Click to 

download 

pump_case_ 

top_120.stl 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

1 

 

CC BY-NC-

SA 4.0 

Click to 

download 

bearing 

_mount_top 

.stl 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

1 

 

CC BY-NC-

SA 4.0 

Click to 

download 

bearing_mo

unt_bottom

_01.stl 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

1 

 

CC BY-NC-

SA 4.0 

Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4cec0da0-dfff-4840-b6c7-1dcaae9f02bb
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4cec0da0-dfff-4840-b6c7-1dcaae9f02bb
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9295a859-703b-4ed6-8d1c-8d58632e335b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9295a859-703b-4ed6-8d1c-8d58632e335b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0ecc598a-f507-4e6c-950e-d075a19771d1
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0ecc598a-f507-4e6c-950e-d075a19771d1
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-d499e6e3-5094-4cb2-90db-e1b1b15b1839
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-d499e6e3-5094-4cb2-90db-e1b1b15b1839
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-e43beba0-5d73-484b-85b5-0740e147ba22
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-e43beba0-5d73-484b-85b5-0740e147ba22
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f3ad393e-be08-4d00-a759-77090dea53c5
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-f3ad393e-be08-4d00-a759-77090dea53c5
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c4245fd7-e3db-4622-8c43-be69fa121f01
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c4245fd7-e3db-4622-8c43-be69fa121f01
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5d66fb55-5545-42b7-adaf-e2627e553c6a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5d66fb55-5545-42b7-adaf-e2627e553c6a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6495ae60-a59b-4b8d-b124-4f822789ec8a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6495ae60-a59b-4b8d-b124-4f822789ec8a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-03037277-4dc0-415f-81d1-45771e61c192
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-03037277-4dc0-415f-81d1-45771e61c192
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lamp_case 

.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

controller_ 

housing.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

controller_ 

knob.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

plastic 

_washer.stl 

electronics 13 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

ssr_housing.

stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

electronics_ 

housing.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

ikea_led_ 

housing.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

warning 

_sign.stl 

electronics 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

planetary 

_gear_drive 

.stl 

autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

planetary 

_gear_drive_

shim.stl 

autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

ring_gear.stl autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

herringbone

_gear.stl 

autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-736f9b78-cd19-451a-a49a-05cc5f1980cf
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-736f9b78-cd19-451a-a49a-05cc5f1980cf
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-ef349445-12c3-4175-9fa0-710c892cedd7
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-ef349445-12c3-4175-9fa0-710c892cedd7
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1c7d08be-ebcd-46bf-8be8-e1dfe9c1f6fa
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-1c7d08be-ebcd-46bf-8be8-e1dfe9c1f6fa
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-11901593-e905-4aec-bbdd-31e6cd6d0cbf
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-11901593-e905-4aec-bbdd-31e6cd6d0cbf
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-359171ad-3f0d-4256-87da-0525db84cf71
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-359171ad-3f0d-4256-87da-0525db84cf71
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-eb649bab-4b70-4656-83a0-61fe4ca4d5b0
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-eb649bab-4b70-4656-83a0-61fe4ca4d5b0
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4c41c6e1-68c8-408b-ad76-dcbe8062e9f8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-4c41c6e1-68c8-408b-ad76-dcbe8062e9f8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8aed6cff-6742-47ac-a2c1-21aff6c50473
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8aed6cff-6742-47ac-a2c1-21aff6c50473
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-3e9e847d-6401-4c71-85c6-a1450d9f7814
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-3e9e847d-6401-4c71-85c6-a1450d9f7814
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5d50bd03-7413-4068-8c97-d40e43208432
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-5d50bd03-7413-4068-8c97-d40e43208432
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c4591cdc-939d-4458-af48-453617c09f78
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c4591cdc-939d-4458-af48-453617c09f78
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-155822db-d3e7-42e8-bef5-2c62454a2de0
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-155822db-d3e7-42e8-bef5-2c62454a2de0
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gear_drive_ 

cover.stl 

autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

geardrive_ 

motormount 

.stl 

autosampler 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

thumbnut 

.stl 

autosampler 2 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

eppiholder 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

eppiholder2 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

15ml_holder 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

50ml_holder 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

mesh_holder 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

small_mesh 

.stl 

autosampler optional 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

mesh.stl accessories 1 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

40mm_Fan_ 

grill_final.stl 

 

accessories 5 

 

CC BY 4.0 Click to 

download 

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-7b4f305a-c6be-462e-b525-b7d24dabf314
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-7b4f305a-c6be-462e-b525-b7d24dabf314
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8bc6d707-c249-4d11-8100-863826478400
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8bc6d707-c249-4d11-8100-863826478400
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8738655c-f8ef-4233-9595-d73798a5713c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8738655c-f8ef-4233-9595-d73798a5713c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-205db04e-f360-490e-ae67-e3be76948c91
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-205db04e-f360-490e-ae67-e3be76948c91
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-47bdbad3-ce06-43bf-b2e7-697cc0b897e9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-47bdbad3-ce06-43bf-b2e7-697cc0b897e9
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b731ed67-8911-488d-a229-eb75bf43dd43
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b731ed67-8911-488d-a229-eb75bf43dd43
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-36fb7641-4e9b-49cd-81f6-a510c9be3f4b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-36fb7641-4e9b-49cd-81f6-a510c9be3f4b
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0617f2b1-4cfb-49a6-9f3f-6c720510fa70
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-0617f2b1-4cfb-49a6-9f3f-6c720510fa70
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8bce4dc8-c8c0-4eea-834a-94e492bff9a4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-8bce4dc8-c8c0-4eea-834a-94e492bff9a4
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-00ef4678-21ca-44d7-96a3-0a69202ce981
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-00ef4678-21ca-44d7-96a3-0a69202ce981
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-350630e4-553a-4fab-aaf5-18ec21fd3b18
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-350630e4-553a-4fab-aaf5-18ec21fd3b18
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3.3 Laser Cutting Files 

To complete the construction of the presented retention model setup, it is necessary to cut 

out several designs from sheets of polymer. All designs are available as DXF files for download 

from the Mendeley data repository. In this work, all designs were designed to fit in the A3 

paper format and were cut from acrylic using a CO2 laser cutter (Epilog Mini 18). The designs 

baseplate1_labeled.dxf and baseplate2.dxf were cut from 6 mm acrylic, while all other designs 

except for woodplate_ssr.dxf were cut from 5mm acrylic. woodplate_ssr.dxf was cut from 3 

mm high density fiber board.  

Due to the limited chemical resistance of acrylic, the authors recommend to not use solvents 

(e.g. ethanol) for cleaning of these boards. All sheets can also be cut from different materials 

and also by using different cutting methods (such as CNC routing). 

Design file name Designator File 

type 

Open 

source 

license 

Location of 

the file 

baseplate1_labeled.dxf baseplate+holders DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

baseplate2.dxf baseplate+holders DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

box_back.dxf climate_chamber DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

box_doorside+electronics_cover.dxf climate_chamber 

and electronics 

DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

box_front.dxf climate_chamber DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

box_side.dxf climate_chamber DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

box_top+SSR_cover.dxf climate_chamber 

and electronics 

DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

door+frame.dxf climate_chamber DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

woodplate_ssr.dxf electronics DXF CC BY 

4.0 

Click to 

download 

 

  

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9a09fa99-1774-477d-bd26-f996bc76a0b6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-9a09fa99-1774-477d-bd26-f996bc76a0b6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-588c68a9-65c1-469f-b1d8-d62301eb4d21
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-588c68a9-65c1-469f-b1d8-d62301eb4d21
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b47d6038-864a-4795-8cc1-fa53eda771f8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-b47d6038-864a-4795-8cc1-fa53eda771f8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-350762fc-7672-4456-a793-bedb8b110ea8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-350762fc-7672-4456-a793-bedb8b110ea8
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-cd503df4-d2fe-4398-baf6-adf9036fcbea
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-cd503df4-d2fe-4398-baf6-adf9036fcbea
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-7cf94960-4774-4be6-b282-b3b24a88676f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-7cf94960-4774-4be6-b282-b3b24a88676f
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-2b16de05-237c-4063-93f2-8b3c78988c5c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-2b16de05-237c-4063-93f2-8b3c78988c5c
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fc0759f6-815c-4884-8200-4657142a6404
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-fc0759f6-815c-4884-8200-4657142a6404
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6280927d-e6b1-4a1f-a8bb-0e3e956da644
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-6280927d-e6b1-4a1f-a8bb-0e3e956da644
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3.4 Software 

An Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller is used to control the feedback loop for the climate 

control as well as to control an autosampler and a peristaltic pump in combination with an 

Arduino Pro Mini. A rotary encoder and LCD display serve as a feedback and input interface 

to control the operation of the microcontrollers. The used Arduino sketches are available for 

download as ino files from the Mendeley data repository. In order to integrate the function 

of the DHT22 temperature and humidity sensor as well as an I2C LCD display, external 

libraries were employed. Adafruit_Unified_Sensor and DHT-sensor-library-master were 

obtained from Adafruit and Newliquidcrystal_1.3.5 was obtained from an open source [15–

17]. 

File name File type Open source license Location of the file  

main.ino Arduino CC BY 4.0 Click to download 

mini_pump_control.ino Arduino CC BY 4.0 Click to download 

Adafruit_Unified_Sensor Arduino library MIT license Click to download 

DHT-sensor-library-master Arduino library MIT license Click to download 

Newliquidcrystal_1.3.5 Arduino library CC BY 4.0 Click to download 

 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-ab7e2152-f518-477c-b5ae-5d2d7802ca5a
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#file-c3a6e562-26e7-437f-b0cc-5518eb218009
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#folder-4195312f-f10a-4ee4-af9e-67c4293b0bd6
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#folder-73fe49c3-b8e2-46a6-b2bf-14cea79fbf67
http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/v2rdbwpx7k.1#folder-e15da967-8b32-4102-8fc8-1a21e3f571fd
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4 Bill of Materials 

4.1 Bill of Materials 

In addition to the 3D printed and laser cut components of the system, some parts must be 

obtained from external sources. The table gives an overview of which and how many items 

need to be purchased. While all listed components should be easy to source, the pricing of 

those can vary a lot. The displayed costs in the table are calculated based on the parts we have 

obtained or on the prices we could find at the given sources at time of publication. 

Designator Component  Number Cost per 

unit -

currency 

[USD] 

Total 

cost - 

currency 

[USD] 

Source of 

materials 

Material 

type 

baseplate+ 

holders 

6mm acrylic 

sheet (297 x 

420 mm) 

2 15.00 30.00 Hardware 

store 

Polymer 

baseplate+ 

holders 

5mm acrylic 

sheet (297 x 

420 mm) 

6 13.00 78.00 Hardware 

store 

Polymer 

baseplate+ 

holders 

12 mm 

aluminum 

rod (300 mm) 

2 1.60 3.20 Hardware 

store 

Metal 

humidifier 24 VDC 

Ultrasonic 

mist fogger 

1 11.38 11.38 Amazon Electronics 

humidifier 12 VDC 

40x10 mm 

fan 

1 5.00 5.00 Mouser Electronics 

climate_ 

chamber 

12 VDC 

40x20 mm 

fan 

2 5.00 10.00 Mouser Electronics 

electronics 12 VDC 

40x20 mm 

fan 

1 5.00 5.00 Mouser Electronics 

electronics 150W 

Ceramic 

infrared heat 

lamp for 

reptiles 

1 28.50 28.50 Amazon Electronics 

electronics Aluminum 

tape 

1 7.30 7.30 RS 

Components 

Tape 
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electronics Ceramic heat 

lamp power 

socket 

1 8.50 8.50 Amazon Electronics 

electronics Kudom 10 A 

280 VAC 

Solid State 

Relay Panel 

Mount  

1 19.20 19.20 RS 

Components 

Electronics 

electronics inline fuse 

holder 

1 2.36 2.36 RS 

Components 

Electronics 

electronics 3A cartridge 

fuse 

1 0.27 0.27 RS 

Components 

Electronics 

electronics Arduino 

Mega 2560 

1 9.00 9.00 Ebay Electronics 

electronics RAMPS 1.4 

Arduino 

Mega Shield 

1 9.00 9.00 Ebay Electronics 

electronics A4988 

Stepper 

drivers 

2 1.80 3.60 Ebay Electronics 

electronics Arduino Pro 

mini 

1 5.13 5.13 Ebay Electronics 

electronics USB to serial 

converter  

for Arduino 

1 2.50 2.50 Ebay Electronics 

electronics Rotary 

Encoder 

1 2.80 2.80 Ebay Electronics 

electronics Ikea Ledberg 

spots 

(pack with 4) 

1 13.00 13.00 Ikea Electronics 

electronics DF Robot 

Gravity 

Digital 5A 

Relay 

Module 

2 4.90 9.80 Mouser Electronics 

electronics I2C 2x16 

LCD  

1 6.00 6.00 Ebay Electronics 

electronics DHT22 

Sensor 

2 15.00 30.00 Mouser Electronics 

electronics 5A 250 VAC  

Toggle 

switch 

1 2.85 2.85 RS 

Components 

Electronics 
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electronics LM2577 LED 

DC/DC boost 

converter 

1 5.70 5.70 Ebay Electronics 

electronics 12V DC 7A 

LED power 

supply 

1 11.40 11.40 Ebay Electronics 

electronics colored wires  

0.14 mm2  

(+fem. pin 

headers) 

1 10.00 10.00 Amazon Electronics 

autosampler Nema 17  

stepper 

motor 

1 14.00 14.00 Ebay Electronics 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

Nema 17  

stepper 

motor 

1 14.00 14.00 Ebay Electronics 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

Needle 

bearing  

HK 0408 

3 4.30 12.90 RS 

Components 

Metal 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

4x14 mm pin 3 5.70 17.10 Amazon Metal 

peristaltic_ 

pump 

ID 4mm 

1.6mm wall 

thickness 

silicone 

tubing (1m) 

1 6.61 6.61 Lab supplier Polymer 

General PETG 

filament 

(2000g) 

1 45.68 45.68 3D print 

supplier 

Polymer 

General M6X25 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.28 2.76 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M6X20 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.25 2.50 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M6X16 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.56 5.59 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M6X12 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.22 2.21 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 
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General M6X10 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.22 2.21 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M6 Nut 30 0.18 5.34 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M4x10 

Button head 

screws 

20 0.20 3.95 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M4x8 hex 

head cap 

screw 

5 0.20 1.00 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x30 hex 

head cap 

screws 

20 0.21 2.13 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x25 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.18 1.84 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x20 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.17 1.72 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x16 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.17 1.68 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x10 hex 

head cap 

screws 

50 0.10 4.85 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x8 hex 

head cap 

screws 

20 0.20 4.00 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x6 hex 

head cap 

screws 

10 0.16 1.62 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x25 hex 

head 

countersunk 

screw 

5 0.27 1.35 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x6 hex 

head 

countersunk 

screw 

5 0.25 1.24 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 
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General M3x10 grub 

screw 

10 0.23 2.34 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3x8 grub 

screw 

10 0.23 2.34 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

General M3 Nut 10 0.17 1.70 Amazon or 

hardware 

store 

Metal 

 

4.2 Required tools 

For the fabrication and assembly process, access to the following tools is required: 

 3D printer 

 Laser cutter 

 M3, M4 and M6 thread cutting tool 

 Soldering equipment 

 Cable stripper 

 Pliers 

 Crimping tool for pin headers 

 Adjustable spanner 

 Allen keys: 

o 1.5 mm (M3 grub screws) 

o 2 mm (M3 hex head countersunk screws) 

o 2.5 mm (M3 hex head cap screws and M4 button head screws) 

o 3 mm (M4 hex head cap screws) 

o 5 mm (M6 hex head cap screws) 
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5 Build Instructions  

5.1 Assembly of baseplate 

To begin the construction of the retention model setup, we recommend starting with the 

assembly of the baseplate. To make the assembly process easier, numberings are included in 

the file baseplate1_labeled.dxf, which can be engraved into the sheet using the raster 

engraving function of the laser cutter. The single steps of the procedure are laid out in Figure 

2.  

1. Insert one M6 nut into the 5 feet (foot.stl) each (Figure 2a). 

2. Stack baseplate1 (baseplate1_labeled.dxf) onto baseplate2 (baseplate2.dxf). Insert two 

M6x20 hex head cap screws from the top into slots B and D of baseplate1 and fasten 

them to the M6 nuts in two feet at the bottom of baseplate 2 (Figure 2b; green 

highlights). 

3. Insert two M6x25 hex head cap screws into each of two of the climate chamber 

corners (outside_corner.stl and outside_corner_mirrored.stl) and then through 

baseplate1 in slots A and C (Figure 2b; purple highlights). Then fasten the bolts to the 

M6 nuts placed in two more feet. Now, the two baseplates should be attached to one 

another in the four corners A, B, C and D. 

4. Insert two M6x15 hex head cap screws into the two left outside corners 

(outside_corner_regular.stl and outside_corner_regular_mirrored.stl) and fasten 

them to two M6 nuts placed on the bottom side of slots 14 and 184, so that the corners 

are directed inwards (Figure 2b; black highlights). 

5. Attach the two handles (handle.stl) to the baseplate by fastening them with 4 M6x14 

hex head cap screws and 4 M6 nuts in slots 52 and 120 as well as 68 and 136 (Figure 

2b; blue highlights). 

6. Next, attach the first aluminum rod holder (rod_holder.stl) to the baseplate by using 

an M6x25 hex head cap screw. Insert the screw into the holder and into slot 61 and 

fasten in from the bottom with the last foot in which an M6 nut was placed in step 1. 

Then attach the other rod holder to slot 74 using an M6x20 hex head cap screw and 

an M6 nut (Figure 2b; red highlights).  

7. Attach the two beaker holders (beaker_fix.stl) to the baseplate in slots 124 and 129 

with the use of two M6x10 hex head cap screws and two M6 nuts (Figure 2b; yellow 

highlights). Viewed from the top, the assembly should now look as in Figure 2b and 

viewed from the bottom, it should look like in Figure 2c. 

8. Insert two 12x300 mm aluminum rods in the two rod holders (Figure 2d). 

9. Insert the ultrasonic mist fogger into the humidifier base (humidifier_2.0.stl) and lead 

the cable through the hole in the side as depicted (Figure 2e). 

10. Use two M6x15 hex head cap screws and two M6 nuts to attach the humidifier base 

to the baseplate in slots 11 and 47 (Figure 2f). 
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Figure 2 Assembly of baseplate. (a) Insertion of M6 nuts into feet. (b) Arrangement of various 

holders on baseplate 1. (c) Arrangement of M6 nuts in baseplate 2. (d) Insertion of aluminum 

rods into rod holders. (e) Insertion of ultrasonic mist fogger in humidifier base. (f) Mounting 

of humidifier base on baseplate assembly. 
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5.2 Assembly of climate chamber 

After cutting the box components (box_back.dxf, box_doorside+electronics_cover.dxf, 

box_front.dxf, box_side.dxf, box_top+SSR_cover.dxf and door+frame.dxf) for the climate 

chamber from sheets of polymer, prepare them for assembly by cutting the threads into the 

relevant holes as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Threading instructions for preparation of box elements for climate chamber. 

The climate chamber box is designed to be assembled with press-fits by using the finger joints 

at the edge of the single components. Figure 4 gives an overview about how the box has to be 

assembled. If the cutting parameters of the laser cutter are suitable for the tolerance specified 

in the designs, the assembled box should stably hold together only due to the press-fit. 
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Figure 4 Exploded view of climate chamber assembly. 

To complete the assembly of the climate chamber box, follow the next steps: 

1. Once the press-fit assembly of the box is completed (Figure 5a), insert the box in 

between the box corners on top of the baseplate with the door cut-out of the box 

facing towards the direction of baseplate slots C and D. Then fasten the box to the box 

corners by using sixteen M3x10 hex head cap screws (Figure 5b). 

2. For increased rigidity, attach the four top corners (corner_top.stl) to the upper corners 

of the box with twelve M3x10 hex head cap screws (Figure 5c). 

3. Attach the laser-cut door frame to the door side of the box with sixteen M4x10 button 

head screws as shown in the picture (Figure 5d). 

4. Mount the female leaves of the two door hinges to the door frame with six M3x10 hex 

head cap screws (Figure 5e). Then mount the male counterparts to the laser-cut door 

with six M3x6 hex head cap screws (Figure 5f). 

5. To attach the door lock to the door of the box, insert the component lock_hole-screw 

(lock_hole-screw.stl) into the remaining hole of the door from the side of the attached 

hinges and fasten it with the component lock_big-nut (lock_big-nut.stl) from the 

other side (Figure 5g). 

6. Assemble the lock with the missing components as shown in Figure 5h. 

7. Attach the door to the box by connecting the male and female leaves of the hinges 

with the use of two M3x25 hex head cap screws (Figure 5i). 
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Figure 5 Climate chamber assembly. (a) Finished press-fit assembly of acrylic box. (b) 

Fastening of acrylic box to 3D printed corners. (c) Mounting of box top corners. (d) 

Attachment of door frame to acrylic box. (e) Mounting of female hinge leaves on door frame. 

(f) Mounting of male hinge leaves on acrylic door. (g) Insertion of hole screw for door lock. 

(h) Assembly of door lock. (i) Assembly of door hinges with M3x25 screws. 
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5.3 Assembly of peristaltic pump 

To assemble the peristaltic pump, follow the next steps, which are illustrated in Figure 6: 

1. Insert an M3 nut into the nut trap of the bottom part of the roller pump head 

(bearing_mount_bottom_01.stl) (Figure 6a). Then push three 4x14 mm straight pins 

into the cavities as shown (Figure 6b). 

2. Insert an M3x10 grub screw from the side and screw it into the M3 nut (Figure 6c). 

3. Mount three HK 0408 needle bearings on the straight pins (Figure 6d). 

4. Attach the top part of the roller pump head (bearing_mount_top.stl) to the bottom 

part using three M3x20 hex head cap screws (Figure 6e). 

5. Mount the Nema17 stepper motor to the housing (pump_housing.stl) by inserting 

four M3x10 hex head cap screws into the component pump_case_bottom 

(pump_case_bottom.stl) and fastening them through the holes in the housing into the 

threads of the stepper motor (Figure 6f). The small hole in pump_case_bottom has to 

face upwards. 

6. Mount the roller pump head onto the shaft of the stepper motor and fasten it by 

inserting the correct Allen key through the hole in the top of the component 

pump_case_bottom (Figure 6g). 

7. Insert two M3x25 hex head cap screws into the back of the component 

pump_case_top (pump_case_top_120.stl) and mount it onto pump_case_bottom. 

Then insert two M3x20 hex head cap screws into the remaining holes in the front 

(Figure 6h). 

8. After the assembly of the peristaltic pump has been finalized, attach the housing of 

the pump to the baseplate in the slots 16 and 50 with the use of two M6x15 hex head 

cap screws and two M6 nuts. The roller pump head faces outward from the baseplate 

assembly (Figure 6i). 
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Figure 6 Assembly of peristaltic pump. (a) Insertion of M3 nut into nut trap. (b) Insertion of 

4x14 mm straight pins. (c) Installation of M3x10 grub screw into M3 nut. (d) Mounting of 

needle bearings. (e) Assembly of roller pump head. (f) Mounting of Nema17 stepper motor. 

(g) Installation of roller pump head. (h) Final assembly of pump. (i) Mounting peristaltic pump 

to baseplate. 

5.4 Assembly of heat lamp housing 

To assemble the housing for the ceramic infrared heat lamp, refer to Figure 7 and follow these 

steps: 

1. Cover the entire inner surface of the lamp housing (lamp_case.stl) with aluminum 

tape (Figure 7a). 

2. Install the ceramic power socket into the lamp housing (Figure 7b). 

3. Mount the lamp housing on top of the climate chamber with the use of six M6x12 hex 

head cap screws (Figure 7c). 
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Figure 7 Assembly of case and power socket for infrared heat lamp. (a) Covering of lamp 

housing with aluminum tape. (b) Installation of ceramic power socket. (c) Mounting of lamp 

housing on climate chamber with six M6x12 hex head cap screws. 

5.5 Assembly of display controller 

The assembly of the display controller is illustrated in Figure 8. 

1. Push the shaft of the rotary encoder from the inside of the controller housing 

(controller_housing.stl) through the hole in the side and fasten it with the supplied 

nut. Then press-fit the knob for the shaft (controller_knob.stl) onto the shaft (Figure 

8a). Note that it is required that the rotary encoder possesses a 10kΩ pull-up resistor 

in the highlighted location. 

2. Insert the I2C LCD into the cavity of the controller housing and fasten it with four 

M3x16 hex head cap screws and four M3 nuts. To not damage the printed circuit 

board (PCB), insert some plastic spacers. You can 3D print the plastic washers from 

the supplied design (plastic_washers.stl). Connect the cables to the rotary encoder and 

the LCD and feed them through the hole in the back. You can tie the cables together 

with a zip tie for strain relief (Figure 8b). The completed housing should look like 

depicted in Figure 8c. 

3. Finally, attach the display controller to the climate chamber with the use of four M3x8 

hex head cap screws (Figure 8d). 

5.6 Lamp assembly 

Three IKEA ledberg LED spots serve as a light source for the retention model setup. The 

assembly of the lamp is depicted in Figure 9. Follow these steps to complete the assembly: 

1. Insert the three LED spots in the lamp housing (ikea_led_housing.stl) and feed the 

cables through the channels at the sides of the cavities (Figure 9a). You can use the 

supplied adhesive to hold the spots in the housing. 

2. The LED spots are usually distributed in a pack of four, however for this purpose only 

three are required. The four LED spots are connected to power with a small PCB hub 

(Figure 9b). You can shorten the cables, de-solder the fourth LED spot and re-solder 

the rest of them. Finally, you can use one of the supplied adhesives to glue the hub on 

top of the climate chamber (Figure 9c). 
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Figure 9 Assembly of IKEA Ledberg LED lighting. (a) Insertion of LED spots into 3D printed 

housing. (b) PCB connector hub. (c) Mounting of lamp housing on top of climate chamber. 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Assembly of controller housing with rotary encoder and I2C LCD display. (a) 

Installation of rotary encoder and controller knob. Note that the rotary encoder needs to 

exhibit a 10 kΩ pull-up resistor in the labeled position. (b) Insertion and fastening of I2C LCD 

with four M3x16 hex head cap screws, four plastic washers and four M3 nuts to controller 

housing. (c) Front-view of assembled controller. (d) Mounting of controller on top of climate 

chamber with four M3x8 hex head cap screws. 
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5.7 Mounting Sensors 

The climate control (temperature and humidity) in the climate chamber uses input signals of 

two DHT22 temperature and humidity sensors. Each of them is placed differently in the 

chamber. While one of them measures the ambient temperature and humidity in the 

chamber, the other one measures local temperature and humidity at the slide holder, next to 

the slide where the tissue is placed. The instructions to mount the sensors are illustrated in 

Figure 10 and are summarized in the next steps: 

1. Insert an M6 nut and an M6x12 hex head cap screw into the slide holder (Figure 10a). 

2. Mount the local sensor (T/H sensor 1) to the sensor holder on the slide holder with 

an M3x8 hex head cap screw (Figure 10b). 

3. Mount the ambient sensor (T/H sensor 2) from the inside to the front of the climate 

chamber with an M3x8 hex head cap screw and mount the slide holder onto the 

aluminum rod, which is closer to the back of the climate chamber (Figure 10c). 

 

Figure 10 Installation of DHT 22 temperature and humidity sensors. (a) Insertion of M6 nut 

and M6x12 hex head cap screw into slide holder. (b) Mounting of first DHT22 temperature 

and humidity sensor to slide holder with an M3x8 hex head cap screw. (c) Attachment of 

second DHT22 sensor to front of climate chamber. 

5.8 Installation of fans and cable routing 

Temperature and humidity in the climate chamber are regulated, among others, with the use 

of three 12V DC fans. One fan acts as a venting fan that blows air from the outside into the 

chamber. A second fan acts as an exhaust fan, dragging air out of the chamber. The last fan is 

placed on the humidifier to distribute the steam, which is generated by the ultrasonic mist 

fogger. Refer to Figure 11 for the installation of these fans. 

1. The venting fan is mounted along with a fan grill (40mm_Fan_grill_final.stl) to the 

front of the climate chamber by using 4 M3x30 hex head cap screws (Figure 11a). 

Note that the direction of air flow should be towards the climate chamber. If the fan 

blades are too close to the fan grill, you can use the 3D printed plastic washers 

(plastic_washers.stl) to increase the spacing. 

2. The exhaust fan is as well mounted together with a fan grill, but attached to the back 

of the climate chamber (Figure 11). Here, the direction of airflow should be away 

from the chamber. 
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3. You can route the cables of the venting fan and the two humidity sensors through the 

baseplate to the back of the climate chamber as it is depicted (Figure 11c). At this 

point, you can also already pre-install the cable for the motor of the autosampler. 

4. Place a mesh (humidifier_mesh.stl) that hinders water splashes to hit the fan of the 

humidifier (humidifier_2.0.stl) into the humidifier cavity that holds the ultrasonic 

mist fogger (Figure 11d). 

5. Install the humidifier fan (40x10 mm) in a “sandwich” with two fan grills to the cap 

of the humidifier (humidifier_fan.stl) by using four M3x30 hex head cap screws 

(Figure 11e) and then stack the cap onto the humidifier base (Figure 11f). 

 
Figure 11 Installation of fans with four M3x30 hex head cap screws. (a) Installation of venting 

fan and fan grill to the front of the climate chamber. (b) Mounting of exhaust fan in the same 

way to the back of the climate chamber. (c) Cable routing at the bottom of the baseplate. (d) 

Insertion of protection mesh into humidifier base. (e) Mounting of fan and two fan grills to 

the humidifier cap. (f) Installation of humidifier cap on humidifier. 
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5.9 Autosampler assembly 

For the facilitation of automated experiments and thereby increased reproducibility, the 

presented retention model setup features a fully 3D printed rotational autosampler. Execute 

the assembly of the autosampler as described (Figure 12). 

1. Start the assembly by attaching the motor mount (geardrive_motormount.stl) to the 

planetary gear drive (planetary_gear_drive.stl) with one screw connection by using 

one M3x6 countersunk screw as highlighted (Figure 12a). 

2. Insert the Nema17 stepper motor in to the cavity of the motor mount and fasten it 

with four M3x6 countersunk screws (Figure 12b). As the motor mount is attached to 

the planetary gear drive with only one screw, you can rotate the planetary gear drive 

to obtain access to all screws. 

3. Insert an M3 nut into the nut trap of the small herringbone gear 

(herringbone_gear.stl) (Figure 12c). 

4. Install the small herringbone gear onto the shaft of the stepper motor with one M3x10 

hex head cap screw as highlighted (Figure 12d). 

5. Fix the motor mount to the planetary gear drive with three more M3x10 hex head cap 

screws (Figure 12e). 

6. Insert an M6 nut and M6x10 hex head cap screw into the motor mount as highlighted 

(Figure 12f). 

7. Finalize the assembly by attaching the cover (gear_drive_cover.stl), the shim 

(planetary_gear_drive_shim.stl) and the ring gear (ring_gear.stl) to the planetary gear 

drive and each other with four M3x25 countersunk screws as shown in the picture 

(Figure 12g). Also, insert two M3x8 grub screws into the cover of the geardrive. 

8. Mount the assembled autosampler on the aluminum rod in the front of the climate 

chamber (Figure 12h). 

9. Mount a suitable sample holder onto the autosampler (in this case mesh_holder.stl 

and small_mesh.stl; several holder designs can be found in the Mendeley data 

repository) and secure it with 3D printed thumb nuts (thumbnut.stl) (Figure 12i). 

When 3D printing the thumbnuts, stop the print at the height of the end of the nut 

trap and insert an M3 nut, then continue the 3D print. 
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Figure 12 Assembly of motorized rotary autosampler. (a) Connection of motor mount and 

planetary gear drive with one M3x6 countersunk screw. (b) Mounting of Nema17 stepper 

motor with four M3x6 countersunk screws. (c) Insertion of M3 nut into herringbone gear. (d) 

Mounting of herringbone gear on motor shaft with one M3x10 hex head cap screw. (e) Final 

fastening of motor mount to planetary gear drive with three M3x10 hex head cap screws. (f) 

Insertion of M6 nut and M6x10 hex head cap screw into motor mount. (g) Sandwich-style 

assembly of autosampler elements with four M3x25 countersunk screws. Inlet shows that two 

M3x8 grub screws are inserted into the top of the gear drive cover. (h) Installation of 

completed autosampler on aluminum rod in retention model setup. (i) Setup with sample 

holder and fastening with two thumb nuts. 
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5.10 Assembly and wiring of solid-state relay 

As the ceramic heat lamp for temperature-control needs to be connected to the power line 

with high voltage and to the Arduino through a solid-state relay, the solid-state relay is placed 

separated from all other components for safety reasons. Always refer to a professional to make 

sure that the connections are correct and safe. Additionally, a fuse is installed to prevent 

electrical accidents. To install and wire the solid state relay, refer to Figure 13 and Figure 14, 

respectively. 

1. Splice out one wire of the cable from the ceramic heat lamp power socket and connect 

it to the inline fuse holder and the load connectors of the solid-state relay (Figure 

13a). Also, prepare two wires for the input signal of the relay. Finally, insert a 3A 

cartridge fuse into the fuse holder. 

2. Insert the laser-cut wooden plate (woodplate_ssr.dxf) into the housing 

(ssr_housing.stl), so that the holes in the plate are aligned with the holes in the 

housing (Figure 13b). 

3. Attach the solid-state relay to the housing by fastening it with two M4x8 hex head 

cap screws trough the wooden plate to the housing (Figure 13c). Feed the cable of the 

heat lamp power socket through the slot at the side and the wires for the input signal 

through the hole in the bottom. Place the fuse holder next to the relay and use zip 

ties for strain relief. 

4. Finally, close the housing with an acrylic cover (from box_top+SSR_cover.dxf) by 

fastening it with three M3x10 hex head cap screws and apply the warning sign 

(warning_sign.stl) with adhesive tape (Figure 14d). You can print the warning sign 

with different colors to increase visibility. 

5.11 Assembly of electronics and wiring 

The installation and wiring of all electronic components inside the electronics housing 

(electronics_housing.stl) is illustrated in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17. 

1. Place the two required relay boards on the pins in the electronics housing (there are 

two expansion slots). Also, place the Arduino Mega 2560 and the DC/DC boost 

converter and fasten all components down with nine M3x8 hex head cap screws in 

the highlighted positions (Figure 15a). Furthermore, insert two M6x20 hex head cap 

screws in the bottom of the housing. 

2. Solder two short wires for the Arduino Pro Mini to the RAMPS1.4 shield and stack it 

onto the Arduino afterwards (Figure 15b, Figure 16). 

3. Fasten the electronics housing to the baseplate of the retention model setup with two 

M6 nuts in slots 83 and 151 and route the wires into the housing as depicted (Figure 

15c). You can insert zip ties in special slots in the housing (highlighted) to tie the 

wires together. Feed the input signal wires from the solid-state relay through the hole 

in the top of the electronics housing and attach the with two M6x10 hex head cap 

screws. 
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4. Connect all wires and an Arduino Pro Mini (upload sketch mini_pump_control.ino 

beforehand) to the RAMPS1.4 shield according to the wiring schemes in Figure 16 

and Figure 17 (Figure 15d). Connect and mount a power toggle switch as well (Figure 

15e). 

5. Finally, attach the last fan with fan grill to the acrylic cover (from box_doorside 

+electronics_cover.dxf) with four M3x30 hex head cap screws and flow direction 

towards the acrylic. Feed the fan wires through the hole in the acrylic and connect 

the fan (Figure 16, Fan4). Then screw the cover to the housing with use of four M3x10 

hex head cap screws.
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Figure 13 Assembly of solid-state relay in solid-state relay housing. (a) Connection of solid-

state relay with fuse holder and power socket of the heat lamp. (b) Insertion of wooden 

protection plate. (c) Placing of solid-state relay and fuse holder in housing. (d) Installation of 

acrylic cover and warning sign. 

 

Figure 14 Wiring of solid-state relay to fuse, heat lamp and RAMPS 1.4 Arduino shield. 
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Figure 15 Assembly of electronic components in electronics housing. (a) Placement of relays, 

Arduino and DC/DC boost converter in electronics housing and fastening with M3x8 hex 

head cap screws. (b) RAMPS 1.4 Arduino shield stacked on top of Arduino. (c) Mounting of 

electronics housing on baseplate with two M6 nuts and two M6x20 hex head cap screws and 

of solid-state relay housing on electronics housing with two M6x10 hex head cap screws. The 

picture also shows how the cables are routed into the electronics housing. (d) Connection of 

cables to RAMPS 1.4 Arduino shield. (e) Installation and connection of power switch. (f) 

Attachment of acrylic cover with four M3x10 hex head cap screws and mounting of fan with 

four M3x10 hex head cap screws. 
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Figure 16 Wiring of electronic components to RAMPS 1.4 Arduino shield. 

 

 

Figure 17 Wiring of power supply, DC/DC boost converter and relays. 
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5.12 Insertion of tubing and final setup 

To finalize the construction of the retention model setup, insert a peristaltic pump/lab silicone 

tubing with an inner diameter of 4 mm and a wall thickness of 1.6 mm into the peristaltic 

pump and attach the ends to the slide (tissue holder) and a beaker (Figure 18). The 3D 

printable mesh (mesh.stl) possesses a hole with which the tube can be held in place. 

 

Figure 18 Installation of peristaltic pump tubing. (a) Tube inserted into peristaltic pump. (b) 

Tube connection to slide. (c) Tube entering a beaker through a 3D printed mesh. 

A fully constructed retention model setup is depicted in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 Final setup of retention measurement system. 
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6 Operation Instructions  

6.1 Structure of Arduino sketch for control with Mega 2560 

In this section, the structure of the code for the Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller 

(main.ino) is explained. At each iteration of the “main loop” the microcontroller handles 3 

tasks: 

 Menu navigation:  

If an input from the user is detected (encoder rotated or clicked) the values of the 

“menu state variables” are modified and menu items are displayed accordingly. By 

navigating the menu as described in section 6.2, the user can manually enable/disable 

each of the functionalities of the system and configure all the parameters of the 

experiment. 

 Climate-control:  

The control of temperature and humidity is disabled by default and the display shows 

“Temp/Hum control off”. If enabled (manually through menu navigation or within 

the automated program), the value of the temperature from the slide sensor (T) and 

the value of the humidity from the ambient sensor (H) are read and compared to the 

setpoints giving ΔT = T - target_T and ΔH = H - target_H, respectively. Then the 

ambient control devices are actuated depending on the values ΔT and ΔH: 

o if ΔH < 0, the humidifier is turned ON by setting the digital signal driving the 

relay to high 

o if ΔH < 0, the humidifier fan is turned ON and its speed is controlled by a 

PWM (pulse width modulation) signal with a duty cycle proportional to ΔH 

o if ΔT < 0, the infrared heat lamp is turned ON by setting the digital signal 

controlling the solid-state relay to high 

o if ΔH > 0 or ΔT > 0, the ventilation and exhaustion fans are turned ON and 

their speeds are controlled by PWM signals with duty cycles which are 

dependent on both ΔH and ΔT. 

o Finally, the temperature of the ambient sensor (amb_T) is measured: if amb_T 

> 45°C or the temperatures measured by the two sensors differ more than 15°C 

(meaning that at least one of the sensors is not working properly) all the 

devices are turned OFF and the system stays in an ERROR state until it is 

restarted. 

 Automated program execution:  

If the automated program function is enabled, a single instruction of the automated 

program is executed (a more detailed description of the automated program is 

proposed in section 6.3). 
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6.2 Structure of LCD/rotary encoder controller menu 

The menu is structured in four layers, identified by different colors in Figure 20: Home → 

layer1 → layer2 → parameters. By default, the LCD displays one of two possible home pages, 

depending on whether the ambient control is disabled (“temp hum control OFF”) or enabled 

(displaying temperature and humidity values). 

By clicking the push-button of the rotary encoder, the user enters the menu navigation mode: 

the first row of the LCD displays the current section of the menu while the second row 

displays the subsections/items of that section. By rotating the button, the users can scroll 

through the items and by clicking the push-button the user selects the displayed item and 

enters the corresponding subsection. 

The current state of the menu navigation is uniquely identified by a pair of variables: P and C 

(Figure 20). In the last layer of subsections (green blocks) the first row of the LCD displays 

the name of the parameter and the second row displays the current value of the selected 

parameter: the user can scroll through the possible values of the parameter by rotating the 

button and as the push-button is clicked the selected value of the parameter is stored and  the 

menu moves back to the previous subsection.  

Special cases: 

 Sel func → temp/hum control → enable: by clicking the push-button while the 

“enable” item in the “temp/hum control” section is displayed, the ambient control will 

be enabled if it was previously disabled and disabled if it was previously enabled. 

 Sel func → pump → start/stop:  by clicking the push-button while the “start/stop” 

item in the “pump” section is displayed, the pump will be turned ON if it was 

previously OFF and turned OFF if it was previously ON. 

 Sel func → autosampler → next sample: by clicking the push-button while the “next 

sample” item in the “autosampler” section is displayed, the autosampler will move to 

the next sample right away. 

 Sel func → autosampler → manual pos → X: by rotating the knob while in the 

position parameter of the “manual pos” item of the “autosampler” section, the 

autosampler will move according to the rotation of the button to fine-tune the 

position of the autosampler. The user can exit the manual positioning mode by 

clicking the push-button at any point and the menu will return to the autosampler 

section. 

 Sel func → prog start/stop: by clicking the push-button while the “prog start/stop” 

item of the “sel func” section is displayed, the automated program algorithm will start 

if it was previously disabled or it will stop if it was running. 

By clicking on the “Home” item, present in any section and subsection, the user will exit the 

menu navigation and the LCD will display the home page. 
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Figure 20 Organigram of all menu points in the controller menu. Different colors correspond 

to different layers of the menu structure. 
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6.3 Instructions for generation of customized automated program sequences 

In order to build a custom designed automated program, the user must modify the 

“my_program ()” function that can be found at the very end of the arduino code (main.ino). 

The “my_program” function is a case structure in which each case corresponds to one step of 

the desired sequence of operations. Each step (case) must contain only one instruction from 

the provided instruction set (Figure 21). The default instruction must always be the 

“stop_program ()” function. 

set_pump (rpm, direction, enable) controls the peristaltic pump. The function accepts values 

of byte-type (0-255). For the “enable” parameter, 0 corresponds to stop while any other 

positive integer corresponds to start. For the “direction” parameter, 0 corresponds to 

clockwise while any other positive integer corresponds to counterclockwise (the actual 

direction of the flow depends on the tube placement). The value of the “rpm” parameter 

controls the actual speed of the pump in RPM (revolutions per minute). 

next_sample (N_of_samples, direction) controls the stepper motor of the autosampler. The 

function accepts values of “integer” type. For the “direction” parameter, 0 corresponds to 

clockwise while any other positive integer corresponds to counterclockwise. The autosampler 

rotates 1/N_of_samples of a full rotation. 

set_temp_hum (target_T, target_H, enable) stores the setpoints for T and H and 

enables/disables the climate-control. The function accepts values of integer-type.  For the 

“enable” parameter, 0 corresponds to stop, while any other positive integer corresponds to 

start. 

reach_target_temp_hum () causes the sequence to stall until both temperature and humidity 

reach the setpoints within a range of ± 2°C for T and ± 3% for H. 

wait_milliseconds (x) causes the sequence to stall for x milliseconds before moving to the next 

instruction (ongoing active operations such as ambient control or pump rotation will keep 

being active). The function accepts values of unsigned_long-type. 

instruction_loop (instr_number,number_of_cycles) is used to perform loops of several 

instructions. The program will jump back to the instruction indicated by “instr_number” for 

a number of times specified by “number_of_cycles”. 

stop_program () is the “default” instruction, meaning that it is performed any time at the end 

of the program routine. This function disables the automated program and restores all values 

to default. 
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Figure 21 Graphical overview of commands for customized automated programs. 

6.4 Structure of Arduino sketch for Pro Mini pump control 

The Arduino Pro Mini has the only task to control the stepper motor of the peristaltic pump. 

It reads speed, direction and state values sent by the Arduino Mega 2560 from the serial bus 

and generates the digital signal for direction as well as the square wave signal required to 

control the stepper motor. This additional external microcontroller is required to provide 

accurate speed control of the pump, independently from the other functions which are 

handled by the main microcontroller (Arduino Mega 2560) to avoid critical timing issues. The 

code for the Arduino Pro Mini (mini_pump_control.ino) must be uploaded before connecting 

it to the circuit as it will not be accessible from the outside. 
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7 Cost Analysis 

The cost analysis for this project estimates a total cost of 492 USD for a complete retention 

model setup. As pricing of the various components can be heterogeneous depending on the 

source, the total cost is expected to vary depending on where the parts are purchased. 

However, we estimate that the cost is more likely to be reduced as in some cases parts were 

purchased that were more expensive than necessary. When looking at the cost analysis 

overview in the table, it becomes clear that the acrylic sheets as well as the electronics 

contribute the main expenses to the project. 

 

Component groups Cost (USD) 

3D printed parts 45 

Acrylic sheets 108 

Electronics 246 

Screws and other mechanical parts 88 

Pump tubing 7 

 Total Cost 494 
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8 Validation and Characterization 

The functionality of the constructed retention model setup was tested. In this regard, we 

investigated the climate control over time, the performance of the peristaltic pump and the 

automation of the system. 

8.1 Performance of climate control feedback loop 

The capability of the climate control feedback loop using a ceramic heat lamp, an ultrasonic 

mist fogger, three fans, two DHT22 sensors and an Arduino Mega 2560 was tested by 

measuring temperature and relative humidity over time (Figure 22). As experimentally 

relevant target values, we chose a temperature of 37°C and a relative humidity of 90%. The 

results show that the humidity fluctuates right below the target value in a much faster 

frequency than temperature fluctuates around the target value. Furthermore, the target 

humidity can be reached much faster than the target temperature, which is reached after 

approximately 10 minutes. All in all, the control feedback loop shows a very robust behavior 

which can also be observed when the door of the chamber was opened for a specific amount 

of time. While the temperature stays unaffected after these short interruptions, the humidity 

decreases as an extreme down to 50% relative humidity but reaches the target value again 

within one minute after the event. The temperature exhibits a fluctuation in range of 5.3°C 

with an average of 37.9°C and a standard deviation of ± 1.5°C. The fluctuation of relative 

humidity takes place in a range of 12% with an average of 88% and a standard deviation of ± 

2%. 

 

Figure 22 Replicated measurements of temperature and relative humidity over time. Dotted 

lines represent the programmed target values. Events “O” and “X” mark when the door of the 

climate chamber was opened (“O”) and closed (“X”). 

8.2 Peristaltic pump calibration 

The peristaltic pump was adapted from a previously posted project in which it was 

characterized in detail [18]. As the pump was introduced to a modified setting and modified 

control, a calibration curve was determined (Figure 23). Within the examined RPM-range, 

the pump exhibits a precise linear relationship to the flowrate.  
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Figure 23 Calibration curve of peristaltic pump. Error bars representing standard deviation 

are not depicted as they are smaller than the individual points of the plot. N = 3. 

8.3 Demonstration of retention experiment using automated program sequence and 

autosampler 

To demonstrate the extended capabilities by means of automation of the presented retention 

model setup, a demonstration experiment with two differently shaped 3D printed specimens 

was performed (Figure 24). A piece of untreated porcine intestinal tissue was placed on the 

tissue holder as soon as the climate control reached the target values of 37°C and 90% relative 

humidity. Then the tissue was flushed with Dulbeccos’ phosphate buffered saline for 5 

minutes at 50 RPM to remove loose pieces of mucus. The 3D printed cones and cylinders 

(Figure 24a and b) had a diameter of 1 mm and were placed simultaneously and randomly in 

a number of 25 each onto the intestine and left for incubation for 10 minutes (Figure 24c). 

With expiration of the incubation time, a customized program as visualized in Table 1 was 

started. 

As indicated, the program started the pump at 10 RPM, then rotated the autosampler to the 

next sample (small filter mesh; Figure 24d) four times after two minutes of flow each. Then 

the flow was increased consecutively three times to 30, 40 and 50 RPM in order to increase 

stress conditions. After the program stopped, the cone and cylinder samples in the fractions 

of the autosampler as well as the samples remaining on the tissue were counted. Plotting the 

results of the replicated experiments as relative amount of samples left on the tissue (relative 

retention) against the number of autosampler fractions (Figure 24e) shows that in all replicates 

there is a tendency of the cones to exhibit slightly higher retention than the cylinders. This 

could be caused by the fact that the cones encounter less drag force than the cylinders and 

also as they might penetrate into the mucus layer more easily due to their sharp tip. Since the 

experiment was fully automated, the number of autosampler fraction correlates with time as 

well as with flowrate. 
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In summary, the demonstration and validation of the instrument shows: 

 Stable control of temperature and humidity over time 

o Fluctuation of temperature in range of 5.3°C over time 

(mean of 37.9°C; standard deviation of ± 1.5°C over time) 

o Fluctuation of relative humidity in range of ~12% over time  

(mean of 88%; standard deviation of ± 2% over time)  

 Precise peristaltic pump calibration with linear correlation of RPM to flowrate ml/min in 

a physiologically relevant range of flowrate 

 Capability to run fully automated mucoadhesion assays using an autosampler and a 

customized controller program 

 

Figure 24 Example retention measurement experiment using customized program 

automation. (a) Top view of millimeter sized 3D printed cone-shaped sample. (b) Top view of 

millimeter sized 3D printed cylinder-shaped sample. (‘) side view and (‘’) 45 degree tilted view 

in both cases. (c) Photograph of running experiment with both types of samples placed on the 

tissue. (d) Photograph of experimental setup with rotational autosampler and porcine 

intestinal tissue on 30 degree tilted tissue holder. (e) Graphical analysis of the data obtained 

from counting the samples remaining in the different fractions of the autosampler after three 

replicates (e – first replicate, e’ – second replicate, e’’ – third replicate). 
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Table 1 Example instruction loop used for retention experiment in Figure 24. Climate control 

is set to a temperature of 37°C and a relative humidity of 90%. After a waiting time of 5 

seconds, the flow of the pump is started at a flowrate of 10 RPM. After 2 minutes, the sample 

in the autosampler is changed. The latter procedure is repeated 4 times, then the flowrate is 

increased. The flow rate is increased 4 times in total until the program stops. 

 

9 Potential modifications 

Potential modifications of the system include a more precise control of the slide angle. 

Increased repeatability of the angle will possibly lead to increased repeatability of the 

experiments. As the RAMPS 1.4 Arduino shield has three more slots for stepper motor drivers, 

a motor could be used to precisely control the angle of the slide. 

Further, the design of the peristaltic pump could be altered in order to more easily fit tubes 

of different diameters and thereby achieve different ranges of flowrates.  

Another desirable modification would be the optimization of 3D printed parts to reduce the 

amount of required screws and to adapt the parts to the use of the same size and type of screws 

as they contribute a substantial fraction of the cost of the setup.  
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